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PREFACE

This volume contains a short account of a tour in

Greece taken by my wife and myself in the spring

of last year. The account is in the form of a

journal, kept at the time for my own convenience

only, and now printed with such slight omissions

and additions as appeared requisite to render it

suitable for another purpose. In preparing for

our visit, we found ourselves hampered not a little

by the want of definite and recent information on

many points, which it was necessary to know

while planning our route ; and, since our return,

it has occurred to me that any who are looking

forward to a similar visit may find their labour

lightened by the perusal of a journal showing,

with some precision of detail as to times and places,

how large a part of the country can be seen in the

course of a short vacation. The journal also

indicates what can be done by merely walking
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and driving, in the more easily accessible districts,

without resorting to the intervention of a

dragoman with his cavalcade of beasts of burden,

carrying a complete canteen with beds and bed-

ding and provisions for the way— a method of

travelling, however, which, in the general absence

of roads and inns, is still the only one available for

seeing many portions of the interior. We spent

a week very pleasantly at Athens, making

excursions to Salamis, Eleusis, Phyle, Pentelicus,

Laurium, and Sunium ; and we afterwards visited

Tiryns and Mycenae, Nemea and Corinth, Delphi

and Olympia, Zante and Corfu.

No one can be more conscious than myself

how much was left unseen, owing to the shortness

of the time at our disposal ; and an extended

study of the literature of Greek travel only in-

creases this consciousness, while it inspires one with

feelings almost of envy towards those who have

been fortunate enough to have time for a more

extensive tour. In Appendix /, I have drawn up

an approximately complete list of all the books

on Greek travel that have appeared down to the

present time ; and, in the case of some of the

most important or most interesting, I have given
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an outline of the traveller's route. My object in

so doing has been to direct the attention of future

travellers to some of the best sources of informa-

tion as to the various routes, and to facilitate

reference to such sources. It is extremely difficult

to make much use of such a mine of information

as Welcker's Journal, without the help of a clue

to its contents like that which I have tried to

provide. I have also attempted to supply a

classified conspectus of the literature of Greek

Topography, and of some other subjects that are

worth studying in connexion with Greek travel.

In this part of my work I have had the advantage

of using the carefully selected library of the

Cambridge Museum of Classical Archaeology,

which includes that of the greatest of Greek

topographers, Colonel Leake.

The map of modern Greece prefixed to this

volume is intended simply to show the principal

land and sea routes, and the lines of railway.

Some information as to the best maps is given in

Appendix I. However backward the country may

unavoidably remain as regards ordinary roads,

there are other means of communication that have

been considerably developed and improved during
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recent years. Thus, there are railways now

running from Athens to the Peiraeus, to Laurium,

to Kephisia ; and also to Corinth, and past

Mycenae and Tiryns, to Nauplia and the site of

the ancient Lerna. In August last, plans were

submitted to the Government for a railway from

Nauplia, by way of Tripolitza in the heart of

Arcadia, to Kalamata near the coast of Messenia.

The approach to Olympia is now made easier by

a short line from the port of Katakolo to the

small inland town of Pyrgos, about a third of the

distance to Olympia itself In Thessaly, again,

there is a line from the Gulf of Volo to Larissa,

and also across some of the tributaries of the

Peneios. And lastly, along the northern shore of

the Peloponnesus, the railway is rapidly advancing

from Corinth to Patras, having already passed the

site of Sikyon and reached a village near the

remains of Pellene. If its completion were un-

fortunately to supersede the steamers that now

take the traveller through the splendid scenery of

the Gulf of Corinth, it may be hoped that that

magnificent approach to Athens will be restored

again by the early opening of the canal across the

Isthmus.
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The mercantile enterprise of the Greeks has

developed a considerable coasting trade by means

of steamers stopping at all manner of places round

the Peloponnesus and elsewhere ; and the traveller

can often advantageously resort to these means of

communication. The first class cabins of the

Hellenic Company, which has the largest steamers

of the three Greek companies, are clean and com-

fortable, and afford better accommodation than

can be obtained at any except the best hotels in

Athens and Corfu. But the routes of these

steamers, though duly recognised in Baedeker's

GriecJienland, are imperfectly known to English

travellers in Greece. Thus, even so well-informed

a traveller as Professor Mahaffy, in the recently

published third edition of his interesting Rambles

and Studies in Greece, is content to state that " a

coasting steamer calls at Kalamata every fortnight"

(p. 6) ; whereas the Austrian Lloyd steamers stop

there twice a fortnight, those of the Panhellenic

and Gude companies four times each, and those

of the Old Hellenic eight times, making in all

eighteen times a fortnight. Accurate information

on these points is difficult to obtain, owing to the

fact that, even in Greece itself, there is no publica-
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tion containing in a collected form the time-tables

of all the Greek steamers and railways. The

tables of some of the railways in Attica are printed

on a small card that can be got in Athens ; some,

but not all, of the railways are given in the Con-

tinental Bradshaw. Little beside the Thessalian

line is included in Hendschel's Telegraph. The

trains between Athens and Nauplia are from time

to time advertised in the Greek newspapers ; and

only those between Athens and Corinth are men-

tioned in Cook's Continental Time-tables. This

last publication, however, deserves credit for giving

two or three pages of information about two of

the three Greek steamer companies.

In Appendix II the time-tables of all the Greek

railways and steamers are collected together for

the first time. These tables have been derived

from official sources, mainly from the placards

and advertisements of the various companies,

supplemented by information received in writing.

In gathering together the material for them, I

have had the special advantage of being assisted

by two English residents in Greece, whose ac-

quaintance I had the pleasure of making during

my visit— Mrs. T. G. Dickson, of Athens, and
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Mr. A. L. Crowe, of Zante—to both of whom my

thanks are due for this and other acts of kindness.

It is also an agreeable duty to thank Dr. Adler of

Berlin for permitting the reproduction, on a smaller

scale, of Dr. Dorpfeld's excellent plan of Olympia.

I hope that the information collected in this

volume may be of use to travellers in Greece, and

may induce some to visit that country who have

hitherto been scarcely aware of the improved

facilities for travelling which it now enjoys. If I

succeed in this object, I shall be content to learn,

without surprise, that they agree with Esmond in

holding that " to see with one's own eyes men and

countries, is better than reading all the books of

travel in the world." But I trust that when, like

the author of Esmond, they see rising around the

olive-plain of Attica what he happily describes as a

" chorus of the most beautiful mountains, the most

elegant, gracious, and noble the eye ever looked

on," their happiness may not be marred like his,

when, on coming in sight of Sunium, he fancied

he saw the Greek muse appearing to him in an

awful vision, to reproach him with memories of

his schoolboy days, when he had read her poets,

but in fear and trembling, and had blundered
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through her histories. Rather may they rejoice

with a joy unbroken, while they welcome, as the

crown and consummation of the studies of the

past, their earliest glimpse of the land where

" the hills rise in perfect harmony and fall in the

most exquisite cadences "—where " the sea seems

brighter, the islands more purple, the clouds more

light and rosy than elsewhere."^

J. E. SANDYS.

Cambridge, RIanli 18S7.

^ Thackeray, Ed. 1S77, vii 594-601 ;
" A Journey from Cornhill

to Cairo."

—

Esmond, chap. v.
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CAMBRIDGE TO ATHENS

XeifJiaroi ifvefibevTos d7r' aldepos oixofJ-^voio,

wop(pvp€7i fieiS-qae (pepavOeos e'lapos (bpy) . . .

ijdr) Se irXuiovcnv ew' evpea KV/xara vavrai.

TTUoiy airy^fxavTi^ Zecpvpov \iva KoKwuaavTos.

jSIeleager in Anthologia Gr(sca, ix 363.

The storms of winter now have passed away,

And spring's bright season smiles, with blossoms gay ;

O'er the broad billows now the seaman sails,

The canvas swells with Zephyr's gentle gales.

In the spring of 1886, undeterred by rumours of

impending war between Greece and Turkey, my
wife and I resolved on spending our Easter vacation

in Greece. On March 1 7 we left Cambridge for

Folkestone, crossed over to Boulogne the next

morning, stayed in Paris for the night, and on the

next day took the train for Marseilles. Beyond

Lyons we had views of the Cevennes across the

Rhone ; and between Orange and Avignon, which

we had visited a few years before, we saw the

B
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familiar cypresses standing out sharp and clear in

the moonlight. It was past midnight when we

reached our destination. During the next day we

enjoyed the well-known panorama of Marseilles

from the Church of Notre Dame de la Garde ; and

in the flower-market, a delightful place, where each

of the saleswomen was sitting enthroned in a fragrant

bower, we bought a box of oranges, in view of the

long interval that on board the steamer divides

the breakfast at ten from the dinner at five. At

five P.M. we left for the Peirseus in the Gamboge,

a fine steamer belonging to the Messageries Mari-

times ; and, as we slowly steamed out of the

harbour, we saw around us all the neighbouring

islands, including the one that is crowned by the

memorable GJidteau dif. We had a comfortable

cabin, next to the captain's, and excellent com-

pany on board in the persons of two Oxford

travellers bound for the islands of the eastern

yEgean. A Frenchman, who was going to Con-

stantinople, was the only other saloon passenger,

so that at dinner we formed, including the captain

and the doctor, a party of only seven.

March 2 i
.—A perfect day of bright sunshine

and refreshing breezes playing over waters of

almost unruffled calm. About one P.M. we passed

through the Straits of Bonifacio, and had fine views
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of the serrated hills of Corsica and Sardinia, and

of numbers of rocky islets, including Caprera, the

home of Garibaldi. The day, ' most calm,' ' most

bright,' recalled the story of the time when, in

these very straits, John Henry Newman lay be-

calmed for a whole week in an orange-boat bound

for Marseilles, and amid these islands wrote the

lines beginning—

' Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloom.'

March 22.—About nine A.M., after passing the

bold crags of Ischia and the low-lying island of

Procida, we steamed into the Bay of Naples, and

waited there till noon in full sight of Vesuvius, whose

summit, however, was completely covered with

clouds. The sky was perhaps less brilliant than

on my former visit ten years ago ; but the build-

ings along the shore, with their rich and varied

colours, formed a pleasant picture ; and, on leaving

the bay, we had a delightful view of the villas of

Sorrento crowning the southern cliffs, and also of

the rugged heights of Capri, which remained long

in sight before fading away like a cloud on the

northern horizon.

March 23.—About four in the morning we

passed through the Straits of Messina. I went

on deck to look at the brightly lighted streets of
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the town, facing the dark ItaHan shore. We saw

no more land that day.

March 24.—At half-past nine we came in sight

of the Morea, and soon passed the bold headland

of Capo Gallo and the misty mountains of Messenia,

with all the grace of their varied outlines. About

eleven we rounded Cape Matapan, where we

looked in vain for tlie Greek monk who is said to

emerge from his cell to give his blessing to every

ship that passes by. Owing to the rough weather

that is apt to prevail here, as it did in ancient

times, it was not until two that we passed Cape

Malea, leaving on our right the bare and rugged

island of Cythera, which no one would have taken

for a haunt of Aphrodite ; indeed, as the French

passenger remarked, she would obviously never

have gone there if the Phoenicians had not taken

her.

Not long after, the crag of Monemvasi'a, the

home of Malmsey wine, was dimly seen on the

Laconian coast ; but, as the sky was overcast, the

island of Melos was completely invisible. After

a rather rough evening, we passed the lighthouse

on the island of Hydra in the dead of night, and

reached the Peiraeus about one in the morning.
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ATHENS AND ATTICA

TToO yb,p , . , 6\pofx,ai . . . iKK\T]aiav, . . . KepafxeiKdv, ayopdv,

8iKa(XT'qpia, ttjv Ka\T]v aKp6iroKiv, rots ffefiva.'s Oeds, rd ixvaTrjpia, ttjv

yeiTVLwaav ^aXafuva, to. (rrevd, rriv '^vrrdXeLav, rbv MapaOQva, 6Xriv

iv rah 'AOtjvah ttjp 'EX\d8a
;

Alciphron, ii 3 § II.

March 25.—The sky was brilliantly beautiful

when we went on deck at seven o'clock, and, in

the pearly light of our first Greek morning, saw

the sunlit hills of Salamis. We were rowed

ashore by two boatmen, who landed us at the

custom-house, which happens to be on the site

of a temple founded by Conon in memory of the

battle of Cnidus ; and, after going through the

formal ceremony of walking past the courteous

ofificers of the customs, we were soon driving

along the five miles of dusty road to Athens,

catching one or two glimpses of the Acropolis on

the way. At the farther end of the long Street

of Hermes, which runs from the Theseum and

the railway station on the west, to the Royal
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Gardens and the Square of the Constitution on

the east, we found our hotel, the Hotel dcs Etrangers,

looking out upon the green trees, which are a relief

to the eye after the glare of the surrounding

streets. An excellent room was ready for us,

and we arranged to stay for a week, paying a

sum equivalent to ^^ i a day for both of us, this

charge including lodging, meals, and attendance.

After breakfast we started out on our round of

sight-seeing among the ruins of old Athens. We
began with the stadium on the Ilissus. During

the voyage I had come across the short descrip-

tion of it in Pausanias, and had been struck by

the ambiguity of his language, which leaves it

almost an open question whether it is the upper

end of the stadhnn or the upper part of the

stream that resembles a crescent in shape. The

former is his real meaning.^ The stadium was

one of the works that marked the financial admin-

istration of the orator Lycurgus ; but part of the

substructure alone is now visible, and the slopes

that gleamed with seats of white marble in the

days of Herodes Atticus, are now green with

^ I 19 § 7, &vu}0€v 6pos inrkp tov EtXtccrw apxofievov €K fX7]voeL8ovs

KaO'/jKei Tou irorafjiov irpbs Trjv 6x6yjv evdv re Kal dnrXovv : i.e. From

a point above the Ilissus, a hillside, of the form of a crescent in its

upper part, descends in two parallel lines to the bank of the river.
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grass and bright with poppies of a deeper than

wonted hue.

We wandered back to the IHssus, and walked

along a narrow path on its left bank, under a row

of small plane-trees, with the tiny stream of clear

water flowing beside them, and recalling the well-

known description of the scene of Plato's PJic^-

drus. After descending the stream for a short

way, we reached the fountain of Callirrhoe, which

gushes out of a low wall of rock between two

pretty cascades.

We next visited the ruins of the Olympieum

with their lofty Corinthian columns ; and, after

passing through the arch of Hadrian, and thread-

ing a very narrow lane known as the Street of

Tripods, we soon reached the Choragic monument

of Lysicrates, a small and elegant structure in the

Corinthian style, somewhat spoilt by poor sur-

roundings. Then, by a poverty-stricken approach,

grandly called the Street of Dionysus, we made

our way to the Great Theatre, and there we

rested for a while on some of the upper seats,

looking across the Saronic Gulf to the purple

slopes of yEgina, rising in graceful outlines to a

summit about 1730 feet above the sea. Descend-

ing to the lower seats, I reached the centre of the

foremost row, and enthroned myself in the marble
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stall reserved in ancient days for the priest of

Dionysus. From this point I looked across the

orchestra at the sculptured reliefs of Dionysiac

legends on the frieze of the proscenium ; we then

crossed the foundations of the successive walls of

the buildings of the stage, and found the altar of

Dionysus standing among ruinous fragments, far

removed from its proper place in the centre of the

orchestra. It is distinctly broader and more

bulky than the slender copy of it which was

recently made for the Greek plays at Cambridge.

We then examined the interesting remains of

the temple of yEsculapius on the south side of

the Acropolis, with its colonnade and its sacred

fountain, and stayed for a while in the Odeum

of Herodes Atticus, the seats and many other

portions of which are in fairly perfect preserva-

tion. After this we struck across the road to

the south, and soon reached the summit of the

Museum Hill, which is crowned by the monument

of Philopappus, and commands a splendid view of

.^gina and Salamis. Both of these islands we

saw to perfection, and much more besides, for

beyond them extended the mountains of Argolis,

while to their right there arose the massive crag

of the Acrocorinthus, and in the distance the

snowy summit of Mount Cyllene in Arcadia,
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more than seventy miles away. After this glorious

view, v/e cared but little for the so-called prison

of Socrates, or the fabulous tomb of Cimon, which

are excavated in the rocks of this hill. So, after

a passing glance at these, we pressed onward up

the slope of what is commonly known as the hill

of the Pnyx.

Here, on the open hillside, lies the great semi-

circular space where the assemblies of the Athen-

ians are supposed to have been held. The upper

part of this space is bounded by a low wall of

rock, near the middle of which is a small stone

platform ascended by steps, which inscriptions now

in the British Museum have caused to be identified

as the altar of Zeus hypsistos, but which is still

regarded by many as the bema of the Athenian

orators. A bitterly cold wind was blowing from

the north as I stood on this inclement spot, watch-

ing the strands of cloud streaming down as of old

over Parnes.^ The passing shower in which we

were soon caught was sufficiently uncomfortable

to make one applaud the good sense of the

apparently superstitious rule which broke up the

^ jSX^Tre vvv Sevpl wpos ttjv Ildpvrjd'. ifSri yap opw Kariovaas

rjcrvxv CLvrds .... x'^P'^^'^' o-vrai. Trdvv TroWai,

5ia ruiv kolKuiv kclI t^v daaeui'.

Aristophanes, Nubes, 324.
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assemblies of Athens at the fall of the first drop

of rain.^ On such a day as this, even if a De-

mosthenes had been able to speak, it may well

be doubted whether any one could have stopped

to hear him.

To the north-east of the hill of the Pnyx lies

the Areopagus. Scrambling up the steep steps

cut in the native rock, we soon attained the

narrow platform round which the elders sat in

judgment under the open sky, with the accuser

and the accused seated before them on the two

white ledges called the ' stone of relentlessness

'

and the 'stone of outrage.'^ In point of extent

the platform was better fitted for the pulpit of St.

Paul than for the court of the Areopagites ; and

a far more ample space in the adjacent rocks is

assigned to the cave of the Eumenides,

From this gloomy cavern we ascended along

winding paths, fringed with aloes, to the vast

remains of the Propylaea, turning aside to linger

awhile over the exquisite temple of the Wingless

Victory, and then advancing along the route of

the Panathenaic procession towards the graceful

Erectheum, and the majestic Parthenon with its

weather-beaten columns of Pcntelic marble mel-

' 8ioa-7]ij.la'(rTiv Kai pavls (36J3X7]Ki fxe.—Ar. Acharn. 171-

- Pausanias, i 28 § 5-
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lowed by time into marvellous hues as of gold or

amber. In the museum of the Acropolis, which

was fortunately open, we saw the recent finds

—

seven female figures, including several representa-

tions of Athene with the well-known archaic smile,

as well as a quaint and diminutive Aphrodite.^

On descending from the Acropolis we visited

the Theseum, the most perfectly preserved of all

the Athenian temples. But, on this occasion, we

only walked round it, reserving the interior for

another day, and then returned by the Street of

Hermes to the hospitable doors of our hotel.

March 26.— In the morning I went to the

Ionian Bank, where I learned from the courteous

manager that, at the literary club called the Paj^-

nassos, the paper for the evening was to be on a

purely agricultural subject ; that Parliament was

no longer sitting ; that, owing to the prospect of

war, the University lectures were suspended ; and,

lastly, that (as an alleviating circumstance) a

circular note for £10 was worth as much as 3 1

1

drachmas in paper money, instead of about 250

in silver.

Opposite the Bank, in the fine Street of the

Stadium, I saw the stately Parliament House

;

^ Some of these have since been photographed in Part I of The

Museums of Athens, by M. Cavvadias.
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and, in a still finer street running parallel to it,

the sober and substantial structure of the Univer-

sity buildings ; and next to these, the Ionic fagade

of the modern Academy, with statues of Athene

and Apollo before it, and a gilded frieze around

it—a gleaming fabric of white marble, whose

splendour remains unsullied in the pure air of

Athens. In the same quarter is the house of Dr.

Schliemann, with the name lAIOT MEFAPON
in large letters of gold on its front, and with

groups of memorable statues ranged along the

roof.

In the afternoon we went to Salamis. At one

o'clock we entered the train for the Peirseus,

reaching it in twenty minutes ; walked across the

head of the harbour, and then struck off a little

to the right, to gain the straits beyond an inter-

vening headland. On our way we were detained

by a shower, and were kindly invited to take

shelter in a rude little hovel, where a man and his

wife and their four little ones were cowering round

a brazier of hot ashes. The perfect politeness of

these poor people was remarkable.

Starting afresh, we hastened along a muddy
road to the bay of Keratsina, and then by the

shore below Mount ^galeos, till we reached a

point beyond the ferry by which Salamis itself is
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approached. The ferry is about two hours' walk

from the Peiraeus. All this while we were enjoy-

ing ever-varying views of the familiar landmarks

of the memorable battle, the bare islet of Psyt-

taleia, the tapering promontory of Cynosura, and

the hills of Salamis almost closing the entrance

into the bay of Eleusis. Beside all these, we had

splendid prospects of ^Egina and the coast of

Epidaurus, and even of the Acrocorinthus and

Mount Cyllene.

At 4.45 we hastened back, and succeeded in

reaching the Peiraeus in time for the 6.30 train.

On arriving at Athens and alighting at the station

near the Theseum, it was not without a passing

shock of surprise that I heard myself greeted for

the first time by some eager Athenian cabmen

with the Greek equivalent for ' A cab, Sir ?'

—

afia^a Kvpie ! aixa^a Kvpie !

March 27.—Our excursion for the day was the

ascent of Pentelicus. At half-past nine we started

in an open carriage, leaving the hill of Lycabettus

on our left, and passing through Ampelokipi (the

deme of Aristeides and Socrates), just before

reaching the open country. After a few miles of

very tolerable road, we turned off to the right

along a rough track with deep ruts that made our

carriage jolt again and again in a most distressing
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manner, till we reached the village of Chalandri,

where all the dogs came out to bark at us. The

remainder of the road is far better, winding

gradually uphill till it reaches the monastery of

Mendeli, or Pentele, near the foot of the mountain,

an hour and a half's drive from Athens. On our

way we passed numbers of vineyards and olive-

trees, while by the roadside there were green

slopes of sward, brilliant with hundreds of purple

and crimson anemones. It must have been

flowers like these that prompted the poets of old

to give glowing epithets like (poLVLKavOe/jiov to the

bright season of spring.^

At the monastery there was some building

going on, but we failed to find a monk to guide

us to the summit. However, our driver, who was

a handsome young Greek with a well -bronzed

complexion, got an intelligent quarryman, who

was looking after some blocks of marble in front

of the monastery, to show us the way. We began

our walk about eleven o'clock, and, after crossing

some plantations on comparatively level ground,

went steadily up the hill along paths that were

strewn with shining fragments of marble, and

•* Pindar, Pyth. iv 114, (poLviKavd^/xov ^pos dKfMg., and Meleager

quoted on p. I, iropcpvpirj (pepavdios etapos &pr]. Tibullus, iii 5j 4>

and Columella, poet, x 256, verpurpzireum.
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across little lawns that were carpeted with bright

anemones, till the flowers became fewer and fewer,

and the ascent increasingly rugged. Toward the

south-west the familiar panorama of hills and

islands began once more to disclose itself, and

Salamis, ^Egina, Epidaurus, and the mountains

of the Morea came into fuller and fuller view. We
paused for a while near the ancient quarries in front

of a low cliff of solid marble, scored with the names

of modern Greeks and Russians carved in massive

characters. To our right was a large cavern with

graceful festoons of maiden -hair and gleaming

stalactites falling from its roof; and ill its floor,

in a square basin of marble, a small pool of clear

cold water. Our guide was a quiet and unob-

trusive companion, with a gentle and kindly

politeness in all that he did, and with an enviable

power of sustained endurance in climbing up the

roughest of paths. I followed him for a little

way into the darker and colder part of the cave,

without caring to respond for long to his repeated

invitation : irrj'yaive Karco, "Trrjr^aLve Karo) (' Come

down !'). To the right, just outside the cave, was

a small chapel carved out of the rock with a

shrine fitted up with an altar, and a ceiling

decorated with Byzantine frescoes. This was

about half-way. After struggling on over blocks
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of stone and branches of stunted brushwood, we

reached a point of outlook from which we had

our first view of Euboea, with its rugged hills

rising beyond the narrow straits. From the same

point we looked down for the first time on the

battlefield of Marathon, bounded on the land-side

by its fringe of low hills, with the road to Athens

running between them, and closed toward the

shore by the crescent-shaped bay, familiar in all

the maps and plans of the battle. The battle-

field, in the words of Byron, ' preserves alike its

bounds and boundless fame.'

On reaching the summit, 3640 feet above the

sea, we sheltered ourselves from the cold blast

behind some rude stone walls, and enjoyed the

full magnificence of the panorama. To the north

was the finest point of all, the snowy pyramid of

Mount Dirphys in Euboea rising to the height of

more than 5000 feet. Towards the south and

south-east, among the many islands now in sight,

were several of the Cyclades, Andros, Tenos, and

Ceos, with some of the smaller islands off the

Cape of Sunium, which was itself hidden from

view by the hills of the mining district of

Laurium ; while to the north-west, among the

villages of Attica, we saw close at hand the

hamlet of Tatoi near the famous fort of Deceleia,
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which guarded the most eastern of the passes of

Parnes. Immediately below us to the north, we

looked down once more on the field of Marathon.

According to Pausanias (i 32 § 2), there was a

statue of Athene on Pentelicus, probably on the

actual summit ; and it can hardly be doubted that

it was from the crest of this very mountain that

the gleaming shield was lifted up, which was

supposed to have been displayed by the Alc-

maeonidae as a signal to the Persians immediately

after the battle (Herodotus, vi 115).

At 2.30 we began to descend, and at about

4.30 reached the monastery, having taken about

five hours in all. After an al fresco lunch rather

late in the day, we started back at 5 o'clock,

and found the anemones, which had looked so

bright as we came, already closing their petals

for the night. The strong cold wind of the

morning had given way to a warmer air, while

we watched the sun descending in a sky of pale

amber behind the delicately purple hills as we

returned to Athens.

March 28.—We went up Lycabettus, which

rises to the height of 919 feet, north-east of

Athens, and has a distant resemblance to Arthur's

Seat near Edinburgh, though it is much more

bare and rocky. The prospect from the summit
c
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includes the best general view of Athens, in which

the Acropolis, rising to 350 feet, is naturally the

most central and prominent object. To the left

of the Acropolis lies, in the middle distance, ^gina.

To the right of the highest point of that island is

the lofty peninsula of Methana ; then, the moun-

tains of Argolis, and, to the right of the Peirseus,

the straits and hills of Salamis, the lower spurs of

Mount ^galeos, with the snows of the distant

Cyllene ; and, lastly, to the right of this, the

nearer mountains of Megara and the range of

Parnes.

After enjoying this view from the seats of

stone in front of the chapel of St. George, which

gives the hill its modern name, we descended by

the path between the two peaks of the hill and

struck across the northern part of Athens to the

' Central Museum ' which lies, as it happens, on the

circumference of the city. Here we saw many

statues of the highest interest, among the best of

which was the Hermes of Andros ; also a great

number of beautiful marble vases carved in low

relief, like the Grecian urn of Keats's ode,

< With brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought,'

and many other funeral monuments, several of

which had the figure of a winged siren above
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them. It must have been some such figure as

this that was placed, we are told, over the tomb of

Isocrates. At the far end of the museum there

was a copy of some remarkable paintings of birds

and grapes, discovered in a tomb at Corinth in

1882.

In the afternoon we paid our second visit to

the Acropolis ; and then sat out on the Museum

Hill, enjoying the view of ./Egina and the coast of

Epidaurus.

March 29.—We rose early, and, after walking

to the wrong station, succeeded in catching the

train to Eleusis at half-past seven. It is possible

to walk there in four hours by the direct route

over the Pass of Daphne across the range of

Mount ^galeos ; but the intervention of that

range compels the railway line to make a con-

siderable detour and to go inland, through the

olive groves of the Cephisus and along the Attic

plain, for at least seven miles, till it reaches the

small village of Epano-Liosia, a little to the west

of the site of Acharnae. It then crosses one of

the depressions in the above range, taking about

an hour in all to reach Eleusis.

At the station we found an old and feeble

pensioner, the custodian of the ruins, awaiting the

train. We went with him through the village.
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passing on our way many gaily dressed Albanian

women clad in blue and red striped with gold,

some of them carrying on their shoulders large

water-vessels of rough pottery of a simple and

elegant shape. On reaching the ruins, we passed

through the shattered fragments of the greater and

lesser Propylaea, the former resembling in plan

and dimensions the Propylsea of the Athenian

Acropolis, and the latter being a far smaller

structure only thirty-two feet in breadth. Among
the broken remains of this, I observed two separate

portions of an inscription bearing the name of

[appivs • CLAVDiJvs • AP • F • pvlche[r], a name that

recalls the passage in Cicero's letters where he

states that his predecessor in the pro-consulship

of Cilicia is proposing to put up a irpoTrvXov at

Eleusis.^ With the help of the old ciistos I put the

pieces together again for the benefit of future

visitors ; but inscriptions of such interest and

importance ought on no account to be allowed to

lie scattered about on the ground among broken

bits of ancient buildings.

Beyond the inner Propylaea we passed the

1 Ad Atticum vi l § 26, audio Appium irpbirvKov Eleusine

facere. The inscription was discovered in i860, and is printed in

the Corpus Inscriptiomim iMtinaj-ujn, i p. 181, [Ap. Claudijus

Ap. F. Pulche[r] propyUim Cere[ri et Proserpijnae cos. vovit

[im]perato[r coepit] etc.
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spot where, until the year 1801, lay 'the colossal

bust of Pentelic marble, crowned with a basket,'

which is now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge. The inhabitants had an almost super-

stitious regard for this piece of ancient sculpture.

On days of festival they used to burn a lamp

before it ; and, when Dr. E. D. Clarke purchased

it from the Turkish governor of Athens, they

declared that the ship which carried it off would

never get safe into port,—a prediction which was

actually verified by its being wrecked and lost

near Beachy Head.^ The bust was once supposed

to be a fragment of the statue of Demeter herself,

but, as observed by Leake, ' it seems rather to

have been that of a Cistophorus, serving for some

architectural decoration, like the Caryatides of the

Erechtheium.'-

We soon reached the remains of the great

temple of Demeter, the most interesting portion

of which was the place of assembly, where the

worshippers sat on seven rows of seats cut out of

the solid rock on three sides of a long quadrila-

teral. It was probably here that the initiated saw

the various symbolical representations connected

with the Eleusinian mysteries. For any minuter

1 Dr. Clarke's Greek Marbles, pp. 33-37.

" Leake's Athens, ii 161.
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particulars we turn in vain to Pausanias, who

closes his very curt account of Eleusis with the

tantalising remark :
' a dream has forbidden me

to write of the things within the wall of the sacred

enclosure : to the uninitiated it is not permitted

even to make inquiries concerning them' (i 38

§6).

After visiting the custodian's cottage, and

examining the contents of the adjacent shed,

which is used as a museum for some of the smaller

pieces of sculpture, we went a few steps upward to

the acropolis of Eleusis, where we sat down for a

while, enjoying the view of the hills of Salamis,

which here resemble a series of natural fortifications

guarding the bay. Where these hills dip down

to the west, the mountains of Argolis come into

view ; while near us, on our right, are the two

little peaks known as the Kerata, which crown the

most southerly spurs of Cithaeron, and mark the

boundary between Attica and Megara.

At one o'clock my wife left for Athens by a

train that moved so slowly that a dog accompanied

it for some way, barking vigorously at it. Mean-

while, I walked back to Athens by the Sacred

Way over the Pass of Daphne. Soon after leav-

ing Eleusis, which was crowded with cavalry in

connexion with some military manoeuvres, I passed
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the massive remains of a Roman bridge, with wild

flowers growing in profusion over its arches, and

with an ancient well before it, and two Albanian

women, one of them in a bright costume, drawing

water from the well. After a dusty walk along a

road, which for a while kept at some distance from

the bay, and showed frequent signs of severe

inundations, like those mentioned in the speech of

Demosthenes against Callicles (§ 28), I reached

some small lakes of salt water of a brilliant green

and blue— the ancient RJicitoi— and soon after

gained the shore of the bay. From beyond this

point, the view, as one looked back, was even finer

than that from the Eleusinian acropolis. It in-

cluded a retrospect of Eleusis and of its beautiful

lake-like bay, shut in on the south by the varied

outline of Salamis ; while, above it, there came

into full view the Geraneian mountains beyond

Megara.

At the point where the road turns off for

Athens, I sat down for a while in the verandah of a

deserted house, where I was shortly joined by a

Greek peasant with a gun slung across his shoulder

—happily a peaceable person—from whom I got

the modern names of some of the flowers I had

gathered on the way. The answer one usually

receives on these occasions, is that the flowers
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are called \ov\oiiSia ; but, as that is only the

generic name, the reply is useless. He gave me

the name of KipKaa-c for the star of Bethlehem,

and dypioKplva for some purple irises.'^

On reaching the top of the pass, I visited the

monastery of Daphne, where I waited for some

time in a desolate courtyard, until an old man

came and opened for me the door of the church.

The interior of the cupola is embellished with

Byzantine mosaics, which were much damaged and

blackened by the smoke of candles, and were

really hardly worth waiting so long to see. While

walking down the hill I had a fine prospect of

Pentelicus, and soon after reached the view of

Athens which is celebrated in the pages of

Chateaubriand." At the present time, however,

the effect of Lycabettus and the Acropolis is

marred by the white houses of modern Athens,

though the olives of the Cephisus still form an

effective foreground to the picture. After roaming

onwards to the south of the ' groves of Academe,'

I lingered for a time among the palms and

cypresses of the desolate and dismal botanical

' Iris Sisyrinchium ; Sibthorp's Flora Graca, i 30, fig. 42. I

cannot find the name KipKaai. in the ordinary books of reference.

^ Itineraire de Pat-is d. Jerusalem, p. 186-7 of the Enghsh trans-

lation, ed. 18 1 2. Henri Belle, Voyage en Grece, p. 52.
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garden, and at last reached the Dipyliiin and

entered Athens, returning to the hotel by streets

which bore the famous names of Euripides and

Praxiteles.

March 30.—We visited the old and new

cathedrals, which stand side by side in an open

space near the Street of Hermes. In the new

cathedral, which is elaborately decorated, the

most interesting object is the tomb of the un-

fortunate patriarch Gregory, one of the victims

of the Greek war of independence. The old

cathedral was far more interesting. It is a very

small building on the site of the Scrapcum, with

many ancient reliefs imbedded in its outer walls.

Shortly afterwards we entered a small church

which bears the singular and much-disputed name

of Kapnikarea, standing in the middle of the

Street of Hermes. Its low domes give a pictur-

esque effect to its external appearance, but in

the interior there was little that was worth seeing

except a recent mural painting representing its

reputed foundress, the beautiful and talented Em-
press Eudocia. We then proceeded to the Central

Museum, where we spent some time in viewing

those of the sculptures which we had missed on

our former visit. Among the minor objects of

interest were some curious specimens of ancient
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devices for measuring out liquids ; a number of

cavities of various sizes scooped out of a flat stone,

with a small hole at the bottom of each to let

out the liquid when measured. After this we

visited another museum called the Polyteckjiikoti, a

beautiful building of Pentelic marble, where we

saw the antiquities found in the tombs of Mycenae,

and an admirable collection of Greek vases.

In the afternoon we went, with a lady residing

in Athens, to see some of the ancient remains to

the north of the Acropolis, the ' Tower of the

Winds,' the ' Gate of the Oil-Market,' and the

* Stoa of Hadrian.' The last of these was, until

recently, buried at a level of twenty -five feet

beneath the bazaar of Athens ; but a fire had

fortunately swept away much of the flimsy fabric

of the bazaar, and made it possible to explore

the ancient building. They were busy with the

excavations at the time of our visit, and numerous

inscriptions had recently been brought to light.

We next went through a curious narrow street,

the shoemakers' market, which was gay with long

rows of bright Albanian slippers of scarlet leather,

' with the toe turned up in front like the prow of

a gondola.' All this quarter was particularly

picturesque and delightfully quiet, and we were

loth to leave it for the gloomy and grimy and
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noisy street of the blacksmiths. After a while,

however, we were gladdened again with the sight

of the Theseum ; and spent some time pleasantly

in examining its frieze, and in viewing the interior,

in which is preserved the well-known sepulchral

monument in low relief, called the Stele of Aristion,

sometimes spoken of as the ' Warrior of Marathon,'

but now generally ascribed to the time of the

Peisistratidae.

After this, my wife returned to the Theatre of

Dionysus, to make a sketch of the upper rows of

seats, with ^gina in the distance, while I went

on to the remains of the Dipyhini, which separated

the inner from the outer Cerameicus, and to the

adjacent ruins of the Sacred Gate, which led out

to the Sacred Way to Eleusis. These remains,

which were excavated about 1876, lie in a large

open space of waste ground considerably below

the level of the surrounding soil. The ground-

plan of this neglected part of the outskirts of the

town, though marked with singular clearness in

the maps, was really rather difficult to disentangle,

owing partly to changes caused by the winter

rains ; and the surroundings were too unsavoury

to allow of one's lingering long over the attempt.

It was pleasanter to turn to the adjoining

Street of Tombs, excavated at various dates
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between 1861 and 1871, and forming part of

the ancient cemetery of the Cerameicus. Among
these I saw the sarcophagus of plain marble

bearing the name of Hipparete, the wife of Al-

cibiades, and others of far higher artistic interest

with admirably designed reliefs, representing, in

a style of quiet and chastened reserve, the tender

scenes of parting, in which the living members of

a family bid farewell to the dead.^ Different from

these, and even of higher interest, is the monument

of Dexileos, which was discovered in 1863. The

youthful hero is represented on a rearing charger,

thrusting his lance into the prostrate form of a

warrior who has fallen back on his shield under

the prancing legs of the horse, and is vainly

endeavouring to parry the thrust. Below the

relief runs the following inscription :

—

Ae^tAeojs K.v(jav[ov QopLKLO<s'

eyevero eirl TetaavSpov ap^oj'TOS'

oLTreOave e-jr ISiv/SovXiSov

ky Kopti'^o), TWi' 7revT€ linrkixiv

.

Dexileos, son of Lysanias, of Thoricus,

Born in the archonship of Teisandros,

Died in that of Eubulides

At Corinth ; one of the five horsemen.

^ Mahaffy's Rambles and Studies in Greece, chap, iii, p. 62-72, ed. 3.
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This is a rare example of a dated Greek

epitaph ; Teisandros was archon in 414 B.C.,

and Eubuhdes in 394, the year of the battle of

Corinth. ' The five horsemen,' says Mr. Newton,

* must have distinguished themselves by some

signal prowess of which history makes no men-

tion.' ^ The Greek historians, indeed, do not

throw any direct light on this incident. From

Xenophon's Hellenica, iv 2 § 1 7, we learn that

the Athenian cavalry at Corinth numbered 600
;

but the hard fighting was between the foot-

soldiers, and the cavalry were scarcely engaged.

Only eleven of the latter fell, and their names are

recorded in two lines, six in the first, and five,

including Dexileos, in the second, on the hand-

some public monument referred to by Pausanias,

i 29 § 8, which was found in the Cerameicus,

and is now in the Central Museum.^ But while

the historians are silent on the prowess of the

' five horsemen,' it is just possible that we may
be able to find an incidental illustration of this

unrecorded exploit in the pages of the Greek

orators. In a speech written by Lysias, the

youthful and high-spirited knight, Mantitheus,

states that at the battle of Corinth he fought in

^ Essays 071 Art and A7-ch(Xology, p. 199.

2 E. L. Hicks, Greek Historical Inscriptions, No. 68.
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the front rank, and that in the engagement his

own tribe had suffered more severely than any

other.^ Can we establish any connexion between

this ' tribe ' and Dexileos of Thoricus ? I think

we can. The name of the tribe to which Man-

titheus belonged is not recorded in the speech

itself; but we may fairly regard Mantitheus as a

member of the same family as the person known to

us, from the first speech of Demosthenes against

Boeotus, as * Mantias the son of Mantitheus of

the demc of Thoricus.' It would follow from this

that Thoricus was also the deme of the Mantitheus

who fought at Corinth, and, it will be observed, it

is to this very deme that our Dexileos belonged.

Dexileos is thus identified as a member of the

tribe, the tribe Acaniantis, which bore the brunt

of the battle, and it was probably in the battle

itself that he fell, possibly with the four horsemen

whose names are recorded in the same line as

himself in the public monument of the same

engagement.

From the Street of Tombs I walked out to

Colonus, and soon reached the well-known hill,

crowned with the monuments of those distin-

guished archaeologists, Otfried M tiller and Charles

^ Lysias, Or. xvi § 15, ixaXiara Trjs yi/j-eripas (pvXfjs Sv(rTvxV'^d(T7]S

Kal TrXei'trrwc ivdavovrwv.
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Lenormant The surroundings of the hill are

not so bowery as might be expected from the

language of the famous chorus in the CEdipus

Coloneus, but its level summit commands a pleas-

ing view of a broad belt of olive-trees extending

as far as the eye can reach along both the banks

of the Cephisus.

March 31.—The bird's-eye view of Marathon

from the summit of Pentelicus had been so perfect,

that we gave up our original intention of driving

to the battlefield itself, thus gaining a day for a

delightful excursion to another spot of historic

interest, the ancient fort of Phyle. The fort is

about thirteen miles north-west of Athens, and

occupies a commanding position in the range of

Parnes, towards the Boeotian frontier. At a

quarter to nine we started in an open carriage

for Chassia, a village lying a few miles west of the

site of Acharnae. After we had got out into the

country, the road became singularly bad, being in

many parts nothing but the dry bed of a torrent.

Fortunately, we had the same driver as on our

excursion to Pentelicus, and we had frequent

occasion to admire his skill in driving over ap-

parently impassable places, where the winter rains

had washed away the soil, and had laid bare the

broken masses of rock. As we approached
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Chassia the rugged range of Parnes increased in

grandeur, till we were in full view of the lofty

ridge of Harma, ending to the right in a bold

precipice.

In two hours and a quarter we reached the

village and drew up at the first house, where a

local official introduced to us a tall man in a blue

jacket and a red cap, who was to guide us to the

ruined fort. After going through the little village,

we met a number of peasants laden with wood

which they had cut on the hillsides to burn into

charcoal, as the men of the neighbouring village

of Acharnae used to do long ago. A delightful

walk through the woods and along the upland

streams brought us in about an hour to a very

small monastery, consisting of a diminutive chapel

with a few rooms and stables, set on the verge of

a ravine, and called, from its surroundings, the

monastery of the Havayla rwv Kkeicnwv (Our Lady

of the Glen). Here we waited for half an hour,

while one of the monks, who had ridden up on his

pony just before us, entertained us with coffee

and bread and honey. After a steep walk for

another hour, we reached the fort.

The remains were far more perfect than I had

expected. On the western side it is protected by

steep precipices ; on the eastern, it can only be
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entered by a gradual ascent from the north, so

contrived that the enemy could not approach with-

out exposing his unprotected right to the missiles

of the holders of the fortress. The walls are built

of large blocks of squared stone, and are in

excellent preservation on the north and east.

Enclosed within these walls, and almost on a level

with them, is a grass-grown platform, consisting of

an irregular quadrilateral, only 300 yards in cir-

cumference. From this summit, which is 2090

feet above the sea, the view to the north is closed

by part of the loftier range of Parnes, rising

beyond the upland pastures, across which lies the

path into Boeotia, commanded by the fort. To

the south, you look down on the rugged cliffs of a

magnificent ravine ; and beyond this, framed in a

prospect which embraces the Saronic Gulf and the

mountains of Epidaurus, you descry, in the middle

distance, the hill of Lycabettus and the rock of

the Acropolis. It lends a new interest to the

historic associations of the spot when we find that

the patriotic band of exiles who, in the month of

January B.C. 403, rallied round Thrasybulus, held

the fort against the Three Thousand, and, with

their numbers increased from seventy to seven

hundred, defeated the adherents of the Thirty

in their camp between Phyle and Acharnae,
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marched to the Peiraeus, fought the battle of

Munychia, and restored the constitution, must

again and again have looked from this lofty for-

tress toward the citadel of Athens, and derived

fresh courage from seeing before them the goal of

their hopes.

We found the star of Bethlehem and other

flowers growing on the grassy platform, and also,

in still greater profusion, by the wayside, as we

returned by a somewhat more direct route, down

a rough path into Chassia. Near the village we

noticed several picturesque groups of women and

children with dark, handsome faces, and with

flowing draperies of bright colours. We drove

back by a much better road than the one by which

we had come in the morning, passed through

avenues of olive-trees, crossed the Cephisus, and

soon afterwards entered Athens.

April I.— I called on the manager of the

Ionian Bank, who kindly gave me a letter of intro-

duction to M. Serpieri, the well-known director of

the French mining company at Laurium. We
then went to the bazaar, where I bought a tobacco-

pouch of red leather to serve as a purse for the

heaps of coppers that one has to carry about with

one in a country where copper and paper form

the usual currency, and where gold and silver are
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seldom seen. After this we spent several hours

on a third visit to the Acropolis, where I went

carefully over many of the details of the Parthenon,

the Erechtheum, and the Propylaea, and was glad

to identify in the distance the crag of Phyle,

which we had climbed on the previous day.

The rugged platform of the Acropolis was

thickly strewn with countless flowers looking like

large daisies. It was possibly some such flower

as this that suggested the tasteful lines 'on a

daisy from the Parthenon ' :

—

' This very one looked from the Parthenon
;

O simple flower ! what splendid fate was thine !

Now the Greek glory is about thee thrown,

And oldest archives seem thy leaves to line.

For me hereafter shall the daisies hold

Hints of the Virgin's Temple in their face
;

Of fabled Phidian wonders,, white and gold.

Shall Fancy mind me in each common place.' ^

But the flower that I saw, as I afterwards ascer-

tained, was not a variety of daisy, but was really

the antheniis Chia, which is frequent in the south

of Europe, and is extremely common in Attica,

where it flowers from the latter part of January

to the latter part of August.^

^ Charlotte Fiske Bates, in Poems of Places, Greece, p. 63.

• " Heldreich's Pfla7izen der Attischen Ebene, 1877, pp 500, 567,
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At 3.30 we left for Laurium by the new rail-

way, stopping on our way at several very unpre-

tentious stations. Over one of these, which was

only a small shed, I saw the name of Liopesi, a

village on the site of Paeania, the demc of Demos-

thenes. It lies at the foot of the north-eastern

in A. Mommsen's Gricchische /ahreszeiten, v. Sibthorp's Flora

GrcEca, fig. 884.

One of the most interesting questions as to the Flora of the

Acropolis is that raised by Plutarch's statement, that, during Sulla's

siege of Athens, the distressed Athenians fed on a plant which he

describes as to irapOeviov to wepl ttj;* aKpoTroXiv cpvbixevov {Sulla, 13

§ 2). Dr. Holden identifies this as the ' fever-few, a plant of the

chamomile kind ' \iiiatricaria partheniwii'], and quotes Pliny's story

of a favourite slave of Pericles who fell from the top of the Parthenon

and was healed of his bruises by means of a plant which obtained

the name of partheniiim from its virtues being revealed in a dream

by the virgin goddess herself. (The ' slave ' was Mnesicles, the

architect of the Propylrea. ) I may add that the Greek chamomile

begins to flower in the latter half ot January, and has a more

agreeable smell and a pleasanter taste than other kinds (Heldreich,

p. 567). Dr. Holden's reviewer in the Academy for nth Dec.

1 885, p. 392, appears to assume that it was the flowers of the

KapQhiov that were eaten, and adds that the chrysanthemiiin cor-

onarium, ' and nothing else of the kind, was flowering on the

Akropolis in March 1883.' But the cluysanthemum coronarium

does not flower until after the beginning of March, and it was on

the first of March that Athens was taken by Sulla. The reviewer's

inquiry whether it ' could ever be made edible ' is, however, answered

by its being mentioned by Heldreich among the plants whose

tender shoots are used as vegetables in Attica during the winter and

spring. It resembles the aiithe7nis Chia, but its outer flowers are

yellow instead of white (Sibthorp, fig. 877).
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end of the range of Hymettus, where the moun-

tain terminates in a rugged and precipitous cliff.

While our train moved slowly on, we had fine

views of Pentelicus, and afterwards of the wild

country in the south-east of Attica.

The name of Laurium, which in ancient times

was applied to the mining district in general, is

now given to the modern mining village, which

also bears the name of Ergasteria. The modern

Laurium, at which we arrived after six o'clock, is

a dreary little place, with a number of small houses

on the four sides of an open space of bare and

dusty ground. After finding our inn, the Hotel de

VEurope (where some very unpalatable tea was

served us in two tumblers of thick glass), we called

at about seven o'clock on M. Serpieri, who gave

us a most kind and cordial reception. He would

gladly have put us up for the night, had we not

already taken a room at the wretched little inn

—

a dirty place, where it proved almost impossible to

sleep. He at once arranged for his brother-in-

law and partner, M. Ernest Pellissier, to meet us

early the next morning, and drive us first to

Sunium and afterwards to the mines.

April 2.—At half-past seven in the morning,

we started for Sunium in an open carriage drawn

by three horses, in company with M. Pellissier,
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who, as we soon found, had spent some time at

Newcastle, and was very fairly familiar with

English. Even the road to Sunium had been

constructed by the French company, who are

very public -spirited people and apparently do a

great deal that in other countries would be done

at the public expense. The wild flowers by the

roadside, and the bright little bays of blue water

which we passed on our left, added much to our

enjoyment. After a rapid drive of about an hour,

followed by a short walk, we reached the famous

ruins of the temple of Athene with its radiant

columns, not mellowed with hues of amber like

those of the Parthenon, but standing in stainless

glory in a magnificent situation on the breezy

height at the end of the headland :
' Tritonia's

airy shrine,' that ' gleams along the wave.' The

most conspicuous part of the ruins is the row of

nine lofty columns that give to the cape its

mediaeval and modern name of Cape Colonna.

* On Sunium's marbled steep ' we lingered for a

while, looking across the ^Egean to the southern

promontories of Eubcea, and to Andros and

Tenos, and all

' Those blessed isles

Which, seen from far Colonna's height,

Make glad the heart that hails the sight.'
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It was not without some regret at the un-

avoidable shortness of our stay that we hastened

back to the carriage and returned to Laurium,

which we entered before ten. After being hos-

pitably entertained by M. Serpieri, we started off

again with M. Pellissier at half-past eleven and

drove inland towards the works of the French

company, through some wild and rugged scenery,

with rough hillsides partly covered with low

brushwood. On our way, we passed through the

small village formed by the company for their

work-people, with the two churches which they

had also built, on two opposite heights, one for

those of the Greek, the other for those of the

Roman communion. After about an hour's drive

we reached the mines, which are connected with

Laurium by special lines of railway. As I wanted

to see something of the works themselves, I was

introduced to the chief engineer, a particularly

pleasant young fellow, who made me put on a

blouse and a small leather helmet in preparation

for the descent. I went in his company down

one of the shafts, the one that was named after

M. Serpieri himself, and, on alighting, traversed

several of the long galleries, where I was shown

the far narrower and less regular passages worked

by the miners in ancient times. These passages.
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I was told, were found to be frequently of a spiral

form, and sometimes hardly left room enough for

a man to crawl through. Old tools and water-

jugs and niches for lamps have occasionally been

found, but I saw none of these myself A ' small

museum' of these finds is mentioned in Baedeker's

excellent guide-book, but I could discover nothing

about it on the spot ; on my return to Cambridge,

however, I learnt from Professor Middleton that

its contents had gone to the Louvre. It is some-

times supposed that the modern miners confine

themselves to extracting, by means of improved

processes, the large amount of lead ore and the

very small quantity of silver that still remain in

the ancient refuse. This is not the case, at any

rate with the French company, who have extensive

mines, excavated by themselves, which it would

take, I was told, several days to traverse. They

export their lead mainly to Newcastle, and their

zinc to Swansea and Antwerp. On leaving the

works we were presented with a large number of

beautiful specimens of galena, aragonite, and other

minerals ; and after a most interesting visit, were

driven back to our inn, where we had more than

an hour to spare before the 3.35 train which

brought us back to Athens at 6.10, much de-

lighted with the kind and hospitable reception
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we had met with on this our last excursion in

Attica. It was a day that, for myself, had added

a fresh interest to the dry details of the Attic law of

mines, as contained in the PantcBJietits of Demos-

thenes ; while it had also given a new significance

to the prayer of the chorus of Salaminian sailors

in the Ajax of Sophocles (12 17-1222) :

—

yevoLfjLav Iv vAdev eVecrTt -kovtov

irpol^Xrjix aXUXvaTOV, aKpav

VTTO TrXoLKa "^lOVVlOV,

raS 66/50,5 OTTCOS

Trpoa-etTTOLfJiev 'AOdvas.

Waft me where yon wooded steep,

Washed by waves, hangs o'er the deep,

Under Sunium's level crest
;

So may we

Shout Hail ! to thee.

And thy temples, Athens blest.



Ill

ATHENS TO NAUPLIA TIRYNS ARGOS

MYCENAE NEMEA CORINTH

ot 5' "Apyos T elxov Tipvvdd re Teixioeaaav . . .

ot S^ MuKTjvas elxov iUKTifj.€Pov KToKledpov,

dfueidf re Kopcvdov. Iliad, ii 559, 569.

April 3.—We rose early and drove down to the

Peiraeus in time for the steamer of the Hellenic

Company which starts at seven for Nauplia. Our

steamer was the Elpis, one of the best boats of

the best of the three Greek companies. There

were a goodly number of Greeks on board, many

of them country folk, one of whom arrested my
attention by loud and repeated calls for Sophocles,

who, however, did not respond. From first to

last the voyage was most delightful. As we

steamed out of port we had a fine retrospect of

the hills that stand around the Acropolis ; and,

while approaching the island of yEgina, we en-

joyed a distant view of the ruined columns of
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its famous temple. After seeing several smaller

islands, we passed under the wild and rugged

cliffs of Methana, a peninsula rising to the height

of 2431 feet, and thus attaining an elevation

about 700 feet above the highest point in ^gina.

The volcanic origin of this peninsula is the subject

of an elaborate description in the MetaniorpJioses of

Ovid (xv 296-306), and the date of its upheaval

is ascribed by Pausanias (ii 34 § 2) to the time

of Antigonus, who died in 239 B.C.

Steaming onwards to the south-east between

Methana and yEgina, we passed close under the

island of Poros, with its hilly slopes clothed with

groves of citron, an island which once bore the

name of Calaureia, and was the scene of the death

of Demosthenes. It was here that he sought

sanctuary from the emissaries of Antipater in the

temple of Poseidon. In the second of the letters

that bear his name, a letter whose genuineness

has, in recent years, found an able champion in

Professor Blass, who sees in it nothing unworthy

of Demosthenes, in point of either thought or

language, we find the orator writing from exile

to his countrymen :

—
' I have seated myself in

the sanctuary of Poseidon in Calaureia, not only

because of the protection which I hope the god

will afford me, . . . but also because from that
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island I can on every day look across to my
country.' Thus we may picture to ourselves the

exiled orator spending some of his latest hours in

full view of the Athens which he had loved and

served with a patriot's devotion. It occurs to us to

inquire whether there is anything to prevent the

traveller from seeing the same view from the same

spot at the present day, and the inquiry is forced

upon us by a remarkable statement in Stanley's

brilliant essay on Greek Topography in the first

volume of the Classical Museum, 1844, P- 7^ •

—

' The view of Athens which Demosthenes enjoyed

from the island of Calaurea, has since been inter-

cepted by the volcanic irruption of the ridge of

Methana.' Similarly, Mr. Tozer, in his admirable

lectures on the geography of Greece, refers to

this passage with the remark that * had this

mountain existed in the time of Demosthenes,

it would have prevented him from enjoying a

view of Athens from the island Calaureia, for it

directly intervenes between those two points ' (p.

137). Lastly, from Mr. Tozer's lectures the

remark has been transferred to the pages of

Murray's Greece, 1884, ii 460, where it is argued

that, as Athens cannot now be seen from Calau-

reia, the promontory of Methana must have been

formed since the death of Demosthenes. The
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conclusion is possibly correct, but the reason

assigned is certainly wrong. It is only necessary

to turn to a good map to find that, looking

from Calaureia, we should see the promontory of

Methana in the direction of Corinth and not in

that of Athens ; and also that a straight line

drawn from Calaureia to Athens clears the eastern

coast of ^Egina, and passes far to the east of

Methana. Lastly, it appears from an observation

in Curtius's Pdoponnesos, ii 449, that, if one stands

near the site of the sanctuary of Poseidon, at

the head of a ravine down which a little stream

descends to the sea, one can still see the Acro-

polis to the right of yEgina, as in the days of

Demosthenes.

After leaving the bay of Poros, which, from

1830 to 1877 was the naval arsenal of Greece,

we rounded the easternmost point of Argolis, and

soon after passed between the rocky shores of the

mainland and the long and rugged island of

Hydra, famous for the part played by its bold

sailors in the Greek war of independence. We
touched at the capital, which bears the same name

as the island, and presents a very striking aspect

with its bright houses piled up the sides of the

steep hills which form a kind of amphitheatre

above the harbour. Almost equally interesting
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was the island of Spezzia, on leaving which the

steamer entered the Argolic Gulf, and brought us

into full view of some of the lofty mountains of

the east coast of Laconia. During the day, while

turning round the bold promontories of Argolis,

we had repeated opportunities of viewing from

various directions, from the north, the east, and

the south, the twin tops of Mount Didymi, rising

to the height of more than 3500 feet above the

sea.

We reached Nauplia about six o'clock and

went to the Hotel MycencB with a French lady and

gentleman, who had been agreeable fellow-pass-

engers during the day's voyage, and also with an

accomplished German professor from Berlin. The

Frenchman, the German, and ourselves soon started

off together to ascend the fort of Palamidi, which

is 700 feet above the sea and is approached by a

flight of 7 I 5 steep steps. We had to wait some

little time before our small party of representatives

of three separate nations obtained formal permis-

sion to visit the fort. We were escorted by a

young Greek soldier who had apparently but

lately arrived in Nauplia, as he had soon to stop

to ask another soldier the way up the steps. From

the balcony of one of the upper rooms we enjoyed

an extensive view of the Laconian mountains
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glowing in the sunset. Instead of descending the

long flight of steps, we returned by a needlessly

circuitous route over extremely rough stones which

brought us back to our hotel after dark.

April 4.—In the morning we walked along

the high-road towards Argos as far as Tiryns,

which is about an hour's walk from Nauplia. On
arriving at the ruins, which lie on some rising

ground immediately to the right of the road, we

went through one of the great galleries, built of

enormous blocks of stone, and thus reached the

site of the ' Royal Residence,' recently excavated

by Schliemann. The ground-plan of the principal

approach to the palace, of the great gateway, and

of some of the rooms, may be readily traced.

Among the apartments that are most easily

identified is the bath-room with a large slab of

bluish stone for its floor, and a channel of white

stone to carry off the water. But the massive

walls and the enormous galleries were far more

interesting than any of these minor details ; and

one of the most enjoyable sights afforded by our

visit to the ruins was the view of the lofty fort

of Palamidi and the bold headland of Nauplia.

As we passed a clump of reeds on our return,

we heard a noise resembling that of a number of

paroquets quarrelling. It was only the Greek
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frogs, who continue to croak in much the same

manner as that described in the Frgos of Aristo-

phanes. But the noise that I heard would be

more accurately represented by keke-kekek kodk

kodk than by the brckekekex kodx kodx of the comic

poet. I failed to catch either the initial br or the

final s} Nauplia itself presented an animated

appearance as we re-entered it. It was market-

day, and the costumes of the men, who had come

in from the country in their great cloaks of white

wool, gave a singularly oriental effect to the scene.

During the afternoon we sat out of doors, on

an unfrequented path below the fort of Palamidi,

with the Laconian mountains in full view across

the water, and with the waves rippling at some

little distance below our feet. Our seclusion was

suddenly interrupted by a large stone bounding

down the hillside from the fort of Palamidi.

Fortunately, we observed its approach before it

reached us, and we watched it dashing down

toward the waves close to the spot where we were

sitting.

We have our meals, not in the hotel itself, but

in a neighbouring restaurant under the same

management. At seven in the evening the scene

1 Dodwell's Tour, ii 45 ; Mure's Tour, ii 262 ; and Clark's

Peloponnesus, p. 103. The Greek frog is the r-ana esculenta.
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was remarkably animated. Among the guests

were a large number of soldiers, who gave constant

employment to the solitary boy who was waiting

on all of us, and was rushing about the room

answering every call with shouts of €(f)Oaae—the

modern Greek for anon, anon, sir.

April 5.—Our excursion for to-day was a

drive to Argos and Mycenae. Before sunrise I

was awakened by the songs of the birds, and

recalled the opening scene of the Electra of

Sophocles, where, on the morning of the return of

Orestes to Mycenae, the aged attendant says to

Orestes and Pylades :

—

ws y^\jXv -IjS-t] XajXTTpov rjXLOv creAas

Iwa KLvel (fiOeyixar opviOuiv cra(firj,

/xeAatva t' acrrpcov eKAeAotTrev €V(f>p6vrj.

For lo ! at length the radiant hght of day

Wakes to our ears the morning-song of birds,

And the dark night of stars has passed away.

After an early breakfast on oranges and bread

and honey, we started at half-past seven, and drove

past Tiryns, and then along a rather rough road,

straight across the plain of Argos. In little more

than an hour we reached Argos itself, which con-

sists of a large number of mean houses closely

packed together. We stopped first at the museum,

E
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a single room on the ground floor of the Demarchia,

in the same building as the local school. The

schoolmaster unlocked the door and threw back

the shutters for us, to the delight of a number of

inquisitive boys who followed us round the room.

Here we saw numerous fragments of sculpture,

mainly from the Hcrmim. There was also a

relief representing a youth holding a spear and

standing beside his horse in an attitude suggested

by the famous doryphoros of the Argive sculptor

Polycleitus ;^ and a statuette of a nymph planting

her foot on a prostrate swan, in a pose somewhat

resembling that of the Venus de Milo. Besides

these there were several inscriptions and marble

heads and bits of honeysuckle pattern from the

Hcmiim.

We here inquired for some one to show us the

way to the theatre and to the summit of Larissa,

the acropolis of Argos. The usher, a dull creature,

presented himself for this purpose, though we

would gladly have secured one of his bright pupils

instead. However, several of the boys joined us

and made themselves useful in showing the way

to our ' guide.' We soon reached the theatre,

which is here, as often elsewhere, hewn in the solid

rock out of the side of the hill. It is on the south-

^ South Kensington Gallery of Antique Casts, No. 72.
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west side of the acropolis, and commands from its

upper rows of seats a magnificent view of Nauplia

and the neighbouring hills. Had not the loneli-

ness of the scene been broken by the presence of

the group of boys, one might have found it easier

to picture to oneself the ' not ignoble citizen of

Argos,' who, according to Horace, was wont to

pass his time listening to imaginary plays in the

solitude of this theatre

—

' qui se credebat miros audire tragoedos

in vacuo laetus sessor plausorque theatro.'

Ep. ii 2, 129.

A few steps beyond the theatre our attention

was directed to an ancient relief representing a

warrior with a round Argive shield, on a rearing

horse, with a serpent erect before it. The horse

was doubtless meant as an emblem of Argos,

"A/9760? iTriro^oToio {Odyss. iii 263). The shield,

and possibly even the serpent, refers to the ancient

name of Aspis, by which the castle of Argos was

designated, according to the testimony of Plutarch.^

From this point we were taken straight up the

hill by a steep and stony ascent, under a burning

sun, with no trace of a path until we had accom-

^ Pyrrh. 32, 'ActtIs oxi'pa koX 5vaKa0alp€Tos. Cleom. 17) wepi

TTjP 'AffTTtSa TOTTos vTrip Tov deoLTpov xaXfTTos Kai dvffTTpoaodos.—
Curtius, Peloponnesos, ii 354.
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plished about two-thirds of our climb. Near the

summit we refreshed ourselves with draughts of de-

liciously cold water from one of the cisterns which

have been used for many ages by the successive

holders of the acropolis. The ruins on the summit

are of Byzantine and Frank origin, and the out-

works of the fort cover a considerable space of

ground. Through one of the arches of the ruined

walls we had a lovely view of part of the surround-

ing country ; while from the summit itself, which is

nearly looo feet above the sea, about 300 feet

higher than Palamidi, we had an extensive pros-

pect, including Mount Artemisium to the west,

and Mount Arachnseum to the east, with Mount

Euboea to the north-east rising above the site

of Mycenae.

After descending rapidly to the foot of the hill,

we drove on, at about eleven o'clock, towards

Mycenae. Outside of Argos we left the main

road for one that was still worse, and our horses

had soon to cross the rushing torrent of the ancient

Charadjvs, at a point where the bridge had been

swept away. It was here that the Argive armies

of old were wont to settle any disputes that had

arisen during the campaign, before they re-entered

the walls of the town ; and it was doubtless with

the stones from the dry bed of this torrent that,
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on an occasion mentioned by Thucydides, they

began to stone their general Thrasyllus for nego-

tiating a truce with the Spartan king, Agis.^

Shortly after this we crossed the Inachos itself, by

a bridge that was fast falling into ruins. To the

east of our road we caught a glimpse of the site of

the famous Hcrceiim, standing on the spot associated

with the story of Cleobis and Biton, and with the

incident of the conflagration of the temple caused by

the carelessness of the aged priestess Chrysis (Thuc.

iv 133). The site was long unknown, and even

Leake failed to find it. It was accidentally dis-

covered by Mr. Finlay and Mr. Gordon while they

were out shooting one day in 1833. All that

we could see, with the help of a glass, was a

ruinous heap of stones in the middle of a green

terrace, and three bars of remains corresponding

presumably to the three successive platforms of

the temple precincts.

About noon we reached the village of Kharvati,

and were at once met by the custodian of the

ruins of Mycenae, Petros Christopoulos, a wiry

man with brown and sunburnt features, in whose

company we set off on our walk of some twenty

^ B.C. 418. Thuc. V 60 § 5) T'^^ '"f QpdavWov dca^wp^craj'Tes

ev T(f) XopdSpy, ovwep rds dirb (TTparid's diKas wplv elaievai Kplvovaiv

ijp^aVTO \€V€LV.
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minutes, across the low hills to the ruins, passing

on our right the remains of an ancient bridge

over which the Sacred Way once passed to the

HcrcEtim. Our visit to the ruins began with the

so-called treasure-house, or tomb, of Atreus—

a

huge vaulted structure with a roof resembling a

bee-hive, formed of massive stones laid in hori-

zontal lines from the floor to the top. Some of

those at the top had slipped out, thus allowing the

light to fall on the interior of the dome. The

surface of the interior was doubtless at one time

completely covered with plates of bronze ; the

marks of the nails used to fasten the plates are

still to be seen. To the right of the central

chamber there is a short passage leading out of it

into a far smaller recess.

After passing a similar structure, the so-called

tomb of Clyt^emnestra, we walked along the hill-

side to the famous Gate of Lions, with its lintel

formed by a huge block of stone no less than

fifteen feet in length. Entering the gate, we very

soon reached the tiny agora, a circular space, about

100 feet in diameter, surrounded by a continuous

double row of upright stones, with horizontal slabs

stretching across the top from one row to the

other. More than half of the space within the

circle was occupied by the five tombs excavated
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by Schliemann, which produced the extremely-

curious and interesting ornaments of gold, as well

as the other remains we had seen at Athens.

A short climb brought us to the acropolis,

where we lingered for a while on the level lawn,

near the top of the hill—a lawn rich with soft

herbage and bright with scarlet anemones and

stars of Bethlehem. From this point you can

descry, to the north-west, the summit of Cyllene,

and to the south-west, the snowy ridge of Tay-

getus, while close at hand, on the east, rises a

rugged mass of hills, the nearest of which is now

called by the name of Sara. But the traveller

looks in vain for the Arachna^an height, on which

the watchman in the Agamemnon sees the last of

the successive beacon-fires that tell of the fall of

Troy. The view of this height, now known as

Arna, is intercepted by the nearer hills. The

HercEum is also quite invisible from Mycense ; it is

thus as impossible, as it is unnecessary, to reconcile

the local indications suggested in the opening

scene of the Electra with the actual topography

of Mycenae and its neighbourhood.

We returned to Kharvati by a slightly differ-

ent route, and spent a short time in the local

museum— a small room crowded with unimportant

fragments of stone and pottery. We .here saw
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the contents of a tomb, with some remains which

are fancifully called the bones of Agamemnon.

After thus pleasantly spending a couple of hours at

the ruins of Mycen^E, we drove back to Nauplia.

April 6.—We rose betimes, and started at half-

past six on our drive to Corinth. During the

earlier part of the day it was pleasantly cool, while

we drove past the now familiar walls of Tiryns and

the acropolis of Argos, After leaving the latter,

we continued our course along the main route,

instead of diverging to the right as we had done

the day before. Of the ruins of Mycenae little

indeed could be seen from the road ; but we were

able to identify the grassy plateau of its acropolis

and some few fragments of its shattered walls.

So true at the present day is the Homeric descrip-

tion of the ' city of Mycenae rich in gold,' lying

' in a nook of the horse-pasturing plain of Argos.'

^

The scenery became wilder as we left the plain

of Argos for the mountain district to the north,

and it reached its highest degree of grandeur

near the narrow pass of the treton Sros^ sometimes

known by its Turkish name of Dervenaki.

^ Odyss. iii 3^5) iroKvxpvaoio Mu/CTjcTys, and 263, fJ.vx'^ "Apyeos

linro^oToio.—Clark's Peloponncsits, p. 67.

^ Diodorus, iv 11 ; Pausanias, ii 15 § I, 656s eVt tov KaXovfx^vou

TprjTou, ffTevT] fxev koL avrr] irepie'xbvTUJv opwv, oxv/J-O-n de ecTLv 6/j.ws

eiriTTjdeLOT^pa,
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This is the nearest point to Nemea, which lies

a few miles beyond the hills to the west. We
accordingly left our carriage, and secured an active

boy to show us the way there. He took us over

a rough track across broken ground covered with

brushwood, until at last we looked down on the

level valley of the 'deep-plained,' the 'well-watered'

Nemea.^ It is a fertile tract of land, almost

completely encircled by high hills. The most

prominent of these is Phuka, which rises in the

north to the height of nearly 3000 feet. It

corresponds to the ancient Apesas, where Perseus

is said to have offered sacrifices to the Apesantian

Zeus,^ and is a mountain of most fantastic form,

the top consisting of a level table-land with a

gradual ascent to the left and a short and abrupt

precipice to the right.

As we dropped into the valley, we soon caught

sight of the three gray columns of the ruined

temple of the Nemean Zeus. Shortly afterwards,

while walking across the little plain, past fields of

rising corn, we were struck by the number of wild

flowers that met the eye. Among them were

stars of Bethlehem, grape -hyacinths and purple

^ Pindar, N'em. iii (i8) 30, eV ^aOvwedip 'Ne/j.^a, and Theocritus,

XXV 182, €vv8pov Ne/x^Tjs.

- Pausanias, ii 15 § 3 ; Callimachus, fragni. 82.
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irises ; but the brightest and most conspicuous of

all was the scarlet anemone, which is one of the

most characteristic flowers of the Greek spring-

time. Its enduring presence on Hellenic soil

attests the truthfulness of Pindar's epithet for the

season of spring, the epithet (f)oivLKdvde/xov (Pyth.

iv 64 = I 14). It also appears to be conclusive in

favour of our looking for some similar epithet in

the fragment of Pindar which, according to the

common text, refers to a supposed palm-tree at

Nemea, where no such tree is now to be seen.

The date-palm may be seen growing at Nauplia

and other places on the coast, but it is in no way

characteristic of spring nor is there anything

exceptional in the aspect of its foliage on the

approach of that season.^

To the left of the ruined temple stands the

very recent village of Heracleia, to which the

inhabitants of the neighbouring village of Kerso-

mati have transferred themselves after having their

homes laid desolate by earthquakes. The same

^ Fragment 53 [45]; ^'' 'A.pyeiq, Ne/i^^ fxdvTLv ou \avda.vei (poCviKos

^pvos [(poivLKos eavu>i> Mss, (poLviKoedvuv Koch, followed by Fennell],

biroT oixG^vTos ilspSiv 6a\d/j.ov evodfj.ov eiratwaiv iap <pvTa. veKrdpea.

Pausanias, however, after distinguishing the crowns awarded in the

Olympic and other games, adds : oi dk dywves (poiviKos ^x"^'^'-"

oi TToWoi (TTifpavov' es 5e ttjc Se^cdv ecrri Kal wavraxov ru vlkwvti

icmd^/xevos (poivi^ (viii 48 § 2).
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cause has led to the gradual destruction of the

Nemean temple, only three of whose columns are

still standing, one of the east front and two of the

eastern end of the inner temple. On reaching

the ruins, we found fragments of the other columns

strewn about in all directions. Even in the time

of Pausanias, who found the temple surrounded

by a grove of cypresses, the roof had already

fallen in (ii 1 5 § 2). While using my compass

to take the bearings of the surrounding hills, I

soon became the centre of an interested group of

children, who had been looking on, in an unob-

trusive way, while my wife was sketching the

view. I explained to them the quarters of the

compass {apKTO<;, ^earjix^pla, avaroKri and hvcri,'^^,

and tried to extract from them the names of some

of the hills that surrounded their home. They were

very positive that the highest hill to the south-

west was called Mcgaloviino. This corresponds

to the Kelusa of Xenophon,^ which rises 4166

feet above the sea, and is one of the ' primeval

mountains ' that look down on the little plain of

Phlius.^ They were, probably with less reason,

equally positive that the small hill to the east was

called by no name at all (riTrore) ; though it is

^ Hellcnica, iv 7 § 7 ; Bursian, Gcogr. ii 32.

^ Pindar, Nein. vi 74j dcr/ctots 4>XtoOi'ros i/tt' 0)71/7101$ opecni'.
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doubtless the hill which bears the name of Koj'ako-

vuni. High up the sides of this hill I could make

out, with the help of a glass, the dark recesses

which are sometimes regarded as the legendary-

haunt of the Nemean lion.

After staying for a while among the ruins,

where, as elsewhere in this secluded valley, the

anemones were in full flower, we turned aside to

visit the remains of a mediaeval church with frag-

ments of the temple embedded in its walls. From

this point we walked uphill toward the east, by a

path to the north of that by which we had entered

the valley. We thus traced the little stream that

was running down the path till we found its

source in a fountain near some aspens to our left.

The fountain is probably the same as that known

to the ancients by the name of Adrasteia

(Pausanias, ii i 5 § 3) ; and we gladly quenched our

thirst, and that of our sturdy little guide, with cool

draughts from the ancient spring. Meanwhile, to

the right of our path, we had been passing some

scanty memorials of the Nemean games. One of

these is the site of the theatre, marked by a semi-

circular recess on the side of the hill, and, crossing

this at a lower level, are the faint traces of the

stadmni. That these traces are so faint is probably

due in part to the frequent earthquakes, and also
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to the action of the stream that runs along the

middle of the course. In choosing a site for a

stadium, one of the most obvious expedients was

to select the bed of a grassy dell, which had been

partly hollowed out by a stream ; to divert this

stream, and to level its bed. This is clearly what

was done in the case of the stadium used for the

Isthmian games, where the stream which was once

diverted has since re-asserted itself, has broken

through the shelving banks of the upper end of

the stadium, and now runs down the very middle

of the course.

We passed banks that were bright with purple

irises, as we left the valley, by a new road joining

the main route, and regained our carriage after a

detour of not more than two hours and a half.

We then drove on towards Corinth, having varied

views of the mountains behind us and at some

distance from us on either side, until we reached

the base of the massive rock of the Acrocorinthus

and gradually descended into New Corinth, where

we arrived at half-past five.

The railway from Corinth to Nauplia was

opened on this day ; in the morning we had

observed a chorus of Argive elders falling into

picturesque groups, while with due deliberation

they put the finishing touches to the line ; during
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the day we had noticed the peasants driving their

cattle along the level railroad instead of the

rugged highway ; and late in the afternoon, as we

passed the foot of the Acrocorinthus, we had the

satisfaction of seeing the saloon carriage that was

bearing the King of the Hellenes on the first

railway journey to Nauplia.

Our hotel at New Corinth was the Hotel de la

Couromic^ a small but clean establishment belonging

to the same proprietors as our hotel at Athens.

In the evening we went down to the beach beyond

the landing-place and sat down with the Achaean

coast extending to our left, beyond the site of

Sikyon ; in front of us, across the calm waters of

the gulf of Corinth, was the rugged foreland of

the Peraea, while beyond the northern shore there

rose in the light of sunset the sombre slopes of

Helicon and the silver snows of Parnassus.

During the night the quiet of our hotel was

somewhat seriously disturbed by a large party of

patriotic Greeks, who selected its salle a uianger,

as the most suitable place in Corinth to celebrate

the sixty-fifth anniversary of the outbreak of the

Greek war of independence in 1821.

April 7.—After an early breakfast we started

at seven o'clock to drive to Old Corinth. We
began by keeping for some distance to the shore
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of the gulf; we then ascended by a winding road,

until, after an hour's drive, we reached the small

village that occupies part of the site of the ancient

city. Shortly after leaving the carriage, we visited

the remains of a Doric temple, whose seven sur-

viving columns were formerly held to be the

earliest existing example of Doric architecture in

Greece, but the Hercsuvi at Olympia belongs to an

earlier date. Walking onwards to the west, we

reached a small hamlet, where I purchased for

about sixpence a coin of Corinth stamped with a

representation of Pegasus. From near this spot

we mounted by a toilsome ascent, keeping to our

right the pointed rock from which the Acrocorinthus

was battered by Mohammed II in 1458. It was

this outlying peak alone that was visited at con-

siderable risk by Dodwell, who, like Leake at a

later time, was prevented by the Turks from

ascending the acropolis itself^ By and by, we

reached the lower gate of the citadel, crossed the

rickety drawbridge, and found ourselves at last

within the walls of the upper fortification. The

ground within these walls is extremely uneven and

is thickly strewn with fragments of former buildings,

interspersed with numerous wells and cisterns which

are quite unprotected, and are sufficiently deep to

^ Dodwell, Classical Toitr, ii 189 ; Leake's Moi-ea, iii 257.
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be dangerous to the unwary traveller. After

climbing for some little way up the lower or

western summit of the enormous mass of rock

which constituted the citadel of ancient Corinth,

we gave up the task, and made for the higher

summit which rises on the eastern side to the

height of 1886 feet above the sea. On attaining

this elevation we enjoyed a fairly extensive view
;

for, although the more distant prospect was in

several directions intercepted by haze and clouds,

yet we could clearly see yEgina and Salamis and

Hymettus and Pentelicus (the last, five -and -fifty

miles distant) to the east ; the snows of Cyllene

to the west ; those of Parnassus toward the north
;

and to the south the rugged mountains of Argolis,

through which we had passed on the previous day.^

Not a soul was to be seen on any part of the

^ Strabo, who visited Corinth shortly after its' rebuilding by the

Romans, but who did not see the wells of water on the acropolis,

gives the following description of the view from the summit :

—

Trpos apKTOv jJ-ev a.(popa.Tai. 6 re Tlapvaacrbs Kal 6 'EXtKoic, oprj i'i^r?Xd Kal

VKpojioXa, Kal 6 lipiaaios koXttos vTroTreirTUKWs d/JLcpoTepois, Trepuxoiievos

virb Trjs ^uKidos Kal rrjs BotWTi'aj Kal ttjs MeyapiSos Kal t^s dvTi-

TTOpdfiov TrJ <I>WKi5t 'KopLvBlas Kal XiKvoovias ' irpbs ecrirepav 5e . . .

vwepKeiTai de tovtcov aTrdvTwv to, KaXovfieva "Oveia 6pri diareivovTa

fJ.exp'- BotwTtas Kal Kidaipwvos aTrb tGiv HKeLpcovidiov Trerpuv, dirb ttjs

irapd ravTas 68ov irpbs TTf]v 'Attiktiv.—viii 21, p. 379.

In the same chapter Strabo says of Pirene : i^Tro di ry Kopv4>y rrjv

Il€ipi^v7]v elvai ffvu^aivei KprjVTjv, ^Kpvaiv fxkv ovk ^x"!'"''"' /J^o'ttjv 5' del
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acropolis, and there was no one at hand to help

us to identify, among all the cisterns near the

summit, the famous fountain of Pirene. The in-

formation in Murray is entirely vague ; that in

Baedeker directed us in vain to the ' south-east of

the highest point,' and the indications given in two

such leading authorities as Curtius's Peloponnesos

(ii 525), and Bursian's Geographic (ii 17), are

contradictory to one another, for the former puts

it to the west, and the latter ' somewhat to the

east ' of the summit. In my perplexity I must

be content, like the poet Persius, to leave the ' pale

Pirene ' to others. But, with this exception alone,

we have every reason to be satisfied with all that

we saw during the five hours which we devoted to

our excursion to the top of the Acrocorinthus.

Siavyovi Koi iroriixov vSaros, (paal de Kal ivdevde Kal ef dWuv virov6/JLWi>

TLvQiv (fiKe^ibiv crwdXl^ecrdai rrjv irpbs rfj pi^y] rov 6povi Kp'qvTjv eKpiovaav

eh Ty]v Tr6\iv (bad' 'iKavus dw avTrjs vdpeijeixdai. It is from this passage

that Dodwell {Classical Tour, ii 138), borrows his description of

Pirene and 'its several small rills.' In Murray's Greece, i 151,

these become ' several limpid streams,' which are further expanded

into the ' rushing streams and waterfalls tumbling down the rock,

'

for which Professor Mahaffy searched in vain {Rambles in Greece,

p. 345, ed. 3.)
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DELPHI

i'/ceo 5' is Kpiarjv vwb Hapvrjabv VL(p6€VTa,

KfTj/jLov wpbs 7,€(pvpov TeTpa/x/jL€vov, aiirap virep6ev

-irerpri iirLKpifxaTai, KoiXr) d' inrodiSpo/j.€ ^rjaaa.

Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 282.

At one o'clock on April 7 we went on board the

Kat'tcria, one of the smaller steamers of the

Hellenic company, and started for Itea, the port for

Delphi. The breeze soon freshened and the waves

began to be rather too rough for our little steamer
;

so I was one of the few passengers left on deck.

My map attracted the attention of one of the

Greeks on board, a sturdy, good-natured sort of a

man, who took great pains to point out some of

the places of special interest on our route, as we

passed along the northern shore of the gulf, in

sicrht of Cithaeron, Helicon, and Parnassus. He

offered us a room at Itea, and very sensibly

advised us to stop at that place instead of pushing

on at once for Kastri, the village that now stands
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on the site of Delphi. I congratulated myself on

the prospect of escaping the necessity of applying

on arrival to Athanasios Kailoiannos, the keeper

of what Baedeker's Guide describes as einige

schmiLtzige Zinimer ; but, just as we were going

ashore, it suddenly dawned upon me that our

fellow-passenger was Athanasios himself. The

rooms, however, proved to be clean enough to all

outward appearance, though, as the night wore on,

it became only too clear that a colony of ' Corinth-

ians ' were in possession of the place. Meanwhile,

during the earlier part of the evening, we sat out

in a delightful little balcony, where our hostess

brought us refreshing draughts of cool water and

a dish of glyko, made of the candied peel of the

bitter orange called the nerdntzi, the ordinary

sweet orange being known by the ndivae portokdlli.

After this we had a simple repast on fish and

poached eggs. The modern Greek for fish, psdri,

is interesting, by the way, as a shortened form of

the ancient opsdrion ; while poached eggs are

called avgd vidtia, the latter word being short for

ommdtia, and reminding one of the name of

OcJisen-augen, which is given to the dish in certain

parts of Germany, In the vocabulary of modern

Greek, it is naturally the names of the commonest

articles of everyday life that often exhibit the
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greatest departure from ancient usage. Thus, the

old words for bread and wine and water have

given way to psomi and krasi and nerd respectively.

The last of these words is the living representative

of an epithet which ^schylus applied to the

fountain of Dirke, and Sophocles to draughts of

water from a running spring—an epithet against

which the purist Phrynichus needlessly and un-

availingly protested.^ For, at the present day,

not to mention its having helped to provide a

name for the aneroid barometer, it is in universal

use in Greece, as an interesting survival from the

older language, claiming kinship with Nereus, and

boasting of a pedigree extending over thousands

of years.

Itea is the landing-place, not only for Delphi,

but also for Salona, the ancient Amphissa. Hence

its other name of Scala di Salona; in ancient times

it was known as Chalaeon." According to Ulrichs,

who carefully explored all this region in 1837 and

1838, the modern name is derived from a willow

^ ^sch. Frag. 399, vapas re AipKrjs (explained pevaTiKrjs by

Photius, who adds that r; (xw-qOeia, rpifaaa rb a eh e, X^yeL vepbv)

;

Soph. Frag. 560, irpbs vapb. 5^ (?) Kprivaia x'^povfiev ttotA (quoted in

Etymolog. Magnum, with the explanation vapbv rh vyp6v) ; Phry-

nichus, 29, vrjpbv iidujp ixrjdafJiQs, dWa irpba(paTov, a.Kpai(pvis.

- Pliny, H. N. iv 3, portus Chalnson a quo vii M. pass, in-

trorsus liberum oppidum Delphi. Thuc. iii lOl, XaXatoi.
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(irea), which, many years before his time, used to

stand (with a plane-tree and a poplar) beside a

spring some fifteen minutes walk along the shore

to the south-east.^ In the same direction, across

the outlet of the Pleistus, at the modern village of

Magula, lies the site of Cirrha, the former port of

Delphi. The level land extending along the shore

near the site of Cirrha is almost entirely bare of

trees, as it was in the time of Pausanias (x 37 § 4),

all this part of the plain having been devoted to

Apollo on the conquest of Cirrha at the close of

the first Sacred War (B.C. 595-585). It forms a

striking contrast to the Crisaean plain, which lies

farther inland and is covered with olive-trees and

vineyards. The latter plain is so called from the

ancient Crisa, which is sometimes confounded with

Cirrha, although Cirrha lies on the coast, and

Crisa several miles inland. The site of the

ancient Crisa is identified by Ulrichs with some

ruins called Stephdni, near the modern village of

Chryso on the way to Delphi.

April 8.—At eight in the morning we started

on our walk to Delphi. The view of Parnassus

from Itea was remarkably fine, with its snow-clad

summit glistening in the sunlight, far above the

two great cliffs that rise immediately over the

^ Reisen wid ForscJinngen in Griechenland, i p. 7.
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site of Delphi, which itself lies hidden behind a

buttress of rock separating it from Chryso. It

was a sight that might well recall the brilliant

description of the sunrise at Delphi in the Ion of

Euripides (82-88)

—

apjxara jxlv raSe Xaiiirpa reOpiTnrwv

yjXios '>]8t] Kot/xTTTet Kara y^ji',

aa-rpa 8e (f^evyei irvp to8' oltv aidepos

eis vv)(^d' lepav,

IlapvrycrtaSes S' afSaroL Kopvffial

KaraXaixTTOfxei'aL ri]V ijp^epcav

axJ/iSa PpoTOLiTt 8e;(0VTat.

Lo ! at last the Sun-god turneth

Toward the earth his chariot bright,

And the flame in heaven that burneth

Drives the stars to solemn night.

Lo ! the untrodden mountain-height

First reflects the morning's ray,

And Parnassus, bathed in hght,

Greets for man the car of day.

We walked for a short distance along the high-

road to Salona, and before long met, to our

surprise, a train of camels. These animals were

introduced long ago by the Turks, and it is said

that this is the only part of Greece where they

still survive. They are certainly far more quaint

and picturesque than the ordinary mules and
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asses that one constantly meets here and else-

where.^

On reaching a prominent rock on the left of

the road, we abandoned the main route, and struck

off to the right, along a path that soon entered

a large plantation of fine olive-trees extending

over the old Crissean plain. The waters of the

Pleistus are turned in all directions into narrow

channels for the purpose of irrigating these planta-

tions. After walking for about an hour through

this delightful plain with bright anemones on

every side, we began to ascend the steep hill, and

after a while had a beautiful retrospect of the

surroundings of Itea ; the little gulf of Galaxi'di,

at the head of which it stands, the blue waters

of the gulf of Corinth, and beyond these, the

snow-clad mountains of Arcadia. By this time

the day had become exceedingly hot, and, after

nearly half an hour's climb, we were glad to reach

the village of Chryso with its fountains of cool

water and its welcome store of oranges, with

^ According to Mure's Tour, i 182, these camels 'originally

formed, it is said, part of the baggage train of some of the great

Turkish armaments, more especially of that fitted out against the

Morea in 1822, and destroyed by the Greeks in the defiles be-

tween Argos and Corinth, upon which occasion the animals were

captured and sold, and have since been employed for commercial

purposes.

'
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which we refreshed ourselves while sitting in a

balcony over a garden with a magnificent view

towards the gulf. Chryso is in point of time

about half-way to Delphi.

On starting afresh, we went on by winding

paths of indescribable roughness, toiling up the

steep ascent, but gladdened from time to time by

glorious views of the valley of Salona, and by

the cool breezes blowing toward us from the

north-west over lofty mountains crowned with

snow. The highest of these is now called Kiona,^

doubtless a corruption of '^lova, but its ancient

name is quite unknown, although, excepting Olym-

pus, it must have been the highest mountain

in Greece, being no less than 8242 feet above

the sea, or 1 74 feet higher than Parnassus itself.

The view to the east was also gradually unfolding

itself with its wild hillsides clothed with varied

colours as bright as those of heather. At last,

after an exceedingly hot and somewhat wearisome

climb, we gained the crest of the hill where the

great gorge of Delphi in all its height and depth

bursts suddenly on the view. To the south rose

the bare slopes of Kirphis, and along their base,

far far below, was flowing the stream of the

^ So spelt by Ross and by Vischer, Erimieriingen, p. 6ig note

;

the French map has Guiona ; Uhichs, V^va.
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Pleistus,^ The depth of this valley far exceeded

anything I had expected from the various de-

scriptions I had read. To the north were the

gleaming cliffs of the Phaedriades, parted in twain

by a narrow cleft. But the actual summit of

Parnassus, with the snow -crowned heights that

are so fine a sight in the distance, is here inter-

cepted by the double cliff. The surrounding

scenery has, of course, been the theme of many

allusions in the Greek and Latin poets ;- but the

earliest description of it, in the Homeric Hymn
to Apollo, still perhaps remains the best :

—

Then didst thou fare unto Crisa, beneath the snowy

Parnassus,

Crisa with shoulder of rock to the west-wind turned ; but

above it

Hangeth a cHfif, and a I'ugged ravine ever runneth below it.

Above us, at the foot of the western cliff, far above

the valley, and no less than 2300 feet above the

^ Strabo, ix 3, irpoKeLrai 8i t^s 7r6\ews ij Klpepis €k rod votIov

fxipov^, 6pos airoTop-ov, vdTTTjv d.TroXtTroj' fiera^v, 8l' ijs UXeliXTos SLappei

TroTafi6s.

^ Sophocles, Antjg. 1126, vwkp dCkhcpov w^rpas k.t.X. ; Euripides,

Phcen. 226, di XafiTTovaa nirpa irvpbi diKbpvcpov criXas vwep dKpuv

BaKxeloiv ; Bacch. 307, diKdpvipov TrXd/ca. [The Latin poets and

some later Greek writers confound the double cliff with the actual

summit of Parnassus, giving the latter the epithet l)zcej>s (Persius,

tm'L ; cf Ovid, Jl/eL i 316; Lucan. v 71 ; Nonnus, Dionys. xiii

131, UapVTjffabv dt.Kdpr]vov).
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sea, lay the mud huts of the wretched village of

Kastri, which cover the site of most of the ancient

buildings of Delphi. From these huts the hill-

side slopes downwards in successive terraces of

rough and broken ground, rudely resembling the

successive tiers of seats in an ancient theatre, and

thus completely justifying the epithet OearpoeiBe^;

which Strabo applies to the site.^ The same idea

is thus expressed in Lord Houghton's stanza :

—

' Still could I dimly trace the terraced lines

Diverging from the cliffs on either side
;

A theatre whose steps were filled with shrines

And rich devices of Hellenic pride.'

In view of the great amphitheatre of hills we

rested for a time, in vain endeavouring in the

recesses of the rocks to find shelter from the blaz-

ing sun. It was no wonder that such a burning

spot should have been selected as the central

shrine for the worship of the sun-god ; and the

almost complete absence of shade made one vividly

conscious what a thing of naught was the ' shadow

in Delphi ' to which Demosthenes, at the close of

his speech on the Peace, compares the utterly

insignificant question on which the hotspurs of

^ ix 3, p. 418, TrerpiiSes ^wpio;' dearpoei^es, Kara Kopv<pT]v ^X""

rb ixavreiov Koi rrjv irdXtv.
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Athens would have driven her to war with Philip

and all his adherents in the Amphictyonic council.^

The place where the council used to meet lay

in a suburb to the right of the spot where we were

resting, and, unlike Delphi itself, commanded a

view of the plain through which we had come.^

It was there, and not at Delphi, that ^Eschines

delivered the animated but mischievous harangue

reported by himself in his speech against Ctesiphon.

It occurred to me to make mention of the impiety of

the people of Amphissa with regard to the consecrated land,

and, from the very spot where I stood, I pointed it out to

the Amphictyonic assembly ; for the Cirrhsean plain lies

beneath the temple and can all be seen at a single glance.

' You see,' said I, ' ye Amphictyons, how this plain has been

tilled by the men of Amphissa
;
you see the tile-kilns they

^ Autumn. B.C. 346. ovkovv ev-qdes Kal Ko^ubrt crx^TXtov, irphs

eKOLffTovs Kad' eva ovtw TrpoaevTjvejfJ.ii'ovs Trepl twc oiKe'iwv /cat a.va.y-

KaioTOLTUv, Trpbs vduTas Trepl tijs iv Ae\(po'is aKids vvvl woXe/XTJcrai.

Harpocration : Al5v/j.6s (prjai ttjv irepl 6vov aKias irapoifxiav irapa-

weivoLriadai virb rod prjTopos k.t.X. Cf. esp. Aristophanes, fragm. 238,

irepl rod yap v/xlv 6 TrdXe/xos vvv eari ; Trepl 6vov crKids, and FesJ>.

191. Macarius, proverb, cent, vii 8, vi 37 ; Zenobius, vi 28.

^ Plutarch, de Pyth. Or. 29, describes the Pylcea as a kind of

offshoot of Delphi : toI% Ae\(pois t) IlvXala avvq^q. /cat crvvava^haKeTai.

Ulrichs, I.e. p. 114; and Yischei's Erinnerzingim, p. 606 f. Cur-

tius, in his History of Greece, v 411 of Ward's translation, speaks of

' the rocky terraces where the Amphictyons held their diet under

the open sky.' Mahaffy's Rambles and Studies in Greece, chap, x

p. 253-5, ed. 3.
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have built there, and the stalls for their cattle. With your

very eyes you can see that that accursed and devoted

harbour has been furnished with fortifications. You know

for yourselves, without any need of others as witnesses, that

they have exacted tolls, and are levying sums of money

from that consecrated harbour . .
.' Late in the day the

herald arose and proclaimed that all the Delphians who

were of age, whether bond or free, should assemble at sun-

rise, with shovels and mattocks, at the spot that is there

called ' the place of sacrifice
'

; and the same herald pro-

claimed further, that the Sacred Envoys and their Recorders

should meet at the said spot to uphold the claims of the

god and of the consecrated land. On the next day, early

in the morning, we assembled at the place appointed, and

went down into the Cirrha?an plain and demolished the

harbour and set fire to the houses, and then returned. But,

while we were so doing, the Locrians of Amphissa, who

are settled at a distance of sixty furlongs from Delphi,

assembled in arms, and fell upon us with their whole force,

and, had we not fled to Delphi, we should have been in

danger of being utterly annihilated. At the assembly of the

Amphictyons, held on the next day, many further accusa-

tions were urged against the men of Amphissa, while, on

the other hand, there was much praise bestowed upon our

city. But the whole debate was closed by a resolution that

the Sacred Envoys should, before the next ordinary as-

sembly, appear at an appointed date at Thermopylse, with

a decree prepared for inflicting penalties on the men of

Amphissa for the wrongs they had committed against the

god and the consecrated land, and against the Amphictyonic

council.^

^ yEschines, contra Ctesiphontem, §§ 1 1 8- 124, March B.C. 339.
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We were proceeding uphill to the site of the

ancient stadium, when from a ledge of rock to the

left we heard a voice which proved to be that of the

custodian of the antiquities of Delphi—a sturdy

little man, who took us up to the stadhnn, which

lies high above most of the modern buildings, and

is the most loftily situated of all the ancient re-

mains. It must have been the scene of many of

the contests comprised in the Pythian games, and

chiefly of the foot race, for the chariot races were

held in the plain below/ Its shape is clearly

marked out, and a few of the stone seats were still

to be seen. Its total length is 630 feet, or nearly

the same as that of the other stadia of Greece.^

From the stadium we descended towards a

projecting spur of the western cliff to the fountain

of DelpJiusa, near to which we refreshed ourselves

with cool draughts from a tiny rill dropping from

the rifted rock. The washerwomen of Kastri were

in full possession of the fountain itself, which

appears, indeed, to have been the public fountain

of the inhabitants of Delphi in ancient times.

They had also appropriated the neighbouring

fountain o{ Kassotis, the waters of which descended

^ Pausanias, x 37 § 4, KarajBavTi de is rb ireSiov t7r7r65po/^6s re

ecrrt Kal dyuiva Hvdia dyovctv ipravda rbv IwTVLKbv.

- Leake, Northern Greece, ii p. 577.
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into the temple of Apollo and were used for sacred

purposes alone.

The guide then took us to his own cottage,

where he showed us some fragments of sculpture,

and brought us tumblers of cold water and

' Turkish delight,' while we sat down before a

window enjoying a fine prospect of the southern

hills (the range of Kirphis) and turning over the

pages of the visitors' book, where we found the

names of several of our /riends. For some years

back apparently only one lady had visited the

place. We found we were the first visitors from

England for the present year, the only others who

had inscribed their names being a Greek from

Patras and some travellers from the United States.

We resumed our rambles along the steep and

dirty little paths of Kastri, between miserable little

houses sorely needing the intervention of some

sanitary inspector, as the modern representative of

the ' purifying Apollo,' the laTp6fiavTL<i, hcofjbdrwv

Kaddp<Tco<;} We soon reached the site of the ancient

theatre, but of this we only saw part of a wall,

though, immediately afterwards, we were shown

some fragments belonging to it, together with a

few inscriptions in the neighbouring church.

Shortly after, we came across the northern walL

^ iEschylus, £iem. 62, 63.
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the sacred enclosure of the temple of Apollo.

Near to this we saw the ' pillar of the Naxians,'

bearing an inscription reserving to that people the

privilege of priority in consulting the oracle, instead

of having to await the result of the drawing of

lots, as implied in the Eumcnides of ^schylus.^

Descending farther, we reached the southern side

of the ' Pelasgic wall,' which is covered with multi-

tudes of minutely written inscriptions recording the

decrees of the Amphictyons, or of the Delphic

community, with a large number specially relating

to the manumission of slaves belonging to the

temple. It was in examining these inscriptions,

under a burning sun, that Otfried Miiller spent the

last few days of his life,- and the work that was

then left unfinished was afterwards completed by

the labours of the French archaeologists, Wescher

and Foucart.^

From the site of the temple of Apollo, we

walked towards the rift between the two great

cliffs ; crossed the small stream that comes down

the rift, at a point where the washerwomen were in

full force ; and so reached a spot where, under a

wall of rock, we saw to the right a jet of water

^ Ibid. 32, iTUV irdXqiXaxoi'Tes, clis vofii^erai.

^ E. Curtius, Altertlmm mid Gegemvaii, ii 246-260.

^ Yo\\q:\x\., Sur raffranc/nssement des csclaves, 1S67.
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gushing out of a spout into a small tank confined

within low walls of stone, and thickly covered with

water-weeds. The surroundings have been some-

what altered by the earthquake of 1870 ; but the

tank is none other than the Bath of the Delphic

pilgrims, where all who came to consult the oracle

purified themselves before entering the sacred

precincts ; and the water is none other than that

of the classic fountain of Castalia. To the Greeks

of earlier times it was simply the water of purifica-

tion ; it was only later writers, and especially

Roman poets, who fancied that the stream was a

source of inspiration to the poet, if not to the

Pythian priestess herself^ This bath is the theme

of the following lines in the Greek AntJiology

(xiv 71), purporting to be a response of the

priestess herself :

—

dyi/os Trpos re/xevos Ka$apov, ^eve, Sa/jUOFOs ep)(^ov

xl/v)(^]v, vvfJi(f)aiov vdfjLaTOS a\pdfxevos '

ws dyaOols Keirai ^ /3atr) At/5as * dv8pa Se cjiavXov

ov8' av 6 Tras vt^at vafjiacnv 'Q,K€avos.

^ Ovid, Amores, i 15, 35, mihi flavus Apollo pocula Castalia

plena ministret aqua; Statins, Silver, v 5, init.; Martial, xii 3, li ;

Schol. ad Eur. Phan. 2.Tp, KaaraXla . , . els ifjv \iyov<n rhs

lepodovXovs irapdivovs \o6ea6ai, fieWovaas Oeoirpdniov (pdey^eaOai, ev

tQ TpiiroSL ; 'Lucia.r\,J^tiJ>. Trag. 30, 7rr;7^s jxavriKris, o'ia ij KaffraXla

iariv (Ulrichs, pp. S7 /.)

- The correction dpKe2, proposed by Jacobs, is confirmed by an
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To the pure precincts of Apollo's portal,

Come, pure in heart, and touch the lustral wave :

One drop sufficeth for the sinless mortal

;

All else, e'en ocean's billows cannot lave.

We drank of the water at a point where it was

more accessible than at the jet across the tank,

and found it as ' sweet to drink ' as Pausanias

found it (x 8 § 9). We then wandered for a few

yards up the dry ravine, over large stones strewn

in all directions along the course of the now

diminished torrent, under rocks overarching high

above our heads. The ravine reminded me of

Gordale Scar, near Malham Cove, in the Craven

district of Yorkshire.

After this we descended towards the olive-trees

near the site of the ancient gymnasium, which is

now occupied by the monastery, where travellers

sometimes stay for the night. We also visited

the neighbouring church with its old Byzantine

paintings. The view from the monastery was

remarkably fine, and we would gladly have stayed

longer to enjoy it. However, at half-past two we

improved version of this epigram, quoted in Dubner's edition :

—

2apd.7noos xp7j(r/x6s Tt^ati^eTw.

ar^vh.'s xetpas e'x'J'' x-oX vovv eTrl yXQaaav d\T]drj

eicTLdi. fjLT] Xoerpois dXXct vbifiKadapbs.

dpKei yap d' oaiois pavis voaros ' avdpa de (pavXov

oiid' &v 6 irds \ov<raL xei^/aactv 'CiKeavoi.

G
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began to retrace our steps, and before long reached

the commencement of a new carriage road to

Salona, which enabled us to keep for a while on a

level route, some distance below the point from

which we had first caught sight of Delphi. We
then hastened down the rough paths of our

morning's climb, reached Chryso again with com-

parative ease ; and, after losing our way in the

intricate streets of the village, found ourselves

once more in the open country. Crossing the

main road, we lighted on a short cut which we

had missed in the morning, and thus, by a steep

and irregular zigzag, reached the level of the old

Crisaean plain. An hour's walk by a nearly

straight path brought us through the welcome

shade of the vast olive plantations to the high

road between Salona and the gulf ; and we shortly

afterwards reached Itea, after an expedition of ten

hours and a half, at half-past six.

The steamer which was to take us away was

already in port ; so we turned in for our evening

meal, and, after paying a bill amounting in all to

eleven drachmas and ten lepta (or less than seven

shillings), we went by the light of the moon and

stars down to the small pier where our host, who

had really been very attentive, saw us safely into

a boat. To the ordinary words of farewell, Kok-qv
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avTCLfjiwo-iv {ail rcvoir), he replied with a hearty

aincii. Soon after, we were restored to perfect

comfort in our cabin on board the Elpis, the

steamer which we had left at Nauplia, and which

had meanwhile been round the whole of the

Peloponnesus. We had long gone to rest when

the steamer weighed anchor after midnight, reaching

Corinth about half-past five in the morning.



V

THE ISTHMIAN GAMES CORINTH TO ZANTE

yecpvpav TrovTidda irpo l\.opivdov reixeiov.—PiNDAR, Isthmia, iii 38.

i'XrjevTL TiaKvvOw.— Oifyssej', i 246.

April 9.—After we had breakfasted at the Hotel

de la Co7ironnc, I started by myself at eight o'clock,

to walk across the Isthmus, and to visit the scene

of the Isthmian games. On reaching the highest

point of the road, I had a view of the islands and

coast of the Saronic Gulf, and then struck off, to

the right, towards the village of Hagios loannes,

passing remains of the Isthmian wall on the way.

After about an hour's walk from Corinth, I came

upon a small party of land-surveyors ; but, on my
inquiring, they could only tell me of some ruins

near the small white chapel of St. John, and knew

nothing of the site of the ancient stadmm, though

all the while they were only separated from it by

a bank of earth, as I soon found on reaching the

end of the embankment. It lies in a long field

parallel to the road, with one of its extremities
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bounded by a straight line, and the other by what

was once a semicircle, but is now much broken by

a stream that has worked its way through the

bank surrounding its upper end. I counted two

hundred and fifty paces from one end to the

other ; but my steps were shorter than usual,

owing to the numbers of large stones strewn over

the field.^ At the upper end were two narrow

gullies, up which I walked for a short distance

and found several small specimens of the Piims

Haleppensis,—the lineal descendants of the trees

which once supplied the victor's crown at the

Isthmian games. I plucked off a small branch,

and retraced my steps, crossed the road, and

reached a rude platform of irregular outline with

traces of ancient walls around it. A large herd of

goats was pasturing on what were once the pre-

cincts of the Isthmian sanctuary. Near the

chapel, I saw some fragments of Doric columns,

and some modern graves covered with heaps of

stones taken from the ancient remains, and marked

by low crosses of unpainted wood. Beyond it,

part of the ancient wall has been excavated to the

depth of about ten feet.^

1 The dimensions, as given in Leake's Morea, iii 286, are 650 feet.

- In Clark's Peloponnesus there is a plan of the sacred precincts,

which is copied in Bursian's Geographic. ^
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After this, I walked along part of the new

railway line, saw the modern village of Isthmia,

crossed the new canal, which is expected to join

the two seas in 1888, reached the station of

Kalamaki on the Saronic Gulf at 10.30, and

about eleven o'clock returned by train to Corinth.

After lunch we went once more on board the

Elpis and started at one o'clock for Zante. The

waters of the gulf were delightfully calm, and we

enjoyed the view of the northern shore as we

passed the rugged promontory of the Persea. Soon

afterwards we caught sight of the range of Cithaeron

towards the east, and looked for the last time on

the slopes of Helicon with their belt of gloom, and

upon the snowy summits of Parnassus and the

mountains beyond Salona. As the steamer, how-

ever, did not stop at any place on the northern

coast, we kept nearer to the southern shore, thus

enjoying a series of fine views of the lofty ranges

of Achaia and Arcadia, which are separated from

the coast by only a narrow fringe of alluvial soil.

The rocky ravines and the intricately interlacing

glens were at their finest just before we reached

our first stopping place at Vostitza, or yEgium,

which is delightfully situated on hilly slopes, with

winding roads connecting the upper and lower

parts of the town. Along the shore is a range of
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cliffs mantled with verdure and watered with

rivulets, while the harbour is so deep that vessels

of large size can lie at anchor close to the land.

After this, the views became less interesting as we

approached the narrower part of the gulf, and it

was already dark when we passed between the

two lighthouses that mark the forts of Rhium and

Antirrhium. When we reached Patras, about

eight o'clock, we could only see the long lines of

its brilliantly lighted streets extending above one

another parallel to the shore.

April I o.—It was not until five in the morning

that our steamer started again, passing, at some

distance to the north, Missolonghi, and the Oxia

islands where the battle was fought which takes

its usual name from the Turkish naval station of

Lepanto within the gulf of Corinth, Soon after, I

had a distant glimpse of Ithaca, and a nearer view

of the far larger island of Cephalonia. About

8.30 the steamer stopped at Clarenza, which stands

on the mainland a {qw miles north of the Prankish

castle of Khlemoutzi. The latter looked like a large

martello tower crowning the crest of a rocky pro-

montory projecting from the plain of Elis.

We reached Zante about half-past ten and put

up at the Albergo Nazionalc, a clean and comfort-

able hotel, where our room overlooks a small
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piazza paved with smooth stones of almost

dazzhng brightness.

In the afternoon, we walked through the

principal street of the town with long colonnades

resembling, on a humbler scale, those of Bologna,

and with one or two small palaces built in the

Venetian style of the Renaissance. On getting

out into the country we went on for an hour along

a road fringed with olive-trees and bright with

wayside flowers, till we reached a spot called

Kalamaki, on the bay of Keri. The bay forms an

irregular crescent with high ground at both ends

and with two islands between.

April I I .—We walked along the esplanade

and past the picturesque harbour, looking all the

while at a bay of brilliant blue, from whose shores

rose more than one graceful campanile which

distantly reminded us of Venice. The town lies

along this bay, between two heights—that of the

Castle-hill rising 350 feet to the north-west, and

that of Skopos (the ancient Elatos), x\€vs\g 1300

feet to the south-east. At two o'clock we started

to climb the latter, but, owing to the broken ground

and the many smaller hills which surround it, the

way proved rather more intricate than we expected.

At last we had to scramble up a rough hillside

along thorny tracks that were fit for goats alone,
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while the goats themselves were placidly feeding

among lavender blossoms on the level ground

below. However, a country girl came down to

meet us, and, from a ruined chapel that we soon

reached, guided us along winding paths by bushes

of myrtle, until, after half an hour's further climb,

we reached the monastery of Mount Skopos.

Here we were invited up into a large room, from

whose windows we had a wonderful view of the

town and bay far below, and the island of Cepha-

lonia, with its Black Mountain, beyond ten miles

of sea. The actual summit of Skopos is only a

few minutes farther, at the top of a craggy knob

of bare rock, which proved rougher climbing than

any we had had on that afternoon. From the

summit we saw the coast of Elis, while below us

lay the bay of Keri. At five o'clock we went

back with our guide to the point where we first

met her, when her place was taken by her elder

sister—a strong and handsome girl, with black

hair and a bronzed complexion—who, while leading

us down the intricate paths of our descent, told

me a long story of some Englishmen who, like us,

had lost their way, and were actually benighted

on the hill. I cannot say that I succeeded in

following all the details of the story, and it was

like a light shining in a dark place that I occa-
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sionally caught some clear and completely in-

telligible phrase, such as avq-^ay.ev to 0w9, a bit

of pure old Greek that would have been under-

stood with equal certainty at any time in the last

two thousand years and more. But, side by side

with Greek like this, she always used, instead of

the ordinary vac for 'yes,' the exceptional form

vaicTKe, which, however, reminded one of the old

form val^L that occurs in an epigram of Calli-

machus, which is not without interest in its bear-

ing on a point of Greek pronunciation.^ As soon

as we had no further need of her guidance, she

left us with hearty farewells, and in the twilight

vanished up the hill. The moon was already

shining when we got back at half-past seven.

April 1 2.—It was a gusty morning, and we

stayed indoors. In the afternoon we had the

pleasure of making the acquaintance of Mr. Alfred

L. Crowe, Consular Agent of the United States.

He kindly took us for a walk up the Castle-hill,

past the church and palm-tree which form one of

^ Kvaaviy], av 8^ votxt KaXbs, Ka\6s, dXXo. irplv eliretv tovto

cracpQs, 17x0) (prjai tls dWov ^;;^eij'. Here ^x" oKKos is an echo

of valxt Ka\6s, and at becomes e (Geldart's J\Todern Greek, p. 26).

va.lx'- is also found in Soph. O. T. 682, and elsewhere. It will be

observed that the echo is regardless of the accent of kuXos. The

epigram may be found in Anth. Pal. xii 43 = Callimachus, £p.

30 (28).
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the illustrations in Lady Brassey's Sunshine and

Storm in the East} and onwards, with ever varying

prospects of the plain and the hills of Zante, to his

former home, with its orchard full of orange-trees,

some of them laden with fruit, and others fragrant

with blossom. After passing through large planta-

tions of olive-trees, we reached his charming

summer resort, in the midst of a garden brilliant

with innumerable flowers, and on the verge of a

cliff looking down on the sea and across to the

coast of Elis.

^ P. 131-
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OLYMPIA

iKOVTO 5' i>\f/ri\oio irerpav aXi^arov Kpoviov.

Pindar, Olyinpia, vi 64.

April i 3.—At 8 p.m. on the previous evening

we had gone on board the Panhellenic steamer

Athene, with a view to starting for Katakolon, the

port for Olympia, early the next morning. It was

not, however, until six o'clock in the morning that

our steamer left the harbour, and consequently it

was nearly nine before we reached Katakolon.

On arriving, we were hurried off the steamer by

the eagerness of some boatmen who were anxious

for a fare, and, on landing, we found that the first

train for Pyrgos, which is a little more than a third

of the way to Olympia, had already started at

eight, and that the next train was at 11.30. As

there was no conveyance to be had, we were

obliged to wait in an aimless way at this desolate

place, within sight of the hospitable steamer (which
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waited for some hours in the harbour), and without

any chance of breakfast on land, except a few

oranges. Our train took half an hour to accom-

plish the seven and a half miles to Pyrgos, and, on

arriving, at noon, we at once got into an open

carriage with two horses and drove to Olympia.

(The distance is twelve miles, and the fare twenty

drachmre, which is little more than twelve shil-

lings.) On our way we crossed the Enipeus, after

which we ascended by long windings to the loftily

situated village of Smyla, where we had an exten-

sive view of the low hills of Elis and some of the

higher Arcadian ranges beyond.

We reached Olympia at three, and at first were

somewhat disappointed to find that Georgios Pliris

had established himself at the foot of the hill of

Druva, instead of at the top, as the guide-book had

led us to expect. Georgios, who was formerly cook

to the German explorers of Olympia, produced a

Greek testimonial to his efficiency signed by Pro-

fessor Treu and others, and showed us our room,

a most unpretentious apartment, adorned with

small photographs of the Crown Prince of Prussia,

Ernst Curtius, and others. After this his son, a

bright and modest lad, showed us the way to the

ruins. We crossed the Kladeos by a plank, and

then walked past a few olive-trees to the pine-clad
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hill of Kronos. Pindar, by an almost pardonable

flourish of poetic exaggeration, describes this hill

as u-v/rr^Xo? and a.A,t/3aT09 ; but, although steep in

parts, it is only 123 metres, or 403 feet, above

the level of the sea. Its original height, however,

has apparently been diminished by a landslip,

which covered the ground for some distance from

its base with a layer of marl a foot thick, and thus

preserved for us the Hermes of Praxiteles.

On a spur projecting from the lowest ledge of

this famous hill we paused under the shadow of

two pine-trees to survey the scene of the Olympic

festival. Here we saw immediately before us, to

the south, the sacred enclosure of the Altis, 2 1

9

yards long by 190 broad, bounded by the wall of

unexcavated soil, and strewn with what at first

sight resembled a perfect chaos of blocks of stone.

Soon, however, we were able to distinguish, im-

mediately below us, the remains of the HercEiivi,

which is not only the oldest temple of Olympia,

but the oldest Greek temple yet discovered.

Beyond this is the faintly marked pentagonal

precinct of the Pelopion ; then the lofty platform

and the broad bases of the columns of the great

temple of Zeus. Immediately to our right are the

ruins of the Piytancion, with the banquet-hall of the

Olympic victors. South of this is the PJdlippeion,
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a circular building erected by Philip of Macedon

after his victory at Chaeronea, and (outside the

Altis) the gymnasiwn and palcestra ; while to our

left is the semicircular cxcdra of Herodes Atticus.

To the left of this, again, are the remains of the

series of treasure-houses, so elaborately described by

Pausanias, which once enshrined the votive offer-

ings of many of the cities of the Hellenic world

—

Megara, Sikyon, Gela, Selinus, Metapontum, and

others ; to the south of these, the temple dedicated

to the Mother of the Gods ; and to the east of

them, the entrance to the stadium. All these and

many other ruined remains were bounded to the

west by the deep bed of the Kladeos, and to the

south by the broad Alpheus, with a range of low

hills beyond it. After this general survey we

descended into the Altis and visited, among many

other points, the entrance to the stadium, where

we saw the line of flat stones that marked the

starting-point of the foot-race. The exact length

of this stadium has been ascertained to be 192.27

metres, or 630.8 feet, thus giving us, as its six

hundredth part, .3205 metres ^ as the length of the

Olympic foot, which is the unit of measurement in

many of the buildings at Olympia. After wan-

^ Or 1. 05015 English feet, i.e. little more than three-fifths of an

inch longer than an English foot.
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dering over the rest of the ruins, we returned

at dusk to our quarters at the foot of the hill of

Druva.

April 14.—On the side of the Kladeos opposite

to the Altis, a large museum has been erected

which, in due time, will contain all the remains of

ancient art discovered during the excavations.

At present these are scattered over several sheds

which we now proceeded to visit. We began

with the museum of bronzes, in the first room of

which, among numerous fragments of marble

sculpture, we saw the famous Hermes of Praxiteles,

which is much the most important statue that has

come to light during the excavations, and looks

far more beautiful in the original marble than in

any of the reproductions of it which are to be seen

in the museums of Europe. In the same room is

the colossal head of Hera sculptured in the soft

yellowish limestone of the district.^ Among the

most interesting of the inscriptions that have been

discovered, is a dedication to the Olympic Zeus

by Mummius, the destroyer of Corinth ;
^ also the

base of a statue in honour of the historian Poly-

^ Engraved in Botticher's Olyinpia, p. 237, ed. I ; Baumeister's

Denkniiiler, p. 10S7.

^ Aewtos M6/x/xtos A.evKiov v'lbs arparriybs vwaros 'Fw/Jialwv Ad
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bius ;^ and another inscribed by one of the quarter-

masters of Alexander the Great.' The bronzes

include a spear-head which was part of the spoils

dedicated to the Olympic Zeus by the people of

Tarentum, on their victory over Thurii (B.C. 440-

430).^ Also a life-sized head of an Olympic boxer

of somewhat brutal physiognomy.'* And, lastly, a

rectangular plaque bearing four sets of reliefs ranged

above one another, the lowest being a winged

Artemis of an oriental type, holding up two lions

by their hind legs ; the next, Hercules kneeling

while aiming an arrow at a retreating centaur

;

above this, two griffins facing one another ; and,

at the top, three eagles. The whole work is a

most suggestive record of the gradual development

of Greek art, and a remarkable instance of the

influence exercised upon it by the art of Assyria.^

We next proceeded to the museum of terra-

cottas, with its most interesting remains of various

architectural ornaments. We then entered the

^
7] TToXis Twv 'H\et'w^' IloXt'/Siov AvKopra 'MfyaXoTroXeiTrjv

.

2 /Sao-tX^ws 'A\e[^dv8pov] rj/xepodpo/xas Kal ^T]/j.aTi(TTris ttjs 'Affias

K.T.X. Hicks, Greek Histo7-ical Inso-iptions, No. 129.

' SfcOXa (XTTo Qovpiojv TapavTiPoi dveOrjKav Ad '0\viXTrLu> deKarav.

* Botticher, p. 334 ; Baumeister, p. 1087.

® Botticher, p. 181, ed. I ; reproduced in Forster's Olympia, p. 9.

There is a cast of this ' plaque, with repoussee work and engraved

figures,' in the South Kensington Museum of Antique Casts, No. 5.

H
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museum of sculpture, a badly lighted shed, on the

floor of which were strewn the fragmentary statues

from the eastern and western pediments of the

temple of Zeus, the former, by Paionios, represent-

ing the preparations for the contest of Pelops with

QEnomaos for the hand of his daughter Hippoda-

meia ; and the latter, by Alcamenes, one of the

ablest contemporaries of Pheidias, with a highly

spirited representation of the battle of the cen-

taurs and Lapithse at the marriage of Peirithoos.^

In the same shed is the fine Metope with the

burly Atlas bringing the apples of the Hesperides

to Hercules, who is meanwhile bending his head

downward to bear the weight of all the heavens,

in the form of what can only be described as a

small pillow, which one of the Hesperides, standing

behind him, is pretending to support by thrusting

her upturned wrist against it.^ Here also there

was to be seen, lying on the ground, the beautiful

piece of marble drapery belonging to the Hermes

of Praxiteles ; and, in the same inglorious position,

the upper part of the noble form of the Nike of

Paidnios, which requires to be seen on a lofty

pedestal in the open air before its majesty can be

duly appreciated. This statue was the first im-

^ Newton's Essays, p. 354-365.

" Botticher, p. 285, ed. i ; Forster, p. 22 ; Baumeister, p. 1081.
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portant discovery of the German expedition. In

the fine phrase of a Transatlantic poet,

' The herald Nikd, first,

From the dim resting-place unfettered burst,

Winged victor over fate and time and death !

'^

As one looked at all these scattered fragments of

badly lighted and ill -arranged sculptures, one

could hardly help feeHng that, until they were all

properly placed in the new museum, it was far

easier and more profitable to study and enjoy

them in such a gallery as the Cambridge Museum

of Classical Archaeology, or the Museum of antique

casts at South Kensington. On emerging from

one of these gloomy sheds, we saw drooping over

it a judas-tree with its leafless branches completely

covered with a magnificent mass of pink blossom.^

We then visited the ruins once more, and saw

the pedestal of the Nike, with its two inscriptions :

(i) its original dedication by the Messenians,

probably in memory of the capture of Pylos in

425 B.C. ;
^ (2) the record of the decision of the

dispute as to boundaries between the Lacedae-

^ E. C. Stedman, Newsfrom Olympia. Newton's Essays, p. 353.

^ Cercis siliqiiastruni, Sibthorp's Flora Gnsca, iv 60, figure 367.

* Meccrdf tot koI 'NavTrd.KTioi aviOev Att 'OXi'/xTrt'tj, SeKarav d7r6 TUfx

TToKefxldJv. Ilai.d>vios iirolrjcre Mevdalos' Kal TaKpwTrjpLa ttoiQv iirl rbv

vabv evlKa (Hicks, No. 49).
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monians and Messenians, three centuries later.^

Also the pedestal of the statue of Zeus set up by

the Lacedaemonians on the ' second revolt ' of the

Messenians, still bearing (with slight discrepancies)

the inscription recorded by Pausanias (v 24 § 3)^

;

that of the Bull of Philesios dedicated by the

Eretrians (27 § 9) ; and lastly that of a statue of

an athlete by Pythagoras of Rhegium.

In the afternoon, we walked past the hill of

Kronos along a sandy footpath up the valley of

the Alpheus on the w^ay to Arcadia. We noticed

to our right the stone slabs that mark the goal of

the stadium, most of the interval between this

point and the starting-place consisting of unexca-

vated ground that was waving with green blades

of corn. As we wandered along, we had lovely

views of the low hills that fringe the valley of the

Alpheus, which is very variable in its breadth and

in many parts has a broad dry bed of sand far

wider than the actual stream. About a mile

above the scene of the Olympic games, we crossed

a small brook, and, on the grassy slope beyond,

saw the site of the ancient Pisa. About the same

distance farther up the valley, we ascended a small

^ Referred to by Tacitus, Ann. iv 43 ; Hicks, pp. 341-344.

- [Ae'^o aca]^ Kpoi'iSa [ZJeO 'OXiVTrte koXov &ya\fxa i\rji{) [6v]ij.c^

ry AaKe8aifjiovi(j). Cf. Thuc. i 101-103 (Hicks, No. 17).
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hill which lies between the path and the river, and

is called the ' hill of the suitors,'—the legendary-

spot described by Pausanias as the burial-place of

the unsuccessful suitors for the hand of Hippoda-

meia.^ We sat down for a while under the pines

on its summit, where we found a small tortoise,

which we would gladly have brought back with us

as a memento of our visit ; but, after all, it would

hardly have been a fitting memorial of the place

where the crown was awarded for swiftness of foot,

and, on our return, we carried off a more appro-

priate remembrance of the scene by plucking a

sprig of olive from the trees beside the hill of

Kronos.

In the evening we climbed the little hill of

Druva, 374 feet above the level of the plain,

mounting the slopes by paths scooped out by

water-courses, until we passed the house of the

Ep/ioros, which was built for the German explorers

high above the valley, where the malaria is danger-

ous during the summer season. After threading

our way through the cottages of the hamlet at the

top, we went by a track between the furrows of a

flourishing cornfield to the neighbouring outlook

of Monteverde, where there was a fine panorama

^ vi 21 § 9, -yrjS X^l^^- v^V^o''j '''^'^ /J-vjaT-qpuv Trjs ' IinrodaiJifia^

rdcbos.
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of mountains to the east and north, while to the

south we looked across the Alpheus toward the

wooded hills which were the retreat of Xenophon

during his twenty years of exile.^ To the west

we could follow the lower reaches of the river till

it fell into the sea, beyond which the islands of

Zante and Cephalonia could be discerned on the

distant horizon.

April 15.—We rose before five and started by

carriage for Pyrgos soon after six. The rain of

the previous night had cleared the air, and the

morning was fresh and cool. By the roadside we

saw numbers of yellow irises and asphodels. The

latter is perhaps the most disenchanting plant in

the classic flora.^ It is a tall kind of lily, with

long ragged leaves, and spikes of flowers of a

faintly purple hue. It will grow almost anywhere

in waste places ; so that the ' mead of asphodel,'

in which Homer's heroes are described as pacing

to and fro in the unseen world, would seem to

imply a barren waste where other plants would

hardly grow, and may perhaps find its closest

^ Anabasis v 3 § 7 ; Hell, vi 5 § 2. Temple of Athene dedicated

by him, Pausanias, v 6 §§ 4-7 ; vi 22 § 4.

2 See Sibthorp's Floi-a Graca, iv 28, figure 334 ; Welcker's

Tagebuch, i 171 ; Mure's Tour, ii 261 ; and Tozer's Lectures,

162.
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parallel in the forlorn and desolate region which

Virgil calls the loca scuta situ.

After crossing the Enipeus, we walked uphill

to the highest point of the road, near the village

of Palaio-Barbasena, where we enjoyed an extensive

view. We reached Pyrgos after nine, left by the

train at 9.30, arrived at Katakolon at ten, went

on board the steamer at noon, started at 1.45,

and, in about three hours, amid rain and thunder

and lightning, crossed over again to Zante.
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ZANTE TO CORFU

d/j.(pi\a<pris wieLpa Kepai'wr? elv a\l vrjcros ,

Apolloxius Rhodius, iv 9S2.

April i6.—A rainy day. In the afternoon we

walked up the Castle-hill and down into the plain

of Zante, with its delightful olive yards and orange

gardens.

April I 7.—About eleven o'clock we left Zante

for Corfu, by the Panhellenic company's steamer

Herviitpolis. The hill of Skopos remained long

in sight, and after a few hours we reached Cepha-

lonia—a bare island with rugged hills, and little, if

any, sign of water. The top of its highest point,

the Black Mountain, was covered with clouds.

After landing passengers at two places, Lixouri

and the capital of the island, Argostoli, we waited

for more than an hour in the large land-locked

harbour, and it was five o'clock before we started

a^ain.
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After midnight I saw, through the port-hole of

my cabin, a long spit of land which was part of

Paxos, the island associated with the singular story

told by Plutarch in his treatise on the cessation of

oracles, as to the pilot who, while sailing towards

Italy, heard a voice near this island calling him

aloud by name in the dead of night, and bidding

him, in the bay of Buthrotum, for which he was

bound, proclaim that the great god Pan was dead.'^

When he reached the bay his vessel was becalmed,

and he was fain to cry aloud that Pan was dead,

' wherewithal there were such piteous outcrys and

dreadful shrieking as hath not been the like.'"

^ De defectti 0)'aculorii7n^ xvi. oCros 'i4>y] Trore TrXeiov els 'IraXiav

tTri^rjvai. veujs, ep.TropiKa xPVI^o.'''o- '^'^i crvx''ovs eTTt/Sdras dyovaris' iairepas

di ijdr] irepl rets 'Extz'dSas vrjaovs a-iro<y^fiva.L to irvevfia, koL rr^v vavv

SiacpepofievTjv wXr^aiov yeveadai Tla^Qv . . . i^a'upvqs de (pwvrji' dirb rijs

vr)ffov tQv Tla^Qii' aKovadrjvai, QafioOv rivos (iorj koXovvtos, iccFTe

Oavfxa^eiv. 6 8e Qa/xoOs At^t^Trrios ^v KV^epvqrTfs, ovde ru)v eixirXeovTWV

yvd}pip.os TToWoLS aw' ovofiaros' 5h fxev odv KXyjOevra aiwwrjaai, to de

rpirov vTraKouffaL tu KaXovvTL' KCLKeTvov eiriTeivavTa rriv (piovTjv ei-Kelv

Sn'Orav yevrj kutcl rb JlaXuides, dwayyei.\ov, on llav 6 /jJyas TedvrjKe

. . . Cos o?f eyevero Kara to YlaXQSes, oiire TTvev/xaTos ovtos, oijTe

k\v8o}vos, eK TTpVfivrjs ^X^irovTa tov Qa/xovv irpbs ttjv yrjv elwe'tv, Stl 6

fieyas Hav TedvrjKev. ov (pdTJvac 8e Trav(jdiJ.evov avrbv, Kal yeveadai

pAyav ovx evbs, dWd woWil'v aTevay/nop dfxa davfj.aafj.iij fJ.efLLyp.ivov.

Cf. Eusebius, Praparatio Evangelica, v chaps 16-17.

^ Old commentator on Spenser's Pastorals in May., quoted in

T. Warton's note on Milton's Nativity Ode, xx. Cf. George

Sandys, A Relation of a Journey bei^nn An. Dom. 1610, ]i. 11, ed.

1615, who, like Milton in 1629, connects the story with the cessa-
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The legend is embalmed in the melodious lines of

Milton,

—

' The lonely mountains o'er,

And the resounding shore,

A voice of weeping heard and loud lament ;'

and also in The Dead Pan of Mrs. Browning,

—

' And that dismal cry rose slowly,

And sank slowly through the air.

Full of spirit's melancholy

And eternity's despair !

And they heard the words it said,

—

" Pan is dead,—Great Pan is dead,

—

Pan, Pan is dead."'

April 1 8.—About five in the morning we

reached Corfu, and were apprised of the fact by

the porter of the Hotel de St. Georges knocking

loudly at our cabin door. In the forenoon we

walked to the south along the Marina under the

shade of trees, until we reached a peninsula between

two bays—that of Kastrades, towards the sea, and

that of Khalikhiopulo, towards the land. This

peninsula is the site of the ancient Corcyra, and

still preserves the name of Palceopolis. At its

farthest extremity, from a point called ' the one-gun

tion of oracles, and ends his version of it with the words :
' forthwith

there was heard a great lamentation, accompanied with grones and

skreeches.'
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battery,' we enjoyed a delightfully varied view. To

the right lies the bay that was one of the harbours

of Corcyra.^ In front is the low ground, watered

by streams, that is imagined to be the spot where

Odysseus landed and met Nausicaa. The quaint

little island, crowned with cypresses, to the left, is

one of the two islands fancifully identified as the

Phaeacian vessel which bore Odysseus home to

Ithaca, and on its return was transformed into

stone by the wrath of Poseidon {Odyssey, xiii 161).

Across the ferry, just before us, are a series of hills

and headlands clothed with the richest verdure.

On our return we soon mounted up, through

olive groves, to the small church of the Ascension,

where there is a fine view of the mountains of the

mainland. We then descended toward the coast,

where we saw the scanty remains of a small Doric

temple beautifully placed in a little dell overlook-

ing the sea.^

At eleven o'clock, from the windows of our

room, we saw, passing along the esplanade, one of

the three great annual processions in honour of

St. Spyridion, the patron saint of Corfu. There

were groups of country people in bright costumes

looking on, and a long line of priests in gorgeous

^ The \iixy]v 'TWaiKos of Thucydides, iii 72 § 3 ; 81 § 2.

- Bursian, Geogr. ii 360, note 2.
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robes marching in front with a canopy, under

which were the reHcs of the saint.

Thanks to a kind letter of introduction from

Sir Patrick Colquhoun, formerly Chief Justice of

the Ionian Islands, we made the acquaintance of

Dr. Palatiano, who has long been resident in Corfu.

In the afternoon he accompanied us on a drive to

the loftily situated village of Pelleka, seven or

eight miles distant on the west side of the island.

Owing to the good tradition of English rule, the

island still enjoys excellent roads, which are kept

in repair by means of a tax upon oil. Our road

passed between high hedges of cactus and through

vast groves of fine old olive-trees. From the top

of the hill above Pelleka we enjoyed a magnificent

view extending over Santa Deka and other hills

to the south, and Monte Salvatore and the lofty

Pass of Pantaleone to the north. Below us were

the waters of the Adriatic, while a large part

of the island was spread out like a map before

us.

On our return, among some trees near the

Strada Marina, we were shown the celebrated

cenotaph of Menecrates—a round structure built

of small pieces of limestone let into a shallow

trench, and bearing an inscription consisting of six

hexameter lines, in characters of peculiar epigraphic
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interest, belonging to the early part of the sixth

century B.C.^

We spent the evening with the family of Dr.

Palatiano, where I learnt much that was interest-

ing about modern Greek education, and where we

unavoidably fell into a discussion as to the various

methods of pronouncing Greek, and as to the con-

flicting claims of quantity and accent. Much of

the school training appears to consist of para-

phrasing the terse language of ancient Greek into

the prolix modern style. The servant who brought

in the tea was a picturesque old man who, strange

to say, had actually fought in his youth in the

war of the Greek independence, and during that

war had been for several years a prisoner among

the Turks.

April 19.—In the afternoon we walked to the

summit of the citadel to view the panorama of the

town and island and the coast of Epirus. The

citadel stands on one of the twin peaks, or Kopv(pai,

that give the place its modern name. On our

return we visited the former residence of the Lords

Commissioners of the Ionian Islands, where we

saw the fine marble lioness found at the tomb

^ Ross, Archaologische Aufsdtze, ii 563-575 ; Kaibel's Epi-

gratnmata. No. 179; facsimile in Roehl's Itiscr. Gr. AntiqidssinicB,

1882, No. 342, and Imagi7ies, 1883, p. 61.
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of Menecrates— a bold and vigorous piece of

workmanship.^

After this we had a most enjoyable drive

through the olive-groves to Benizze, a village lying

on the coast a few miles to the south, surrounded

by plantations of orange and lemon-trees. We
here saw the remains of a Roman villa with a

tesselated pavement, which was partly broken up

and covered with water.

April 20.—Our last day in Greece. Early in

the forenoon we went on board the Austrian Lloyd

steamer Co^es, bound for Trieste. Our original

plan had been to go by the Rubattino steamer to

Brindisi, and along the Italian coast to Venice
;

but this had to be abandoned, owing to the

reported prevalence of cholera at Brindisi, Venice,

and Padua, and the inconvenience that was likely

to arise in the event of our getting into quarantine.

We therefore determined to return by Trieste,

Vienna, Munich, Nuremberg, Frankfort, and down

the Rhine from Mainz to Rotterdam, and then by

the Harwich route to Cambridge, in time for the

beginning of term on the 30th of April.

Meanwhile, as our steamer would not start for

several hours, we had ample leisure to enjoy the

^ Engraved in Overbeck's Geschichte der griechischen Plastik, p

144, ed. 1881 ; and in CoUignon's Archeologie Grecque, p. 28.
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view of the harbour and the hills of Corfu. Late

in the afternoon we steamed away to the north,

and as we passed into the open Adriatic, along

the Acroceraunian mountains, we watched the

twin heights of the citadel—the aerias PJicEaaivi

arces of Virgil—fading swiftly away in the dis-

tance. Thus, among many pleasant memories of

our tour, our Easter vacation in Greece came, all

too soon, to its inevitable end.

Farewell to all the classic land,

The fame-encircled Attic strand :

—

August Athena's matchless fane
;

Colonus mid the olive-plain
;

The streams that whisper to the breeze

Of Plato and of Sophocles
;

And Daphne's pass, and Deo's shrine,

And Phyle's fort, and Laurium's mine,

And wave-washed Sunium's temple lone,

Mendeli's crest, and Marathon
;

And Saron's waves that proudly kiss

The storied shores of Salamis.

Farewell, .^Egina's columned steep.

And Hydra's crag, and Nauplia's keep
;

And giant walls of Tiryns olden,

And Agamemnon's city golden.

Farewell to Nemea's flowery dell,

And Corinth's craggy citadel.

And Helicon, the Muses' mount,

And Delphi and Castalia's fount

;
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And all the memory-haunted vale

Where Kladeos flows past olives pale

And gray old fanes, that once again

See sunlight on Olympia's plain.

Farewell to all the flowers of Zante,

Fair-smiling y?(?r di Levantej

And bright Corfu, whose castles twain

Gleam o'er the dark Ionian main.

Land of the mountains and the sea,

O rock-girt home of Liberty
;

Land of green vales and summits hoary,

O sacred shrine of deathless Glory
;

Farewell.
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APPENDIX I

BOOKS ON GREEK TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY

Some of the more portable volumes, which are likely to be useful

or interesting to travellers in Greece, are marked thus t.

Some of the more important Books of Reference are indicated by

an asterisk *.

The modern Greek names of places are printed in italics. The
orthography of such names has, to some extent, been made uniform

;

but in the case of Colonel Leake's travels, his own spelling has been

retained. Leake's principle was not to transliterate the modern Greek

characters, but to reproduce the actual pronunciation by the nearest

English equivalent. Thus he represents what is usually spelt Achladd-

kampos by Akhladhdkambo.

TRAVELS IN GREECE.

Pausanias S^floruit, 174 a.d.] ; ed. Schubart, 2 vols,

post 8vo, Leipzig (Teubner), i862t; ed. L. Dindorf,

with Latin translation, royal 8vo, Paris (Didot), 1845.

' The Trept'oSos Ilai'craj'taKT;, or Pausaniac tour of Greece, might

still be recommended, as forming a very convenient plan of travels

through this country ; namely, from Athens through the Megaris

to Corinth ; from thence by Sicyon and Phlius to Argos ; round
the Argolis peninsula again to Argos ; from Argos to Sparta

;

round the eastern Laconic peninsula again to Sparta ; round the

western Laconic peninsula into Messenia ; from Messenia into the

Eleia and Achaia ; and lastly, the tour of Arcadia, requiring

various deviations. After having returned to Athens, the traveller

might follow Pausanias to Eleutheras, to Plataea, and Thebes
;

and from thence make the tour of Bceotia and Phocis.' Leake,

quoted in Murray's Greece, i 93, ed. 1884.

Pausaniae desaiptio arcis At]ienariii)i ; ed. Otto J aim ;

I
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ed. altera recognita ab Adolpho Michaelis, aucta cum aliis

tabulis turn forma arcis ab I. A. Kaupert descripta. Bonn
(Marcus), iSScf

A. Kalkmann ; Pausanias der Pe?ieget. Untersuchungen
iiber seine Schriftstellerei und seine Quellen, 8vo, pp. 295.

[Berlin (Reimer), 1886.

Cyriacus of Ancona. Travelled in Greece, chiefly to

collect inscriptions; was at Athens in 1437 and 1448,
and also visited Delphi. His manuscript collections

are now in the Museum at Berlin.

On the visits to Athens by the Anonsonus Vien-
nensis (circa 1460), Carrey (1673), and others, between
the Fall of Constantinople in 1453, and Morosini's abandon-
ment of Athens in 1688, see Laborde's Athhies ; and
Michaelis, der Partketw/i, pp. 334-347.

Sandys, George [i 577-1644; translator of Ovid's Meta-
morpJtoses, etc.] Relation of a Journey in the Turkish

Empire, begun An. Don. 16 10. Folio, London, 1615 ;

ed. 9, 1673.

Sailed by Corfu and Santa Maura to Zante, and by Delos to

Chios, Lesbos, and Smyrna, and by the Troad to Constantinople,

etc.

Transfeldt, J. G. [1648-1700; at Athens, 1674-76]. Ex-
ainen reliquaruni antiquitatuni Atheniensiuni, published

by A. Michaelis in ' Mittheilungen der Deutschen Archao-

logischen Instituts in Athen,' vol. i.

Spon, Jacques [1647- 1685; a physician of Lyons], et

George Wheler. Voyage dUtalie, de Dahnatie, de Grece

et du Levant, fait aux annees, 1675 et 1676. 3 vols.

i2mo, Lyons, 1678; 2 vols., Amsterdam, 1679, and
La Haye, 1724.

Vol. I. Corfu—Ithaca—Santa Maura— Zante—by the Stro-

phades and Sphacteria, and past Cythera, to Delos—Myconos

—

Chios—Tenedos, and through the Troad to Constantinople.

Vol. II. Zante to Clarenza—Patras—Lepanto—Delphi

—

Livadia—Thebes—Athens—Salamis—Gulf of .(Egina—Eleusis

—

Megara—Corinth—Athens—Marathon—the Euripus—Thebes

—

Livadia— Turco-chdrio. Here Spon left by DaHa—Distomo

and Aspraspitia for Zante and Lyons ; while Wheler went on
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to Tkdlanda, Lake Copais, Thespiae, Kochla (near Plataea),

Pigadia (= Kryo-pegadi ?), Helicon, and hy Aspraspitia to Zante,

and thence through Italy and France to England, reaching
Canterbury in November 1676.

"Wheler, G. [1650-1723/24]. A Journey into Greece by

George Wheler, Esq., in company of Dr. Spon of
Lyons, in six books, contaitmig— (

i ), A Voyage from
Venice to Constantinople ; (2) An Account of Con-

stantinople and the Adjacent Places j (3) A Voyage
through the Lesser Asiaj (4) A Voyage from Zante
through several parts of Greece to Athens j (5) An
Account of Athens J (6) Several Journeys frotn Athens
into Attica, Corinth, Boeotia, etc.j with variety of
sculptures. Small folio, London, 1682.

Wheler was born at Breda, in Holland ; became a commoner of
Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1667 ; was knighted and ordained in

1683 ; was prebendary of Durham, 1684 ; afterwards vicar of
Basingstoke, and rector of Houghton-le-Spring. The greater

part of his work is practically a translation of that of his fellow-

traveller, Spon ; with the addition of some plates of ' curious

plants,' a map of Achaia, and 'divers medals and other
antiquities.

'

Vernon, F. Letter to H. Oldenburg in Philosophical

Transactions, xi. No. 124. April 24, 1676.

Brown, E., M.D. Travels, pp. 34-54, 'The description

of Larissa and Thessaly.' London, 1685.

Randolph, B. The Present State of the Moreaj with a
description of Athens, Zant, Strafades, and Setigo, pp.
26, ed. 3. London, 1689.

Drummond, A., Travels in Germany, Greece, Asia Minor^
to the Euphrates. Folio, London, 1754.

pp. 94-114. Zante—Myconos—Delos—Smyrna.

Bartholdy, J. L. S. Voyage en Grece, 1803-4. 2 vols.

8vo [translated from the German], Paris, 1807.

Pouqueville, F. C. H. L. Voyage e7i Moree, Constantt-

nople, en Albanie, etc., 3 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1805.
Voyage dans la Grece, 5 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1820.

Chandler, R. [1738-1810J; Fellow of Magdalen College,
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Oxford. Travels in Greece ; or, an Account of a Tour
made at the Expense of the Society of Dilettanti. 4to,

Oxford, 1776.

20th August 1765. Smyrna—Carystus—Sunium—^gina

—

Athens and Attica. Megara—Isthmus of Corinth—Methana

—

^gina— Salamis. Peirseus — Poros— Methana — Troezen —
Damald— Epidaurus

—

Ligurio—Nauplia—Tiryns—Argos—M)'-

cenas— Nemea— Cleonas— Corinth— the Isthmus— Corinth to

Anticyra- —Distomo—Stiris— Bulis—Ascra—Helicon. From Dis-

tomo by the Schiste to Delphi. Thence to the port and to Galixidi
— Vostitsa—Patras—the Echinades

—

Clarenza— Gastou?ii—Elis

—Olympia

—

Mirdka. [Account of the journey of M. Bocher,

a French architect at Zante, to I'ernizza, and his discovery of the

Temple of Apollo at Bassas in November 1765.] Clarenza (July

1766)—Zante (September). Thence to Venice and Bristol.

Scrofani, X. Voyage en Grcce (1794-95). Trans, from the

Italian. 3 vols., Paris, 1801.

Stephanopoli, D. and M. Voyage en Grcce, 1797-98. 2

vols. 8vo, London, 1800.

Sonnini, C. S. Voyage en Grece ef en Titrquie. 2 vols.

8vo, Paris, 1801.

Dodwell, E. [i 767-1 832]. A Classical and Topographical

Tour through Greece, during the years 1801, 1805,

and 1806. 2 vols. 4to, 70 plates, London, 18 19.

Vol, I. First Tour, 27th May 1801. Corfu—Leukas

—

Privesa— Ithaca— Cephalonia— Patrds (and by Phocis and
Bceotia to Athens).

Second Tour, 3d February 1805. Zante—Mesolongi—Galaxidi
—Sdlona— Delphi— Distomo— Ardchova— Daulis— Panopeus—Livadia— Chaeroneia—Orchomenos—Lake Copais

—

Romaikd—Granitaa—back to Livadia—Haliartos—Thespise—Thisbe

—

Helicon—Thebes—Plataea—Eleutheras—Athens, 26th March.
Vol. II. T/iird Tour, 17th May 1805. Athens—Phyle—

Thebes

—

Kardiiza—-Martini— Andera— Talando (Atalante)—
Thermopyte— Lamia— Stylida—Armyt'd— Volo— Velestino—
Larissa— Tempe— Pharsalia— Domokd (Thaumaci)—Lamia

—

Thermopylae

—

Dadi— Velitza—Elateia—Orchomenos—Haliartos

—Thebes—Delium—Oropos—Marathon—Pentele—Athens, 22d
June.

Fo7irth Tour, 28th November 1805. Athens—Eleusis

—

Megara—Corinth— Nemea—Argos—Mycenae—Tiryns—Nauplia
—Ligurio— Epidaurus— Damald— Troezen— Calaureia— Me-
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thana—by Dara and Phanayi to Piada—Hagios loannes—
Corinth

—

Xylo-kastro— Vostitza—Patrds (with Mr. Gell)

—

Palaio-

Achaia— Maiav-vtma — Capelletto (Capeleti) — Elis — Pyrgo—
Olympia

—

Mirdka— Samikdn— the Neda— Cyparissiag

—

Klei-

soura—Consta?itino—Messene

—

Ka7-Uena—Bassas (where Mr.
Gell leaves him)— Lykosoura

—

Leonddri—Mistra—Sparta

—

Amyclae—Tegea— Tripolitza— Mantineia—Orchomenos— Stym-
phalos—Pheneos—Kleitor

—

Megaspilion -— Patrds

—

Mesolongi—
Ithaca

—

Prdvesa—Corfu, 23d April 1806.

Thirty Views in Greece, 1821, royal folio. Cyclopian or

Pelasgic Retnains in Greece atid Italy, 131 drawings, 1834,

imperial folio.

Clarke, E. D. [i 769-1 822], LL.D., Fellow of Jesus College,

Cambridge. Travels in various Coiintiies of Europe,

Asia, and Af7'ica. Part II, Greece, Egypt, and the

Holy Land, section 2, 18 14; section 3, 4to, London,

18 16 (also in 8vo, 1816-24).

Vol. Ill, chaps, viii-xviii, Oct. 1801. Alexandria to Cos

—

Patmos [discovery of the MS of Plato, now in the Bodleian]

—Naxos— Paros— Antiparos— Syros— Gyarus— Zia ( Ceos)—
Athens.

Epidaurus

—

Ligurio—the Hieron—Nauplia—Tiryns—Argos

—

Mycenpe—Nemea—Sicyon—Corinth—discovery of the site of the

Isthmian temenos—Megara—Eleusis—Athens.

Vol. IV, chaps, i-xiii. Marathon— Braiiron— Tanagra— the

Euripus—Thebes—Plataea—Leuctra— Helicon—Lebadea—Chae-

ronea—Orchomenus. Lebadea—Delphi—ascent of Parnassus

—

Tithorea—Elatea—Amphiclea

—

Bodonitza—Thermopylae—Lamia
—Pharsalia—Larissa—Tempe—Thessalonica—Neapolis, and by
land to Constantinople (Jan. 1802).

Castellan, A. L., Lettres sur la Moree et Ics iles de Ccrigo,

Hydra, et Zante. 8vo, Paris, 1808,

Walpole, R., of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Memoirs re-

lating to Eur-opean afid Asiatic Turkeyj edited from
manuscript journals. 4to, London, 18 17. Includes

Mr. Morritt's 'Journey through the District of Maina

'

in 1795 ; Mr. Raikes's Journey through parts of Boeotia

and Phocis (with the discovery of the Corycian cave)
;

Mr. Hawkins on the Topography of Athens and the

Vale of Tempe ; and papers by Dr. Sibthorp on the

Flora and Fauna of Greece. Travels itt Various
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Coufitries in the East, being a continuation of the above

Memoirs, edited 1820.

Gel], \V. [1777 -1 836], Fellow of Emmanuel College,

Cambridge. Narrative of a Journey in the Morea,

1823, 8vo.

1804-5. Navarino (excursion to Modon)

—

Gargalidno—Phili-

atrd— Cyparissia— Siderokastro—Pdnlitza— Tragoge (excursion

to Bassfe)

—

Andritzena—Karitena— Tripolitsa— Megalopolis

—

Leonddri—Kalatnata (excursion in the Maina)—back to Leon-

ddri—Mistra—Sparta— Tripolitza—Mantinea—Orchomenos—
Ghidsa ( = Gidza, Caryse)— Pheneos— Stymphalos— Phlius—
Hagios Georgios—Argos—Mycense—Nemea—Tiryns—Nauplia

—

Lygourio (and Hierum)—Epidaurus

—

Damald— to Troezen and
Hermione and back, and across to Athens.

The Itinerary of Greece, with a commentary on Pausanias

and Strabo, and an account of the monuments of antiquity

at present existing in that country, compiled in the years

1 801, 1802, 1805, and 1806. [Contains an elaborate

Itinerary of Argolis alone]. 4to, London (T. Payne), 18 10.

Ititierary of the Alorea, being a description of the routes

of that peninsula, i2mo, London (Rodwell), 1817; ed. 2,

1827.

Itinerary of Greece, containing one hundred routes in

Attica, Boeotia, Phocis, Locris, and Thessaly. 1 2mo, Lon-

don (Rodwell), 18 19.

Leake, W. M. ; F.R.S., etc. [i 777-1 860]. Travels in the

Morea, with a Map atid Plans. 3 vols. 8vo, London
(Murray), 1830.*

Vol.1. Fi7-st Tour. 22d February 1805. Zante to Gasizini—
Pyrgo—Olympia

—

Arkadhia (Cyparissiae)

—

Lotiddri— Tripolitzd

—Mistrd and Sparta—EIos—to Monemvasla and back

—

Mara-
thonisi (Gythium)

—

Skutdri—Cape Matapan and back to Tzimova

—by Vitylo and KitrUs to Kalamdta—Andriissa—Messene

—

Navarino—Moihdni—Kordiii—by sea to Kalatiidta. By Skala

and Tragdi to Pdvlitza (Phigaleia).

Vol. II. Bassse— Andritzena— Karilena — Megalopolis—
Londdri— Tripolitzd—Alonistena— Vitina—Dhimitzana (Teu-

this)

—

Fandri (Aliphera;)

—

Platiand (Typaneas) — Ai lanni

(Heraea)—by Vyzitsa, Strizova, and Karniii to Kaldvryta, and

by Nezerd to Patras, 30th May.
Chap. XV. Second Tour. i6th February 1806. Patras by
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Karavostdsi (Dyme) and Kastro Tornese to Gastiini—Psophis

—

Cleitor—by Tara and Levidhi to Tripolitza—by Akhladhdkambo
to Argos—Tiryns—Naiiplia^Mycenfe—Argos—Lerna

—

Astrd—
Prasiag—by Kastdnitza and Tzitzina to Sparta and Mistra.

Vol. III. By Perivdlia and Barbitza to Tripolitza.— Orcho-
menus—Pheneus—Stymphalus—discovery of the Styx

—

Megaspilio
— Vostitza—Patras.

Patras — Vostitza — by sea to Xyld-Kastro — THkkala— by
Sicyon to Corinth. Hierum of the Isthmus—Corinth to Nemea
—Phlius— Sicyon— Xyld-Kastro, Kamdres, Mavra Lithdria,

Akrdta, Trupid to Vostitza and Patras, 28th April.

Pelopoftnesiaca : a Supploncnt to Travels t'jt the Morea.

8vo (Rodwell), London, 1846.

Travels in Northern Gt-eece. 4 vols. 8vo (Rodwell),

London, 1835.*

Vol. I. First Journey. 9th December i8o4-i6th January
1805. Epirus.

Second Journey. 12th June i8o5-i6th February 1806. ^tolia,

Acamania, Epirus, Macedonia and Illyria (chaps, iii-viii).

Chap. ix. 1 2th November. lodnnina—AUtzovo—Metiora—
Trikkala—Larissa

—

V\\'ax%'a\\!i%—Dhomok6—Lamia.

Vol. II. Thermopylae

—

Dhadhl— Velitza—Daulis—Panopeus
—Chagroneia — Livadhia — Orchomenus — Abse— Atalanta —
.(Edepsus— Eastern Locris, and back to Livadhia. Haliartus

—Thebes— Euripus — Anthedon — Lake Copais

—

Kardhitza—
Thebes, to Platasa. By Eleutherce and Eleusis to Athens, 2d
January 1806.

28th January 1806. Athens

—

Kephisia—Marathon—Rhamnus—GrammafikS, and by Varvano and Kalatnos, to Oropus

—

Delium — Tanagra— Thebes — Thespiae— Leuctra— Ascra —
Thisbe—Bulls— Kyridki—Helicon—Stiris—Ambrysus

—

Dliesjina

—Delphi—Crissa—-Cirrha

—

Sdlona— Epakto (Naupactus), i6th

February 1806.

Vol. III. Third Journey. 9th September-23d December
1806. Corfu— Leukas—Ithaca—Cephallenia—Cythera—Melos
—Paros— Naxos—Delos— Mykonus— Scyrus— Sciathus, etc.—
to Mount Athos. Chaps, xxiv-xxviii ; xxx, xxxi. ; Macedonia
xxix ; Larissa and Tempe.

Fourth Journey. Vols. Ill, IV chaps, xxxii-xxxviii. March
1809. Epirus, Acamania, and ^tolia.

Vol. IV. chaps, xxxix-xlii. 19th November, 1809 -i6th
January 1810. lodnnina to AHtzovo, Stagiis, and Trikkala—
Larissa— Pharsalus— Armyro— Oreds— Volo—Magnesia^Lake
Boebeis— Velestino—Pharsalus

—

Kardhitza— Trikkala—Metiora—lodnnina.
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Hobhouse, Sir John Cam [M.P., created a peer in 185 1,

as Lord Broughlon]. Journey through Albania and
other Proviftces of Turkey with Lord Byron. 4to, Lon-

don, 1812 ; ed. 2, 2 vols. 4to, 1813; ed. 3, 2 vols.

Svo, 1856. See Quarterly Review, x, 175-203.

26th September 1809. Pfivesa to lodnnina— Tepeleni—Pri-

vesa— Mesoldnghi — PatrAs— Vostitza— Delphi— Thebes— by
Phyle to Athens, 25th Dec.

Sth March 1810. Pirreus to Smyrna (excursion to Ephesus)

—

Constantinople, 14th May. 14th July, to Zea (Ceos), where

Byron left for Athens— Patras—Tripolitza—and after a tour in

the Morea—returned in October to Patras and Athens, which he

left on 3d June 18 11. He returned to Greece in July 1823, stayed

for several months at Cephalonia, and died at Mesolonghi 19th

April 1824. See ' Byron in Greece,' in Jebb's Modern Greece.

Holland, H., M.D., F.R.S. [1788-1873; physician to the

Queen, 1852; baronet, 1853]. Travels in the Ionian

Isles, Albania, Thessaly, Macedo?iia, etc., during the

years 18x2 aiid 18 13. 4to, London, 181 5 ; 2d ed., 2

vols. 8vo, 1 8 19. Reviewed in the Quarterly, xxiii,

325-360; and the Edinburgh, xxv, 455-485 ; and fre-

quently mentioned in the Life of Lord Byron.

Zante—Cephalonia— Ithaca— Santa Maura

—

Privesa— Sala-

gora— Arta—by Cinque Pozzi [Pende Pigddhia) to lodftnina.

Zagord—Mitzovo—Metiora— Trikkala— Larissa—Tempe—by
Plata7>i07ia and Kateritia to Salonica— islands of Ckilod?-omi,

Sarakino, Skopelos, Skiathos

—

Trikeri—gulf of V^olo—Styllda—
Zcitiin = Zituni (Lamia)— Thoinoko—Pharsalia—Larissa.

Lamia—Thermopylae—up the valley of Bceotian Cephissus

—

Sdloiia— Delphi—Chseronea

—

Livadia— Helicon— Lake Copais

—Thebes—Thespias—Leuctra—Plataea—and by Cithasron and
Eleusis, to Athens.

Eleusis—Megara— Corinth—Nemea— Mycen^—Argos

—

Tri-

politza—Kaldvryta—Patras—Zante.

Privesa—A7-ta—by Suli and Paramythia to loarmina. Zitza
—Dclvinaki—Libochavo—Argyro-Kastro— Gardiki— Telepeni—
Carbo7ia7-a—Pullo/ia—Avlo7ia. Telepe/ii—Ioa7i7ii7ia. P7-ivesa—
Zante.

Gait, John. Letters from the Levant, containing views of
the State of Society, Manners, Opijiions, and Commerce

in Greece, and several of the principal Islands of the

Archipelago. 8vo, London (Cadell and Davies), 1 8 1 3.
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Hughes, T. S., Fellow of Emmanuel and formerly Fellow

of St. John's College, Cambridge. Travels in Sicily,

Greece, and Albania. 2 vols. 4to, London, 1820, with

I 5 maps and plates ; new ed., 2 vols. 8vo (omitting the

large plates), 1830.

Vol. I. chaps, v-xvii, September 1813. Zante— Patras—
Kaldvryta—Mantinea— Tripolitza—Argos— Tiryns— Nauplia^
Mycenae—Nemea—Corinth—Megara—Athens.

By Phyle to Thebes

—

Livadia (excursion to Lake Copais and
Chasronea)

—

Ardchova to Delijhi

—

Sdlona— Galaxidi— Pr^vesa

Arta—lodnnina (excursion to Dramisus

—

Devitziana— Vareatis).

On pp. 511-532, Dissertations on the Oracles of Dodona and on

the site of that of Delphi by Dr. S. Butler, Head Master of

Shrewsbury.

Vol. II. chap. ix. Excursion to Zitza— Tzarovma—Delvinaki
—Libcchovo— Argyrokastro— Tepeleni— Berat— Klissura— Os-

tanitza—Konitza—Mavrovzini and back to lodnnina.

Paramytliia—Glyky—plain of Phaiidri—Suli—Luro—Camar-
ina—Privesa—Parga—Paxo—Marlet-a (a small island north of

Corfu)—and thence to Italy, June 1814.

Forbin, Voyage dans le Levafti. Paris, 1 8 1 9.

Turner, Tour i?t the Levajtt. London, 1820.

Williams, H. W. Travels in Italy, Greece, and the Ionian

Islands. 8vo, Edinburgh (Constable), 1820.

Vol. II. Corfu—Zante—Cephalonia—Ithaca—Patras

—

Vostizza

Delphi

—

Livadia—Thebes—Eleusis—Athens—Corinth—Patras.

Select Views in Greece, with Classical Illustrations. 2

vols, imperial 8vo, London, 1829.

Laurent, P. E. Recollections of a Classical Tour through

various parts of Greece, Turkey, and Italy, in 18 18,

1819. 4to, London (Whittaker), 1821.

Ceos—Chios—Troad, etc.—Athens—Epidaurus and Argolis

—

Tripolitza— Sparta— Leonddri— Messene— Bassse— Olympia—
Patras—Santa Maura—Corfu.

Stanhope, Col. Leicester. Greece ifi 1822-24. 8vo, Lon-

don, 1824.

"Waddington, G., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Visit to Greece in 1823-24. London, 1825.

Anon. The Modern Traveller in Greece, 2 vols. (vols, xiv
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to xv), 32mo, contains useful extracts from the works
of travellers in Greece up to the date of its pubHcation.

London (Duncan), 1826.

Bulwer, H. Lytton, G.C.B., M.P. [the diplomatist; elder

brother of the novelist]. An Autunifi i?i Greece; com-

prising sketches of the character, customs, and scenery

of the country; with a view of its present critical state.

In letters addressed to C. B. Sheridan, Esq. To which
is subjoined Greece to the close of 1825, by a resident

with the Greeks, recently arrived. 8vo, London (J.

Ebers), 1826. The author and Mr. J. Hamilton
Browne went out as representatives of the " Greek
Committee."

August 1824. Cephalonia—Zante—Olympia

—

Hagios lokannes
—by Leondari to Tripolitsa and Nauplia (and thence to Smyrna,
Malta, and Nice).

Anon. Sketches in Greece a7td Turkey; with the present

condition and future prospects of the Turkish Empire.

(Ridgway), London, 1833.

1832. Albania (and Ali Pasha) ; Vonitza (and General Pisa)
;

Lepanto (and General Giavella) ; Corinth ; Attica and Epidaurus

(George Mavromichaelis) ; Castle of Caritena ; Temple of Phi-

galia
; (The Pirates of the Archipelago); (Ipsilanti, Miaulis)

;

Sardis ; Constantinople.

Milnes, Richard Monckton [Lord Houghton]. Memorials

of a Tour i?i some parts of Greece ; chiefly poetical.

London (Moxon), 1834.

Burg-ess, R., B.D., St. John's Coll., Camb. Greece and
the Levant, or Diary of a Summer's Excursion in

1834. 2 vols., 32mo. London, (Longmans), 1838.

Giflfard, E., Pemb. Coll., Oxon. Ionian Islands, Athens,

a7id Morea. London (Murray), 1837.

Slade, Sir Adolphus. (i) Records of Travels in Turkey,

Greece, &ic. in 1829-31. 8vo, London, 1832; ed. in

2 vols., 1833; new ed. 1854. (2) Travels in Turkey,

Greece, and Malta \n 1834-36. 2 vols., 8vo, London,

1837.
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Fiedler, C. G. /?m^, 1834-37 (mainly geological). Leipzig,

1840-41.

Von Klenze, L. Aphoristische Be/nerkungen, gesatnnielt

auf seiner Reise in GriecJienland. 6 plans and views

folio. 8vo, Berlin, 1838.

Von Farenheid, F. Reise durch Griechenland (pp. 60),

Klein-Asie/i, etc., 1841. Konigsberg (Hartung), 1875.

Ross, L. [1806-18 59]. Reisen utid Reiserouten durch

Griechenland, I. Reisen im Pelopofines, mit zwei

Karien [Sellasia ; Agar Dentheliates], und mehren

Holzschnitten utid Inschriften. Berlin (Reimer),

1841.*

i. Das Heiligthum der Artemis Limnatis und der Ager Den-
theliates zwischen Lakonika und Messenien, pp. 1-24.

ii. Piilius und die Umgegend . . . Sikyon . . . Stymphalos,

PP- 25-57.

iii. Pallantion, 58-65.

iv. Zur Topographic Arkadiens nebst Theilen von Messenien,

Elis und Argolis. (i) Tegea, 66-73. (2) Megalopolis, 74-84.

(3) Megalopolis

—

Karyotika Kalybia, 84-94. (4) Das Nedathal,

etc., 94-101. (5) Aliphera, etc., 101-109. (6) Das Kladeos-

thal, etc., 109-120. (7) Mantineia, etc., 121-139.

V. Wege von Argos nach Tegea und Thyreatis. (i) Argos,

Kenchreae, Hysiae, 140-148. (2) Temenion, Lerna, 148-152.

(3) Genesion, Apobathmi, Pyramia, Elaeus, 152-157.

vi. Weg aus der Thyreatis nach Sparta, (i) Astros, Thyrea,

158-172. (2) Parnon, Wald Skotitas, das Oenusthal, 172-177.

vii. Weg von Tegea nach Sparta, (r) Skiros, Krya Vrysis,

etc., 178-181. (2) Sellasia, etc., 181-191.

Wajideriingen in Griechenland. 8vo, Halle, 1851.*

Vol.1. Eleusis— Thebes— Lebadea—Daulis— Ardchma—
Delphi — Sdlona — Kirrha — Galaxldi — Gravid — Lamia —
Thermopylas— Talanti— Lake Copais — Tanagra— Oropos—
Kephisia^h'Cn&x\s> (1834).

Cyclades. Hydra, Spezzia, Nauplia, Tiryns, Argos, Mycenae,

Nemea, Corinth, Megara, Salamis, 1836. ^gina, 1839.

i. Reisebilder aus dem Peloponnes. (i) Isthmus of Corinth to

Megaspdaon. (2) Kalavryta to Olympia. (3) Olympia to

Kyparissia. (4) Messene and Kalamdta. (5) To Megalopolis,

Mantinea, etc. (6) Achladdkampos to Argos, Mycense, Nemea,
Acrocorinthus.

ii. Cyclades (1840).
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Vol. II. (i) Argolis and Laconia. (2) Euboea and the

Sporades, 1841. Hymettus, 1843. (i) Ph)-le and Eleusis ; (2)

Euboea, Bceotia, and Locris, 1844. Sunium and Marathon
;

Euboea and Mount Orthrys ; CEta and Parnassus, 1845. Sparta

and the northern Maina, 1834.

Carnarvon, Third Earl of [i 800-1 849]. Reminiscences

of Athens and the Morea; Extracts from a journal of
Travels in Greece in 1839 ; edited by his son. i 2mo,

London (Murray), 1869.

7th May. Athens— Megara— Corinth— Nemea— Mycenae
—Xaupha— Lerna— Akladd-kambo— Tripolitza (Mantinea and
Tegea)—Megalopolis

—

Leonddri—Sparta— Mistra— G^'thium—
across Taygetus by Panizza to Lim^ni— Tzimova, Kita, and
Cape Matapan— Kalamdta— Vourkdno— Bassae — Andrttze/ia
—Karitena— Tripolitza, and back to Athens by Epidaurus.

Mure, W., of Caldwell [i 800-1 860]. Journal of a Tour
i?t Greece and the Ionian Islands, with remarks on the

recent history, present state, and classical antiquities of
those countries. 2 vols. i2mo, Edinburgh and London
(Blackwood), 1842. t

Corfu— Ithaca

—

Petald— Katochi—AnatoUkd—Mesolonghi—
Seala di Sdlona— Delphi

—

Ardchova— Daulia— Chaeronea

—

Orchomenus— Lake Copais— Livadia— Haliartus—Thebes

—

Platrea and (by Gyptokastro and 5. Vlasio to) Athens.

Megara— Corinth — Cleonae— Nemea— Mycenee— Tiryns

—

Herjeum—Argos— Nauplia— Lerna

—

Tripolitza (excursion to

Mantinea)

—

Kryo-vrysi—Sparta (excursion to Xerokampo)—I^on-

dari—Derveni—Messene— Constantino— Bassae

—

Andritzena—
Aliphera

—

Mokritza—OljTnpia— Pyrgo—Ali-TscJielebi— Patras,

and thence to Ancona.

"Welcker, F. G. [1784- 1868]. Tagebuch cincr Gricchis-

chen Rcise. 2 vols., i2mo, Berlin (Hertz), 1865.!

Welcker was fifty-eight years of age when he travelled in Greece

;

and eighty-one when his journal was first printed, under the edi-

torial care of one of his colleagues at Bonn. As it is not supplied

with an index or a table of contents, or with titles at the head of

the pages, and is not even divided into chapters, I have consulted

the convenience of those who desire to use the book by giving the

reference to the proper page in each instance.

Vol. I. 26th January-sgth March 1842. Athens and Attica,

pp. 23-129. Marathon and Sunium, 129-150.

Tour in the Peloponnesus, 30th March, Megara, pp. 160-163.

Kinetha, 164. Kromyon, 165. Kalamdki, 166. Isthmian
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temenos, 167 f. Acrocorinthus, 159 f. Kleonse, 172. Nemea,

174 ff. Ckarz'dti, 178. Mycenae, 179-185. Heraeuni, 186 f.

Chonika, 188. Argos, 189-192. Akhladd-kampos, 196. Man-
tinea, ig8. Tripolitza, 200. Tegea, 201 f. Kryo-vrysi, 203.

Sellasia, 204. Sparta, 206-220 (Amyklag, 209 ; Baphio, 210
;

Xerokanipo, 212 ; Alisira, 213). Leondari, 221. Thuria, 225.

Petalidi (Korone), 230-232. Pylos, 233-239. Kyparissia, 243.

Messene, 244-259. Megalopolis, 263. Lykosura, 264. Stdla,

267. Ampelonds, 269. Kakoletri (Ira), 270. Phigalia, 272.

Temple of Apollo at Bassae, 276. Andritseiia, 279. Hagios

loannis, 280. Olympia, 282-284. Lala, 285. Kamrini, 287.

Psophis, 290. Sopotd, 293. Klitor, 294. Sudend, 299.

Pheneos, 300. Kastania, 304. Stymphalos, 304 ff. Phlius,

308. Hagios Georgios, 310. Argos, 312 f. Mycenee, 315-318.

Herasum, 319 f. Tiryns, 321. Nauplia, 322-326. Hieron,

328 ff. Epidaurus, 333. ^gina, 334-344. 5th May.
Vol. II. 5th-i4th May. Athens (Salamis, pp. 12-16).

Touj- in Northetn Greece, 15th May. Eleusis, Eleutherse, 21.

Plataga, 23 ff Thebes, 26-30. Leuktra, 32. Thespiae, 33.

Helicon, 34-39. Haliartos, 40. Lebadea, 42-51 (Orchomenos,

44-49). Chaeronea, 52-55. Panopeus, 56. Daulis, 58. Ardchova.

61. Delphi, 63-77 (Krissa and Kirrha, 70-74, 106). Corycian

cave, 78, 114. Agoridni (Charadra), 79. Lilaia, 81, 107.

Palaiochdri, 82. Lamia, 84. Styllda, 86. Oreds, 88. Kuj-kula,

91. Achmet-Aga, 92. Chalkis, 95. Aulis, 97, 105. Tanagra,

99, 107. Skala (Oropos), loi. Markdpulo, 102. Dekelea, 103.

By Patissia to Athens, 104 (memoranda on Nauplia, Tiryns,

Argos, &c. , 107-114). 30th May.
30th May-8th June. Athens, pp. 114-129.

Tour in Asia Alinor. (Syra, 130.) Smyrna, 134- 141.

Sidikoe, 142. Metropolis, 145. Agawhik, 147. Ephesus, 148-

153. Magnesia on the Mreander, 154 f. Tralles, 157. Tyra,

160 f. Nymphi, 167. Kassaba, 171. Achmet-loe. 172.

Sardes, 173-182. Thyatira, 183 f. Pergamos, 190-199. Assos,

200-205. Aijvadschik, 206. F^ski Stambul (Alexandria Troas),

207-212. Ine, 212. Bunarbaschi, 214 ff. liaurkoi, 223.

Rhoteion, 225. Dardanelles, 227. Constantinople, 228-244.

Smyrna, 246-256. Syra, 258-264. Mykonos, 265 ff Delos,

269-277. Tinos, 277. Andros, 279 ff Karystos, 282 ff. Ocha,

287. Porto Raphti, 290. Athens, 292. 6th August to

Kalamdki and Corinth, 296 f. Sikyon, 299-304. Pheneos,

307 ff Sarugla, 313. Solos, 314. Styx, 316. Kaldvryta,

318. Megaspddon, 319. Voslitza, 321-325. Patras, 326. Korfu,

327. Departure for Ancona, i6th August, 329.

Le Bas, P., and "Waddington, W. H. Voyage Archeolo-

giqiie 671 Grcce et Asie Mineure, Paris, 1843-73
(mainly on inscriptions).
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Stephani, L. Reiseti durch einige Gegenden des nordlichen

Griechenlandes. Leipzig, 1843.

De Vere, Sir Aubrey. Sketches of Greece and Turkey.

1850.

Patterson, J. L. Journal of a Tour in Egypt, Palestifie,

Syria, afid Greece. 8vo, London, 1852.

Hettner, H. Athens and the Peloponnesus, -with sketches

of Northern Greece. Vol. II of Constable's Miscellany

of Foreign Literature. Edinburgh, 1854. Trans, from

Gfiechische Reiseskizsen, Braunschweig, 1853.

April 1852. Athens, pp. 1-125. (With Goettling and Preller) to

Eleusis, Megara, Corinth, Nemea, Mycenae, Argos, Tiryns, Nauplia.

By Tripolitza and Megalopolis to Messene, Bass«, 01>'mpia ; by
Kaldvryta to Mcgaspilcton. .Athens to Marathon and Thebes,

Lebadea, Delphi, Chaironea.

Vischer, W. Eii>incrungen und Eindriicke aus Griechen-

land. Basel, 1856-57, 2d ed., pp. 701, 1875.

19th March 1853. Corfu—byCapeMatapan to Athens. ^^Sunium,

Marathon, Rhamnus ; Phyle ; Eleusis.

Tour in Pelopotinesus, nth April. Athens to Megara—Corinth

—Sicyon—Phlius—Xemea—Cleonse—Argos— Tiryns— Nauplia

—Mj'cense—the Herasum — Argos— Achladdkambos— Tzipiana

(Nestane)—Mantinea

—

Tripolitza— Tegea—Khan of Krevati

(Sellasia)—Sparta—/.i-ciwi/a;-?—Megalopolis

—

Kokla (Ampheia ?)

—Thuria

—

Kalamdta—Navariyio—Lygodista—Messene— Bassae
—Andritzena— Olympia

—

Kumdni— Psophis— Kleitor

—

Kaldv-

ryta — Megaspilion — Styx— Pheneos— Stymphalos— Phlius

—

Chari'dti—Nauplia—the Hieron—Epidaurus—.^Egina—Athens,

13th May (32 days).

Tour in Noythcni Greece, i8th May 1853. Athens by Eleu-

therce to Plataea— Leuctra— Thespiae— Helicon— Haliartus—
Onchestus—Thebes

—

Karditza— Topolia—Orchomenos

—

Livadia

Chseronea—Panopeus and Daulis—to Diiiotno (Ambrysos) and
Stiris, and back ; by the Schiste to Ardchova—Delphi—Krisa

—

Sdlona—Gravia—Dadl— Velitza (Tithorea)

—

Drachmani (near

Elatea)

—

Belesi (Parapotamioi)—ruins of Abae and Hyampolis

—

Hagios Konstantinos — Therniopylag— Lamia— Anditiitza —
Stylida—Lithada— Roviis (Orobias)—Achmet-Aga— Chalkis

—

Aulis—Oropus, and by Kakosialesi and Phyle to Athens (23 days).

Ussing', J. L. Griechische Reisen und Studien. 8vo.

Copenhagen, 1857.
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Clark, W. G. [1822-1879]; Fellow and Tutor of Trinity

College, Cambridge ; Public Orator, 1857-69. Pelo-

pojinesus J Notes of Study and Travel. London
(Parker), 1858, 8vo. *

1856, with W. H. Thompson, Regius Professor of Greek, 1853-

67; Master of Trinity, 1867-86. Athens—Megara—the Isthmus

—Corinth— Nemea— Mycenae—Tiryns—Argos—Karya— Tzipi-

ana—Mantinea

—

Tripolitza—Tegea

—

Krya V^rysis—Sparta (ex-

cursion to Xerdcampo)—by Kastania, Tzernitsa, and Ladd to

Kalamdta—by Nisi and across the Viiika to Navarino—convent

of Vourkdno and ruins of Messene

—

Paulitza—Bassae

—

Andrit-
zena— Olympia— Pyrgos— Alt- Tchelebi— Pairas— Vostizza—
7l/i?^(?.s/e/z6)«—Styx—Pheneos—Stymphalos

—

Khaliani—Sicyon

—

Corinth.

Senior, W. N. [i 790-1 864 ; Professor of Political

Economy at Oxford.] A Journal kept iti Turkey aitd

Greece in the autumti of 1857 afid the beginning of
1858. Post 8vo, London, 1859.

The reviewer in the Athenceum, 1859, i 773, says of this

journal:—'We hold that the method of it is false and the

material collected worthless ;
' while the Saturday Rex'ieiv in

the same year describes it as— ' By very much the most interesting

and instructive book of travels that has come under our notice for

a long time."

Wyse, Sir Thomas, K.C.B., British Minister at Athens,

1849-62. An Excursion in the Peloponnesus in the

year 1858. 2 vols., London, 1865.

7th May 1858. Athens ; by sea from Peiraeus to Monem-
vasia, and round Cape Malea to Skutari and Gythium—Sparta and
Mistra—by Trype through the Langada pass to Lada, KoiUsova,
and Kalamdta—by Thuria to Messene—Eira—Phigaleia—Bassas

—Andritzena—by Hersea [Agia-janni) to Olympia-—by Lala
and Psophis to Kaldvryta—Megaspilion— I 'ostitza—along the

Achaian coast to Sicyon and Corinth—across the Isthmus to

Kalamdki ; and by sea to the Peirasus, 29th May.

Itnpressions of Greece (with three letters from Dean
Stanley). London (Hurst and Blackett), 1871.

i. 7th-2oth October. Excursion to Thebes. Pentelicus—Mara-
thon—Rhamnus

—

Sykaminb— Tanagra— Thebes— Thisbe and
Helicon

—

Livadia—Stiris—Chajronea—Orchomenus and Petra
—Haliartus—Thebes—by Platasa and Eleutherae to Athens.

ii. ist-iith June. Excuision in Eubcea. By steamer from
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Peiraeus, round Sunium to Chalcis

—

Vatonda—Achmet-aga and
Maridoiidi— Kasta?iiotissa— 0}-eds—XerocMri— Douta—Mandi-
anikd—Achmct-aga—Chalcis, and back to the Peirasus.

iii. 4th-9th October. Exciif-sion to Delphi (with Dean Stanley).

Athens by Platasa to Thebes—by Haliartus to Livadia—Chae-

ronea, Panopeus, and Daulis—to the convent of Jerusalem

—

Arachova to the Kalyvia—ascent of Parnassus and descent to

Delphi and Crissa—Patras.

Tozer, H. F. Researches in the Highlands of Turkey;

chaps, xx-xxv, on Thessaly. 2 vols. 8vo, London
(Murray), 1869.

Ssrmonds, J. A. Athens, pp. 207-233, in 'Sketches in

Italy and Greece.' Crown 8vo, London (Smith and
Elder), 1874.

Breton, E. Athcnes; Voyage dans le Peloponni'se, ed. 2,

1868.

Rodwell, G. F. South by East; chap, xi on Athens, 1877.

Mahaffy, J. P., Professor of Ancient History in the

University of Dublin. Rambles and Studies in Greece

[Athens and Attica ; Thebes and Boeotia ; Delphi
;

Argolis ; with 10 illustrations]. Post 8vo, London
(Macmillan), 1876 ; ed. 3, revised with an additional

chapter on Sparta, 1887. [Chapters on Olympia and
Bassas had already been added in ed. 2.] f

Freeman, E. A. First Impressions of Athetts, May 1877 ;

pp. 278-302 of 'Historical Essays,' Third Series, 8vo,

London (Macmillan), 1879.

Jebb, R. C, Professor of Greek in the University of

Glasgow. Modern Greece : Two Lectures delivered

before the Philosophical Institution of Edinburgh

[i. ' The Greek nation from the time of Alexander the

Great to our own ; ' ii. ' Impressions derived from a

Recent Visit to Greece,' May 1878; Delos, Athens,

Delphi, Corinth, Mycenae, Sparta, Messene, and
Olympia, pp. 62-107] ; with Papers on ' The Progress

of Greece ' and ' Byron in Greece.' Post 8vo, London
(Macmillan), 1880. f

Farrer, R. R. A Tour in Greece^ 1880. With 27 Illus-
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trations by Lord Windsor. Large 8vo, Edinburgh

(Blackwood), 1882.

Corfu — Athens — Thebes— Chalcis — Plataea— Thespias —
Livadia— Delphi—Argohs— Tripolitza—Kaiyte?ia—Andritzena

Bassce—Olympia—Zante—Corfu.

Belle, H., premier secretaire d'ambassade. Voyage en

Grece \Trois Annees en Grece\ ouvrage cotttenaiit 32

gravures sur bois et une carte. Post 8vo, Paris

(Hachette), 1881. f

Tour in NoHhei-n Greece, pp. 44-218. October 1878?
Athens—Eleusis—Thebes—Chalcis

—

Achmed-Aga—Maiitoudi—
Hagia-Anna—Oreos—Stylida—Lamia—Thermopyte—Daulis

—

Ch^ronea—Lake Copais—Orchomenos

—

Li: adia—A-rdkhova—
ascent of Parnassus—Delphi—Krissa

—

Sdlona—Scala di Sdlo?ia

— Vostitza—Patras—Zante—Corfu.

Tour in the Peloponnesus, pp. 241-408. loth April 1879 (?).

Athens— Megara— Kalamdki— Acrocorinthus— Nemea— My-
cenae—Nauplia

—

Myli—Argos

—

Palao-Moiikhli— Tripolitza—
Tegea—Sparta

—

Trypi, and by the Langada over Taygetus to

Lada-Kotitsova—ten days in the Maina district

—

Kalamdta—
Navaritio—A ndroussa— Vourkdno—Messene

—

Karytena— valley

of the Neda—Bassse

—

Andritzena—Olympia

—

Kaldvryta—Me-
gaspilion— Vostitza—Athens.

Smith, Agnes. Glimpses of Greek Life and Scenery.

Demy 8vo, London (Hurst and Blackett), 1884.

i2th April—23d May 1883. A Tour by three ladies; from

Athens to Corinth, Argos, Tripolitza, Sparta, Leondari, Messene,

Andritzena, Olympia, Kalavryta, Vostitza, Delphi, Thebes,

Athens.!

Krurabacher. Giiecliische Reise, 1886.

Fitz-Patrick, T. Autuvm Cruise i7i the ^gean. London
(Sampson Low), 1887.

GREEK GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY.

GENERAL.

Strabo [about 60 B.C.-2 1 a.d.] ; books viii-x ; ed. Meineke,

3 vols., post 8vo, Leipzig (Teubner), 1852.

G-eographi Grseci Minores, ed. Carl Muller, 2 vols.

royal 8vo, Paris (Didot), 1855-61. Atlas, 1855.

K
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Cramer, J. A. A Geographical and Historical Description

of Attcient Greece [useful for its quotations from Greek
poets and modern travellers]. 3 vols. 8vo. Oxford,

1828.

Stanley, A. P. " Greek Topography," in the Classical

Museum for 1844, vol. i, pp. 41-81.

Wordsworth, Chr. Greece : a Descriptive, Historical,

and Pictorial Account. Royal 8vo (Murray), 1839;
ed. .2, 1859 ; revised edition by H. F. Tozer, 1882.

Smith, W. Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography.

2 vols. (Murray), 1854-57.*

Expcditio7i Scientijique de More'e, 4 vols. 4to (Paris), 1832-

36 ; 3 vols. foHo, 1831-38 ; and folio 'Atlas,' including

the Map of the French Survey, and many fine plates. *

Curtius, E. PeloponnesosJ eine historisch geographische

Beschreibuiig der Halbinsel. 2 vols., 8vo, Gotha
(Perthes), 1851-52.*—Do., History of Greece, transl.

Ward, chap. i.

Bursian, C. Geographie von Griechenla7id. 8vo, Leipzig

(Teubner). Vol. i. Northern Greece, 1862 ; vol. ii,

Peloponnesus, and the Islands of Modern Greece and
Crete, 1868-72.*

Tozer, H. F. Lectures on the Geography of Greece. Small

8vo, London (Murray), i873.t

SPECIAL.

Athens and Attica.

Stuart and Revett. The Antiquities of Athe?ts. 4 vols,

folio, 1762, 1789, 1794, London, 18 16. New edition,

1825-30.*

Unedited Antiqtiities of Attica [architectural remains of

Eleusis, Rhamnus, Sunium, Thoricus], by the Society

of Dilettanti. Folio, London, 1817; ed. 2, 1833.

Leake, W. M., The Topography of Athens. 8vo, London
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1 82 1 ; ed. 2, as first volume of Athetts and the Demi of
Attica, 1 84 1.*

"Wordsworth, Chr., Athens and Attica. Post 8vo, London
(Murray), 1836; ed. 4, 1869.!

Forchhammer, P. W,, Topographie von A then. Kiel,

1841.

Penrose, F. Q., Principles of Athenian Architecture. Folio,

London, 18 51.

De Laborde, Athhies aux xv, xvi, et xvii Siecles. Paris,

1854.

Ross, L., Ai-chdologische Aiifsdtze. Leipzig (Teubner),

1855-61.

Ourtius, E., Attische Studien; i, Pnyx und Stadtmauer
;

ii, Kerameikos und die Geschichte der Agora von Athen.

Gotha (Perthes), 1862-65.

Lenormant, F. La voie sacree Eleusi7iien7ie. Paris,

1864.

Dyer, T. H. Ancient Athens^ its History, Topography, and
Remains. Large 8vo, London (Bell), 1873,

Wachsmuth, C. Die Stadt Athen im Alterthum, vol. i.,

8vo. Leipzig (Teubner), 1874.

Milchhofer, A. Article on "Athens " in Baumeister's Denk-
mdler, Munich, 1885. Die Attischen Demen, Berlin, 1887.

Ross, L. Die Demen vott Attika u. ihre Vertheilung imter

die Phylen. 4to, Halle, 1 846.

Hanriot. Recherches sur la topographie des Denies de

VAttique. Paris, 1853.

'FicjjrjfjLepi'; ap^aioXoyiKr^. Quarterly, 4to, Athens.

Mittheilunge?! des Dcutschen Archdologischen Institutes ifi

Athen, 8vo. The quarterly journal of the Athenian branch

of the German Archseological Institute. From 1876.

Athens.

Bulletin de Corresp07idance Hellcniquej memoirs of the
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^cole Frangaise at Athens ; 8vo. eight nos. annually. From
1877. Athens.

Papers of the American School of Classical Studies at

Athens, 1882-83, vol. i, large 8vo, Boston, 1885.

THE ACROPOLIS.

Jahn and Michaelis, Pausatiice descriptio arcis Athen-

arwn. Small 4to, Bonn (Marcus), i88o.t

Beule, PAcropole d^Athenes, ed. 2, Paris, i860.

Burnouf, E., la Ville et PAcropole d'Athenes aux diverse

s

epoques, 21 plates, 8vo, Paris, 1877.

THE TEMPLE OF NIKE APTEROS,

Ross, Schautaert, and Hansen. Folio, 1 3 plates, Berlin,

1839. R. Kekule, Die Balustrade des Tempels. 3

plates, 8vo, Leipzig, 1869. Die Reliefs. 7 plates, plans,

and woodcuts, folio, Stuttgart, 1881.

THE PROPYL^A.

Bohn, R. Die Propylden der Akropolis, aufgenoinmen u.

dargestellt. Folio, 21 plates in portfolio, Stuttgart,

1883.

THE PARTHENON.

Brondsted, P. O. Voyage de la Grece, vol. ii. Large 4to,

Paris (Didot), 1826.

Michaelis, A., Der Partheno7i. Royal 8vo, with atlas of

15 plates, imp. folio, Leipzig, 1871.*

THE ERECHTHEUM.

In-wood, H. W. Folio, London, 1827.

—

Quast, A. F,

Foho, 42 plates, Berlin, 1843. — Forchhammer,
P. W. 2 plates, 4to, Kiel, 1879.

Fo-wler, H. N., in Papers of the American School^ vol. i,

pp. 213-236.
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Tetaz, Revue Archeologique, 185 1.

Fergusson, J., and A. S. Murray, Journal of Hellenic

Studies, vol. i-ii.

THEATRE OF DIONYSUS.

Vischer, W., Kleiite Schriften, ii, pp. 324-390.

Julius, L., in Zeitscli7'ift fiir bildende Kimst, vol. xiii, 1877.

Wheeler, J. R., in Papers of the American School, vol. i,

pp. 123-179.

Miiller, A., Die Gtiechischen Buhnenalterththner, pp. 432,

Large 8vo, Freiburg (I.B.), 1886.

THE ASCLEPIEION.

Girard, P. 8vo, maps and 3 plates ; 8vo, Paris, 1881.

THE OLYMPIEION.

Beier, L., in Papers of the American School, vol. i, pp. 181-

212.

THE PANATHENAIC STADIUM.

Ziller, E., Atisgrabiingen. 4 plates, 4to, Berlin, 1870.

THE PNYX.

Welcker, G. F. (i) In Tagebuch, ii 11 6-1 18. (2) Der
Felsaltar des Hochsten Zeus oder das Pelasgikon in

Athen, bisher genannt die Pnyx. Nach der Entdeckung

des Prof H. N. Ulrichs in Athen. Acad, der Wissen-

schaften, Berlin, 1852, pp. 267-336.

—

Ulrichs, H.

N.,. Reisen u. Forschungen, ii, 209-212.

—

Curtius, E.

Attische Studien, i, 1862 ; and Erldi/ternder Text to

Sieben Karten, pp. 16-18. Gotha, 1868.

Ross, L., Die Pnyx u. das Pelasgikon in Athen. 3 plates,

8vo, Braunschweig, 1853.

Bursian, C, in the Philologies, ix, p. 631.^—Rangabe,
Antiquites Helleniques, vol. ii, 579-586. 4to, Athens,

1855. Dyer's -<4///<?«.y, pp. 531-542.
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THE THESEUM.

Ross, L. TO O/jcretov Kttt o vaos tot} "Apews. Athens, 1838.

Do., revised and enlarged in Das Theseiofi, Halle,

1852.

THE STOA OF ATTALUS H.

Adler, F. Folio, 7 plates, 1875.

—

Bohn, R. Folio, 2

plates, Berlin, 1882.

THE MUSEUMS.

Milchliofer, A. Die Museen Athens. Athens, 1881.

Von Sybel, L. Katalog der Sculpturen zu Athen. Athens,

1881.

Heydemann, H. Die Antiken Marjnor-Bildiverke zu

Athen. Berlin, 1874.

Collignon, Max. Catalogue des Vases peints dii Musee de

la Societe Archeologique d'Athenes. Paris, 1878.

—

J. Martha, Do., De figt(7'ines en terres ciiiies. 8

plates, 8vo, Paris, 1880.

Boeotia.

Ulriclis, H. N. Reisen u. Forschungeti, part ii. 8vo,

Berlin (Weidmann), 1863.

Stanhope, J. S. Topography of the battle of Platcea.

Atlas, London, 1817.

Euboea.

Ulrichs {I.e.') ; and other authorities mentioned in Bursian's

Ceogr. ii, 395 n.

Delphi.

Ulrichs, H. N. Reise iiber Delphi (^^. i-i 57), durch Phocis

u. Boeotien bis Theben. In Reisen ii. Forschungen,

part i. 8vo, Bremen (Heyse), 1840.
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Curtius, E. Anecdota Delphica. 410, Berlin (Besser),

1843.

P. Foucart and O. "Wescher. Inscriptio7is recueiUies d.

Delphes. 8vo, Paris, 1863.

—

Foucart. Manoire sur

les ruines et VJiistoire de Delphes. 8vo, Paris, 1865.

Moramsen, A. Delphica. Leipzig, 1877.

Haussoullier, B, in Bulletin de Correspondance Helle'riique,

1881-1882.

^tolia.

Bazin. Archives des Missions, 2^ serie, t. i.

Acarnattia.

Heuzey. [^Le Mont Olyf?ipe et] rAcarnanie. Paris (Didot),

i860.

Thessaly.

Kriegk. Das thessalische Tempe. Leipzig, 1835. Die

thessalische Ebene. Frankfort, 1858.

Mezieres, A. Le Pelion et POssa. Paris, 1853.

^^ina.

About, E. Archives des Missio?is, F^ serie, t. iii. G-ar-

nier, Revue de V Orient, mai 1857; Revue Archcologique,

1854.

Cockerell, C. R., and W. W. Lloyd. The Temple of
Jupiter Panhellenius, etc. Folio, London, i860.

Argolis.

Sclilieniann, H. Mycence, 1878. Tiryns, 1886. Royal

8vo, London (Murray).

Ne"wi;on, C. T., on Dr. Schliemann's Discoveries at

Mycenae, in Essays on Art atid Archaeology, pp. 246-

302. London (Macmillan), 1880.
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Sparta.

Dressell and Milchhofer, Catalogue of the Museum of

Antiquities, in Mitth. Deutschen Arch. Inst., vol. ii, pp.

293-474-

Arcadia.

Schwab, C. T. Arcadien, seine Natur, seine Geschichte,

seine Eifiivohner, sei7ie Alterthiimerj a pamphlet.

Tubingen, 1852.

De la Ooulonche. Archives des Missions^ i^e serie, t.

vii, p. 204.

Rangabe, A. Menioires de VAcademie des Inscriptions,

t. V. Paris.

Sparta, Arcadia, Elis, Achaia.

Beule, E. Etudes sur le Peloponnese. Paris (Didot),

1855, 1875.

Triphylia.

Boutan. Archives de Missions Scientijiques, 2^ serie, t.

ij PP- 193-248. Paris.

Olympia.

Curtius, Adler, Hirschfeld. Die Atisgrabimgen von
Olympia. 5 vols., square folio, with numerous photo-

graphs, Berlin, 1 827-1 881.*

Die Fiinde von Olympia. 40 plates in portfolio, Berlin,

1882.

Boetticher, A. Olyi/pia, das Fest tind seine Stdtte. Large
8vo, Berlin, 1883. 2d ed. 1885.

Forster, B. Ein Blick anf den allgemeinen Kiinst- iind

kiilturhistorischen IVerth dcr Grabiingen am Alpheios,

mil vier Abbildungen, pp. 25. Halle (Hendel), 1886.

Newton, C. T. Essays on Art and ArchcEology, pp.
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321-372. Discoveries at Olympia. London (Mac-

millan), 1880.

Flach. Article on Olyinpia in Baumeister's Denkindler,

1886-1887.

BasscB.

Von Stackelberg, O. M. Der Apollotempel zu Basses

in Arkadien u. die daselbst ausgegrabenefi Bildwerke.

Folio, 31 plates; Rome, 1826. — O. M. von Stackel-

berg; Schilderung seines Lebens u. seiner Reisen, nach

Tagebiichern ii. Briefenj by his niece, N. de Stackel-

berg.

Cockerell, C. R., and W. W. Lloyd. The Temples of

\_Jupiter Panheilefiiiis and] Apollo Epicicrius. Folio,

London, i860.

THE IONIAN ISLANDS.

Goodisson, W. An Historical and Topographical Essay

upon the Islands of Corfu, Leucadia, Ithaca, Cephalonia

and Zante.^ 8vo, London, 1822. — Liebtrut, F.

Reise nach den lonischen Inseln, Koffu, Zante, Cepha-

lonia, Ithaka. Hamburg, 1850. — Ansted. The

loftiati Isla?tds in the year 1863. London, 1863.
—Riemann. Recherches Arche'ologiques stir les lies

Io7iiennes. Paris, 1 879-1 880.

Mystoxidi, A. Illiistrazioni Corciresi. 2 vols., Milan,

1811-1814; and Delle cose Corciresi, vol. i, Corfu,

1848. [On the author, see Welcker's Tagebuch,

ii, 327.] Gregorovius, Corfu, eine lonische Idylle.

Leipzig, 1882.

Warsberg', Odysseeische Landschaftett. 2 vols., Vienna,

1878.—Stillman, W. J.
" On the Track of Ulysses;"

articles in the Century Magazine, May-October,

1884, pp. 562, 688, 882.

Gell, W. The Geography and Antiquities of Ithaca, 4to,

London, 1807.—Bowen, G. F. Ithaca i?i 1850. A
pamphlet. London, ed. 3, 1854.
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THE GREEK ISLANDS OF THE ^GEAN.

Randolph, B. The Present State of the Isla?ids of the

Archipelago. Oxford, 1687.

Dapper, O. Description des lies de FArchipel. Folio,

Amsterdam, 1703.

De Tournefort, P. Voyage du Levant. 3 vols. 8vo,

Paris, 17 17.

Ohoiseul-GouflQer, Comte de. Voyage Pittoresqiie de

la Grece. 3 vols, folio, Paris, 1782.

Brondsted, P. O. Voyage dans la Grece. Vol. i con-

tains full description, topographical and archaeological,

of the island of Keos. 4to, Paris (Didot), 1826.

Ross, L. Reisen aufden Griechischen Inseln des Agdischen

Meeres. 4 vols. 8vo, Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1840-

1852.

Tozer, H. F. (i) "Notes of a Tour in the Cyclades and

Crete," published in The Academy, 1875. (2) " In the

Asiatic Greek Islands"—Lesbos, Chios, Samos, Patmos,

Rhodes—in The Academy, 21st August to i6th October

1886.

Bent, J. T. The Cyclades ; or. Life among the P?isular

Greeks. Crown 8vo, London (Longmans), 1885.

Delos : J. A. Lebegue, Reclierches sitr Delos, Paris,

1876. Th. HomoUe, Mojiinnents Grecs, No. 7,

1878, and Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique, vols.

i-x, 1877-86. R. C. Jebb, Journal of Hellenic

Studies, pp. 7-62, 1880.

GUIDE-BOOKS.

Murray''s Handbook for Travellers in Greece, including the

Ionian Islands, Continental Greece, the Peloponnese,

the Islands of the yEgean, Crete, Albania, Thessaly,

and Macedonia. Post 8vo, with maps and plans,

ed. 5, in two parts, pp. 741, London, 1884, 24s. f
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Guide JoanneJ Grece et Turquie ^Europe, par Dr. E.

Isambert ; ed. 3 in preparation. Post 8vo, Paris

(Hachette).

Baedeker's Griechettland, mit einem Panorama von Athen,

6 Karten, 7 Planen und andern Beigaben. Leipzig,

1883. 7s. 6d.t

Meyer's Paldstina, Griechenland [pp. 203-376], n.

Tiirkei, mit 8 Karten, 20 Planen, etc. Leipzig, 1882.

I2s. 6d.

Reinach, S. Co7tseils aiix Voyageurs Archeologues en

Grece et dans FOrient Hellenique. Paris (Leroux),

1886. t

ATLASES, MAPS, AND PLANS.

(The prices are those at which the maps are supphed by Stanford,

Charing Cross.)

Smith, W. Historical Atlas of Ancient Geography^ by
C. Muller and G. Grove. 126s. London (Murray),

1873-76.

Kiepert, H. Atlas von Hellas und den helloiischen

Colonieti. 15 maps, imp. folio, 26s. Berlin, 1871.

Spruner-Menke. Atlas Antiquus (31 maps), with

descriptive text, folio, 35s. Gotha, 1865.

The English Admiralty Charts are the best for the

Ionian Islands and the Archipelago, and for the Coasts

of Greece. For detailed lists and prices see pp. 37-39
of the Catalogue of Admiralty Charts^ 1885, is. ; sold

by Stanford, Charing Cross.

French Survey, Map of Modern Greece (exclusive of the

Ionian Islands). 20 sheets, executed in 1829-31,
published in 1832, and also included in the 'Atlas' of

the Expedition Scientifique de la More'e j reissued in a

revised form in 1852. Scale, 1:200,000, or 3.15

miles to an inch; size, 109 inches by 97. Mounted
in case, 60s. *

The map in Leake's Peloponnesiaca is reduced from the French
map on a scale of something more than one-third.
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Kiepert's Map of Modern Greece. Scale, i : 800,000, or

12.62 miles to an inch ; size, 27 inches by 22.

Mounted in case, 6s. (Reimer), Berlin, f

This is the most convenient small map of Greece, but the names

are not always marked with sufficient distinctness.

Arrowsmith's [or Stanford's London Atlas] Map of Greece

and the Io?iian Islands. Scale, i 5 miles to an inch
;

size, 22 inches by 26. 3s. ; mounted in case, 5s.

The names are clearly marked.

Austrian Staff ^Tap of Modern Greece. Scale, 4| miles

to an inch ; size, 70 inches by 71. 25s. ; mounted in

case, 42S.1 Vienna (Lechner), 1886. f

This is the most recent large map or Greece. It is the joint

work of Austrian and Greek surveyors. The railway lines are indi-

cated, and the names are very distinctly marked, though the spelling is

not always satisfactory, and the names Attika and Boiotia are accident-

ally interchanged.

Athetis and Attica.

Ourtius, E. Sieben Karten von Athen, mit * Text.

Folio, 1 8s. Gotha, 1868.

Curtius, E., and J. A. Kaupert. Atlas von Athen.

(i), Athens and neighbourhood, on a scale of i : 12,500.

(2), Ancient Athens, do. (3), S.W. Athens, on a scale

of I 14000. (4)-(i2), Felstnonianente, &c. With ex-

planatory text, folio, 24s. Berhn (Reimer), 1878.

(i) and (2) are sold separately at 2s. each, or mounted

in case, 3s. 8d. f

Ourtius, E., and J. A. Kaupert. Atlas von Attica.

Part i (1881), 4 maps of Athens and the Peir^eus,

with letterpress, 12s. The first two maps are the

same as (i) and (2) in the Atlas von Athen. Parts

ii-iv (1883-86), 13 sheets of survey of Attica. Scale,

I : 2 5,000. Athen-Peiraeus, Athen-Hymettos, Kephisia,

Pyrgos (from Liossia on the E. to Kalyvia on the W.),

Spata, Vari, Raphina, Perati, Porto-Raphti, Pentelikon,

Markopulo, Cap Sunion (2 sheets). Berlin (Reimer).

1 Sold in sheets by Deighton and Bell, Cambridge, for 17s., or

IS. 6d. per sheet.
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Burn, R. Relief Map of Athens atid the Petraieus,

modelled by H. F. Brion, 22 Philip Road, Peckham
Rye, London, 1881.

Michaelis, A. Plan der Akropolis. i6s. Cassel,

Fischer, 1876.

MycencE.

Steffen, Karten von Mykenai. Two maps ; with a sketch

map of Argolis and an appendix, by H. Lolling, on the

mountain district between Mycense and Corinth. 12s.

Berlin (Reimer), 1884.!

Olyjnpza.

Stanhope, J. S, Topography of Olympia, Atlas, 1824.

Kaupert and Dorpfeld, Olympia imd Umgegendj zwei

Karten tmd ein Situationsplanj with letterpress by

Curtius and Adler. 4s. 8vo, Berlin (Reimer), 1882.!

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Baron Paul des Granges. Classical Landscapes and
Monuments of Greece. Larger size, 47 cm. by 65 cm.,

mounted 4s. 6d. each, unmounted 4s. Smaller size,

32 cm. by 45 cm., 2s. 6d. and 2s. 3d. Ed. Ouaas,

2 Stechbahn, Berlin.

Oonstantin. 90 photographs of ancient monuments,

landscapes, etc., in Athens and Attica, and in Argolis :

in three sizes, (i) i 5f inches by 12, at
2, fr.; mounted

4/r. (2) io| by 8|, at 1.50 fr.; mounted 1 fr. (3)

8| by 6;|, at \ fr.; mounted \.^o fr. 3 Rue d'Hermes,

Athens.

Stillmann, W. J. Photographs of Athens. [Some of the

finest photographs in this series are distinguished by

an asterisk.] (i)* ^fr^/(?/zV and Theseum
; (2)* Do.

from Museum Hill; (3)* Do. from Stadium Hill; (4)*

Do. from the Hill of the Nymphs
; (5) Temple of
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Wingless Victory; (6) Doorway of Pandrosium
; (7)

Portico of Do.
; (8) Parthcno7i, East Front

; (9) Do.

from N.E.
;
(10)* Frieze of the Parthenon (in situ);

(11) East Portico
; (12) West Portico; (13)* Erech-

theum from Parthenon
; (14) Do. West Side; (15) East

Side
; (16) Interior of cella

; (17) Architectural details;

(18) Caryatid
; (19) Theatre of Herodes Atticus; (20)*

Theatre of Dionysus (general view of interior)
;
(21)*

Do. showing auditorium
;
(22)* Propylsea, from S.W.

;

(23) Propyteum and North Wing; (24) Temple and

precincts of Asclepius
; (2 5) Old Cathedral of Athens.

Uniformly mounted on Cream Boards, 24 by 21,

6s. 6d. each ; to Members of the Hellenic Society,

4s. 6d. Autotype Company, 74 New Oxford Street,

W.

FLORA.

Sibthorp, J. [1758-1796; Prof, of Botany at the Uni-

versity of Oxford]. FIo7-a Graca, edited by J. E.

Smith and J. Lindley, in 20 fasciculi, royal foHo, with

1000 coloured plates. London, 1807. New ed. 12

vols, folio (Bohn), 1845-46.*

Smith, J. E., M.D., Florce Grcecce Prodromus : "a
description of all the known plants belonging to the

Flora Grcsca, whether figured therein or not." 2 vols.

8vo, London 1806-13.

Von Heldreich, Th. Die Nutzpfianzen Griechenlands.

Athens, 1862 ; and Die PJiauzen der Attischen Ebeiie.

Schleswig, 1877 (in A. Mommsen's Gr. Jahreszeiten).

Unger, F. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse einer Reise in

Gfiechenla?td, u. in den lonischeit Inseln. Vienna

(Braumiiller), 1862.

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS, FOLK LORE, &C.

Guys, Voyage Litteraire de la Grece, ou Lettres sur les

Grecs, anaens et modernes, avec ten parallel de leurs

mosurs. 2 vols, post 8vo, Paris, 1776 ; ed. 3, with

two more vols., 1783.
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Douglas, F. S. N. Ati Essay on certam points of re-

seinblaftce between the ancient afid modern Greeks^ pp.

198. 8vo, London (Murray)
;
3d ed. 18 13.

Forchhamraer, P. W. , Hellenika^ Grieche7iia?td im 7ieuen

das alte. 2 maps. 8vo, Berlin, 1837.

Wachsrautti, C. Das alte Griechenland im 7ieuen. Mit
einem Anhafig iiber Sitten und Aberglaiibe?i der Neu-

griechefi bei Geburts, Hochzeit u. Tod. Post 8vo,

Bonn (Cohen), 1864.

Schxaidt, B. Das Volksleben der Neugriechen u. das

Hellenische Alterthum, i. Large 8vo, Leipzig (Teubner),

1 8 7 1 ; and Griechische Mdrchen, Sagen u. Volkslieder,

ibid. 1877.

Von Hahn, J. G. Griechische u. Albanesische Mdrchen.

2 vols, i2mo, Leipzig (Engelmann), 1864.

—

Albanesische

Studien [on the topography, archaeology, history,

manners and customs, folk-lore and language of

Albania]. 8vo, Jena, 1854.

Tozer, H. F. The Highlands of Turkey: chap. 21,

" The Eastern Vampire " ; 28," The Romaic Ballads "

;

29, "The Modern Greek Popular Tales"; 30, "Classi-

cal Superstitions." London (Murray), 1869.

Arapere, J. J. La Grece, \Iio7ne et Dante']. Ed. 6.

Paris (Didier), 1870.

Houssaye, H. Athettes, [Rome, Paris']. L'histoire et les

moeurs. Ed. 2, Paris (Levy), 1879.

AeArtov TT^S icrroptKTys kQvo\oyiKr\'i erat/Dt'as. 8vo ; a

quarterly journal. Athens.

MODERN GREEK,

Leake, W. j\L Researches in Greece. 4to, London, 1 8 1 4.

MuUach, F. W. A. Grammatik der griechischen 'Vul-

gdrsprache in historischer Entwickhtng. 8vo, Berlin,

1856.
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Oontopoulos, N. Greek-English and English- Greek

Lexicon. 2 vols, in i, 8vo, Athens, 1880.

Legrand, E. Dictionnaire Grec moderne-Francais. 1 8mo,

Paris, 1883.

Geldart, E. M. The Modern Greek Language in its re-

lation to ancient Greek [mainly philological]. Extra

fcp., 8vo, Oxford, 1870.

Vincent, E., and Dickson, T. G. A handbook to Modern
Greek [mainly practical : includes Grammar, Dialogues,

passages from Greek authors, Vocabulary, and an Ap-
pendix (by Prof Jebb) " On the relation of Modem to

Classical Greek, especially in regard to Syntax "]. Ed.

2, revised and enlarged, crown 8vo, London (Mac-

millan), i88i.t
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TIME-TABLES

The principal routes to Greece are :

—

(i) VIA Marseilles, {a) by the Messageries Maritimes steamers,

every Saturday, in five days, going alternately either to Peirseus or

Syra. Or {¥) via Marseilles and Genoa, by the Fraissinet steamers,

on Thursdays to Peirseus, or on Sundays to Syra.

(2) Via Naples, (^) by the Messageries Maritimes to Peirasus, on
alternate Mondays ; or (b) by the Fraissinet steamers, every week.

(3) Via Brindisi, {a) by Hellenic steamer on Fridays by Corfu and
Patras to Corinth ; or {b) by Austrian Lloyd on Fridays to Corfu,

and thence by Hellenic steamer to Corinth ; or [c) by Florio Rubattino

steamer on Thursdays to Corfu, and thence by PanheUenic steamer to

Corinth.

(4) Via Trieste, by Austrian Lloyd to Corfu, either on Saturdays

(direct), or on Tuesdays, or on alternate Wednesdays.

For further details see the current numbers of the Continental Time-
Tables in ordinary use.

GREEK STEAMERS

There are three Companies :

—

(i) The Hellenic ('EXXiji't/cT; ATfioTrXoiKT] eraipia). Office, in

Athens, in the Place de la Concorde (TrXareta r??? o/jlovoias), south-

vfest comer, the second house to the right, as you look down Peiraeus

Street. In Peirceus, in the Place d' Apollon, between the Railway Station

and the north-east side of the harbour. This Company is often called

the Old Hellenic to distinguish it from the two others.

(2) The PanheUenic (IlaveXXTji'tos dTfj.oir\ota). Office, in Athens, at

the Maison Melas, Rue d'Eole, near the 'Theatre' and Banque
Nationale. In Peirceus, Place d'ApoUon.

(3) Gud6 and Company ('EXXijvtKTj dr/iOTrXoi'a A. IT. Vov^ri). Office

in PeircBus only, corner of the Bourse, north-east of the harbour.

Owing to the Greek names of the three Companies resembling one
another, it is important to make sure of going to the right office in

each case.
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1. SYRA—PBIR^US—CORINTH

Hellenic. Goud^.

Syra (St^pos) dep. Thurs 7.0 P.M.

Peirseus arr. Fri. 4.30 A.M.

dep. Sat. 7.0 ,, Fri. 7.0 A.M.

^'E'gina arr.

dep.
" 8.45 „

9.0 ,,

...

Poros arr.

dep.
" II. 15 „

11.30 ,,

Hydra arr. ,, 12.45 P.M. Fri. 10.30 A.M.

dep. ,, I.O ,, ,, II. ,,

Spezzia arr. ,, 2.45 ,. ,, 1.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 3-0 „ ,, 1-45 >.

Cheli(on) arr.

dep.
" 3-30 „

3-45 >.

...

Nauplia arr. ,, 6.45 ..

dep. Sun. 1.45 A.M.

Leonidi(on) arr. 5) 5-0 „ Fri. 3.15 P.M.

dep. 5-15 >. ,, 3-30 „
Kyparissi Calls in summer.
Monemvasia arr.

dep.

Sun. 9.15 A.M.

9-30 „

...

Kythera arr.

dep.
" 1.30 P.M.

1-45 »

...

Gytheion arr. ,, 6.30 ,, Fri. I 1.0 P.M.

{
Marathoiiisi ) dep. ,, 10.30 ,, ,,

midnight.

Limeni arr.

dep.

Mon. 4.0 A.M.

415 >.

...

Ealamata arr. ,, 7-15 .. Sat. 8.0 A.M.

dep. ,, II. ,, >j lO.O ,,

Nesi Calls in summer.
Korone arr. Mon. 12.45 P.M. Sat. 11.30 A.M.
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SYRA—PBIR^US—CORINTH.—C^«/z>??^^^.

1. H :llenic. Goude.

Korone dep. Mon. I.O P.M. Sat. Noon.

Methone Calls in summer.

Pylos arr. Mon. 5.15 P.M. Sat. 4.0 P.M.

{Navarind) dep. Tues. 4.0 A.M. Sun. 5.0 A.M.

Marathos arr. )> 5-15 „ >) 6.0 ,,

dep. ,, 5-30 „ ,, 7-30 „
(H)agia Kyriake Calls in arr. 8.0 „

summer dep. 90 „
Kyparissia arr. Tues. 7.30 A.M. >> 10.30 ,,

dep. ,, 7-45 ,. ,, II. ,,

Katakolo(n) arr. ,, "•30 „ ,, 1.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 12.30 P.M. ,, 2.0 ,,

Zante arr. )) 3-30 „ ,, 4-30 ,.

dep. Wed. 7.0 A.M. Mon. 8.0 A.M.

Kyllene arr. ,, 9-15 M ,, 9-30 „

(
Clarenza) dep. ,, 9-30 „ ,, 10. ,,

Mesolongi(on) arr. ,, 12.30 P.M. ,, 1.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 1.0 ,, ,, 2.30 ,,

Patras arr. ,, 3-0 ,. ,, 40 ,,

dep. Thurs . 9.0 A.M. ,, 90 ,,

Naupaktos arr.

dep.
" 10.15 »

10.30 „
.ai'gion arr. ,, 12.15 P-M. Mon. 11. 30 P.M.

(
Vostitza) dep. ,, 12.30 ,, ,, midnight.

Vitrinitsa arr.

dep.

" 1-45 „
2.0 ,,

Galaxidi(on) arr.

dep. ))

3-30 „
3-45 ..

It^a arr.

dep. >>

4-15 ,.

midnight.

Corinth arr. Fri. 5.0 A.M. Tues. 6.0 A.M.
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2. CORINTH—PEIR^US—SYRA

Hellenic. Goude.

Corintli dep Wed. I.O P.M. Tues. Noon.
Itea arr

dep
>! 6.0 „

6.15 >,

Galaxidi(on) arr ,, 6.45 »
dep Thurs . 4-3° A.M.

Vitrinitsa arr

dep
" 6.0 ,,

6.IS „
.S'gion arr >> 7-30 „ Tues. 5.0 P.M.

( Vostitza) dep )) 7-45 „ ,, 6.0

Naupaktos arr

dep
" 9-30 >,

9-45 ,,

Patras arr ,, II. ,, Tues. 8.30 P.M.

dep )) 12.30 P.M. Wed. 2.0 A.M.
Mesolongi(on) arr

dep j>

2.30 „
3-0

Kyllene arr ,, 6.0 Wed. 6.0 A.M.

(
Clarettza) dep >) 6.15 „ 6.30 ,,

Zante arr ,, 8.30 „ 8 [or 7],,
dep Fri. 7.0 A.M. 9[or8]„

Katakolo(n) arr

dep
" lO.O ,,

10.30 „
11-30 „
Noon.

Kyparissia arr

dep
" 2.15 P.M.

2.30 ,,

2.30 P.M.

3-0
(H)agia Kyriake arr.

dep.
4-30 „
5-0

Marathos arr

dep
Fri. 4-30 ,,

4-45 »

6.0

6.30 „
Pylos arr )) 6.0 ,, 7-30 „

{Navarino) dep. Sat. 1. 15 A.M. Thurs . 3.0 A.M.
Korone arr I) 5-30 „ •' 6.30 ,,
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CORINTH—PEIR^US—SYRA.—C^«//«z/^^.

Hellenic. Goude.

Korone dep. Sat. 5.45 A.M. Thurs . 7.0 A.M.
Ealamata arr.

)5 7-30 .. )> 8.30 ,,

dep. ,, lO.O )) lO.O
) J

Limeni arr.

dep.
)> I.O P.M.

Gytheion arr. ,, 6-45 .. Thurs . 5.0 P.M.
(Alarathonisi) dep. Sun. 1.0 A.M. )) 8.0 ))

Kythera arr.

dep.
5>

J )

5-45 .,

6.0 ,,

Monemvasia arr.

dep.
J) lO.O „

10.15 M
Leonidi(on) arr. >> 2.15 P.M. Fri. 6.0 A.M.

dep. 2.30 „ !) 6.15 ))

Nauplia arr.

dep. Mon.
5-45 »
6.0 A.M.

Cheli(on) arr.

dep.
)) 9-0

9.15 ..

Spezzia arr.
,, 9-45 » Fri. 8.0 A.M.

dep. ,, lO.O ,, )) 8.30 jj

Hydra arr. ,, "•45 .. 10.15 >)

dep.
jj Noon. )) 10.30

Poros arr.

dep.
>>

>>

1. 15 P.M.

1.30 „
.(E'gina arr.

dep.
3-45 »
4.0

Peiraeus arr.

dep. Tues.
5-45 ..

7.0 P.M.

Fri. 2.30 P.M.

Syra (2iypos) arr. Wed. 4.30 A.M.
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3. SYRA—PEIR^US—GYTHBION, &c.

HELLENIC. - W.a.viKKr\vio%.

Syra^ dep. Mon. 8.0 A.M. Tues. 8.0 P.M.

Kea (Keos) arr.
)) 12.30 P.M.

dep.
>i

I.O ,,

Laurion Calls.

Peiraeus arr. jj 6.1S ,, Wed. 5.30 A.M.

dep. Tues. lO.O A.M. Thurs 7-0 ,,

Gytheion arr. Wed. 1.0 ,, ,, 9.45 P.M.

dep. ,, 3-0 „ ,, midnight.

Ealamata arr. ,j lO.O ,, Fri. 7.0 A.M.
dep. ,, 1.0 p. M. )) noon.

Pylos arr. ,, 6.30 ,, ,, 4.45 P.M.

dep. Thurs • 3-0 >, Sat. 3.0 A.M.

Marathos Calls, arr.

dep.
4-15 »
5-45 ..

(H)agia Kyriake Calls in summer. Calls in summer.
Kyparissia arr. Thurs . 6.0 A.M. Sat. 7- 30 ,,

dep. 70 „ )) 90 „
Katdkolo(n) arr. ,, 10.30 „ ,, 12.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 2.0 P.M. ,, 2.0 ,,

Zante arr. ,, 5-0 ,, ,, 4-45 >.

dep. Fri. 7.0 A.M. Sun. 1.0 A.M.

Kyllene arr. )i 9-0 ,, Calls in summer.
dep. 9.30 .. >>

Mesoloiigi(on) arr. >> 12.30 PM. Sun. 5.30 A.M.

dep. ,, I-30 ,, ,, 8.0 „
Patras arr. !> 330 » ) J

lO.O „
dep. ,, II. „ j> noon.

^'gion arr. ,, 2. 30 P. M.

(
Vostitza) dep. M 3-0 „

Itea arr. ,, 6.30 „
dep. Mon. 2.0 A.M.

Corinth arr. Sat. 7.0 A.M. 1) 6.30 „

1 Touching at Kythnos every week from April to October ; and once a

fortnight from November to March.
2 The days vary.
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4. CORINTH—GYTHEION—PEIR^US, &c.

Hellenic. ^ Ilaj'eXX^z'tos.

Corinth dep. Sat. noon. Fri. noon.

Ilea arr.
)) 4.30 P.M.

dep. Sat. 2.0 A.M.

yE'gion arr.

dep.
4.30 ,,

5-0 „
Fatras arr. Sat. 8.0 P.M. >) 7.0 „

dep. Sun. 6. 30 A. M. noon.

Mesolongi arr. )j 8.30 „ )) 2.0 P.M.

dep. ,, 9.0 „ ,, 4.0 ,,

Kyllene arr.

dep.
)) noon.

3.0 P.M.
...

Zante arr. ,, 2.30 ,, Sat. 8.30 P.M.

dep. Mon.- 6.0 A.M. Sun. 5.0 A.M.

Katakolo(n) arr. ,, 9.0 ,, ,, 7-45 „
dep. >) II. ,, >> 9-0 „

Kyparissia arr. ,, 2.30 P.M. )) 12.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 3-0 „ ,, I.O ,,

Marathos arr.

dep. ))

2.45 »
3-0 »

Pylos arr. Mon. 6.0 P.M. ,, 4-15 ,.

dep. >) "•30 „ Mon. 1.0 A.M.

Kalamata arr. Tues. 5.0 A.M.
,, 5-45 >.

dep. )) 8.0 ,, ,, 8.0 ,,

Gytheion aiT. ,, 3.0 P.M. )> 3.0 P.M.

dep. ,, 5-0 ,, ,, 4.0 „
Peirseus arr. Wed. 8.0 A.M. Tues. 6.41; A.M.

dep. Thurs. 8.0 „ Mon., Wed., 8.0 P.M.]

Kea arr.

dep.
>» 1. 15 P.M.

1-45 „
Syra arr. >> 6.15 „ Tu., Th ., 5.30 A.M.

1 The days vary.
2 From May to September the steamer, instead of stopping for the night at

Zante, will leave for Katakolon an hour after its arrival ; and reaching that place
on the same day (Sunday), will leave about 9 a.m. on Monday forKyparissia.
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5. SYRA—PEIR^US—NAUPLIA

Hellenic.

Syra dep. Mon. 7.0 A.M.

Kythnos^
Kea arr. ,, "30 ..

dep. ,, noon.

Peirseus arr. 5.15 P.M.

dep. Tues. 6.30 A.M.

^'gina arr. ,, 8.15 „
dep. ,, 8.30 „

Poros arr. ,, 10.45 >>

dep. >j II. ,,

Hydra arr. ,, 12.15 P'^I-

dep. )) 12.30 ,,

Spezzia arr. ,, 2.15 ,,

dep. )) 2.30 ,,

Cheli(on) arr. )! 3-0 „
dep. ,, 3-15 „

Astros arr. >) 5-30 „
dep. ,, 5-45 >.

Nauplia arr. " 7-0 ,,

GULF OF CORINTH

7. CORINTH—PATRAS

H ELLENIC. naveXX^i/ios.

Corinth dep Sun. midnight. Sat. noon.

Itea arr Mon. 5. A. M. ,, 4.30 P.M.

dep 5-30 „ Sun. 4.30 ,A..M.

Galaxidi(on) arr 6.0 „ 5-0 „
dep 6.15 „ 5-15 „

iE'gion arr 8.45 ,. 7-30 „
{Vostitza) dep 9-0 „ 8.0 „

Naupaktos arr 10.45 .. 9-30 ,,

dep II. ,, 9-45 „
Patras arr 12.15 P-^f- ,, II. ,,

1 Calls once a week from April to the end of October, and once a fortnight
from November to the end of March (old style).
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6. NAUPLIA—HYDRA—^GINA-
PEIR^US—SYRA

Hellenic.

Nauplia dep. Wed. 6.0 A.M.

Astros arr. 7-15 n
dep. 7-30 »

Cheli(on) arr. 9-45 >,

dep. ,, lO.O ,,

Spezzia arr. ,, 10.30 ,,

dep. 10.45 >.

Hydra arr. ,, 12.30 P.M.

dep. 12.45 .-.

Poros arr. 2.0 „
dep. 2.15 „

.^'gina arr. 4-30 „
dep. 4-45 .5

Peirseus arr. 6.30 „
dep. Sat. 7.30 A.M.

Kea (Keos) arr. ,, 12.45 I'-M-

dep. i-o „
Syra arr. 5-30 „

GULF OF CORINTH

8. PATRAS—CORINTH

Hellenic. HaviKKrjVios.

Patras dep Tues. 9.0 A.M. Sat. 9.0 A.M.
Naupaktos arr 10.15 .. 10.15 „

dep 10.30 „ 10.30 ,,

^gion arr 12.15 P.M. ,, noon.
{Vostitza) dep 12.30 ,, ,, 12.30 P.M.

Galaxidi(on) arr 3-0 „ 2.45 „
dep 3-15 „ 3-0 „

Itea arr 3-45 ,. 3-30 „
dep midnight. Sun. 2.0 A.M.

Corinth arr Wed. 5.0 A.M. 6.0 „
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9. CORINTH—BRINDISI

Hellenic. 1 Haj'eW^j'tos.

Corinth dep. Wed. i.o P.M.

Patras arr. 90 ,,

dep. ,, lO.O ,,

Corfu arr. Thurs. 1.0 ,,

dep. 4-0 ,,

^ In connexion with
Brindisi arr. Fri. 5.0 A.M.

Italian Steamers.

IONIAN ISLANDS LINE

11. CORINTH—ZANTE—KEPHALLENIA—
CORFU

H ELLEXIC. 2 Ilai'eW^Wos.

Corinth dep. Fri. 1.0 P.M. Men. noon

Patras arr. ,j 9-30 „ ,, 7.30 A.M.

dep. ,,
midnight. Tues. 30 „

Kyllene ^ arr.

dep.

" 7-15 >,

7-30 »
Zante arr. Sat. 6.30 A.M. ,, 9-0 »

dep. >> 9-0 „ ,,
lO.O ,,

Eephallenia arr.

dep. )i

2.30 P.M.

4.0 ,,

Lixouri arr. Sat. 1.0 P.M.

Argostoli dep. ,, 5-0 „
Paxos arr.

dep.

Sun. 1.30 A.M.

1-45 >.

Corfu arr. " 5-30 „ Wed. 3.0 A.M.

2 In summer only. S The days vary.
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10. BRINDISI—CORINTH

Hellenic. HaveW-qv los.

Brindisi dep. Fri. midnight.
In connexion with
Italian Steamers.

Corfu arr. Sat. I.O P.M.

Patras

dep.

arr. Sun
2.0 „
5.0 A.M.

Corinth
dep.

arr.

> J
6.0 ,,

2.0 P.M.

IONIAN ISLANDS LINE

12. CORFU—KEPHALLBNIA—ZANTE—
CORINTH

Hellenic. -Y[aveXk7}vio's.

Corfu dep. Mon. 5.30 P.M. Wed. 5.0 P.M.

Paxos arr. 9-15 .,

dep. 9-30 ,,

Kephallenia arr. Thurs. 5.0 A.M.

dep. 6.0 „
Argostoli arr. Tues. 6.0 A.M.

Lixouri dep. 7.30 „
Zante arr. ,, loor 11.30 „ ,, lO.O A.M.

dep. ,, II or 12.30 P.M. ,, 10.30 ,,

Kyllenei arr. ,, 12.30 P.M.

dep. 12.45 ..

Patras arr. Tues. 7.0 P.M. 5-0 ..

dep. ,, lO.O ,, 9-0 ,.

Corinth arr. Wed. 6.30 A.M. Fri. 5.0 A.M.

1 In summer or ly. " Th ; days vary.
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13. CORINTH—PREVESA—KARVASARA

Hellenic. nai'eXXijj'tos.

Corinth dep. Mon. 8.0 P.M. Thurs. noon.

Patras arr. Tues 4.0 A.M. 7.30 P.M.

dep. j> 6.0 >> Fri. 5.0 A.M.

Mesolongi(on) arr. j> 8.0 5> 7-0

dep. )) 8.30 >> 7-30 M
Astakos arr. )) 12.15 P.M. „ II. „

dep. 12.30 )) „ II. IS »
Mytika arr. )> 2.0 5) 1.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 2.15 ,, 1-45 >.

Zaverda arr. >) 3-15 )) Calls in summer.
dep. ») 3-30 )>

Alexandres arr. )> 4-30 ,,
Fri. 3.30 P.M.

dep. )> 5-0 JJ 3-45 ..

Ithaca arr. ,, 8.0 )> „ 6.15 „
dep. j> midn ght. Sat. 1.0 A.M.

Leukas arr. ^Yed. 5-0 A.M. 5-3° .,

dep. ,, 6.0 ,,
6.0

Prevesa arr. ,, 7.0 ;> 7-0

dep. ,, 7-30 8.0

Salaora arr. )) 8.30 )> „ 9-15 ,.

dep. ,, 9.0 )) 9-3° M
Vonitsa arr. ,, 9-45 ,, ,, 10.30 ,,

dep. ,, lO.O ,, ,, I0.4S >>

Menidi(on) arr. ,, 11.30 ,, ,, 12.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 12.30 P.M. ,, 12.45 >>

Karvasara arr. " 2.0 ))

dep.

2.0

2.15 „
Prevesa arr.

dep.
4-45 >.

5-15 ..

Leukas arr.

dep.

6.15 „
7-0

Corfu arr. Sun. 2.0 A.M.
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14. KARVASARA—PREVESA—CORINTH

Hellenic. IlaveXX'^j'tos.

Corfu dep. Mon. 8.0 p. M.

Leukas arr.

dep.

Tues. 3.0 A.

S-o

M.

Pr^vesa arr.

dep.
J) 6.0

6.30 ,

Karvasard arr. ,, 9.0

dep. Sat. 3-0 A.M. ,, 9- IS .

Menidi(on) arr.

dep. ))

4-3°
6.0

" 10. 30 ,

10. 4S >

Vonitsa arr. )) 7-3° )) 12.30 p. M.

dep. ,, 7-45 ,, 12.45 .

Salaora arr. )) 8.30 ,, I-4S :

dep. >> 8.45 ,, 2.0 ,

Fr^vesa arr.

dep.
>> 9-45

10.

" 3- IS ,

4.0

Leukas arr. )> II. ,, S-o

dep. II. 15 )) S-30 ,

Ithaca arr. »> 4. IS P.M. ,, lO.O ,

dep. 4-3° Wed. 2.30 A. M.

Alexandres arr. ,, 7-30 ,, S-O

dep. Sun. 6.30 A.M. ,, 5-iS ,

Zaberda arr.

dep.
>> 7-3°

7-4S
Mytika arr.

dep.
" 8.4S

9.0

Wed. 7.0 A.

7- IS ,

M.

Astakos arr.

dep.
>> 10.30

10.45
" 9-30 ,

9.46 ,

>

Mesolongi(on) arr. ,, 2.30 P.M. ,, 1. 15 p. M.

dep. ,, 3-0 ,, 1-30 , ,

Fatras arr. >> S-o jj 3-30 , )

dep. ,, 10. ,, lO.O , ,

Corinth arr. Mon 6.0 A.M. Thurs .s-30 A. M.
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15. SYRA and PEIR^US to VOLO

Hellenic. 1 IIaj'eXX?jj'tos.

Syra dep. Tues. 7.0 P.M.

Peiraeus arr. Wed. 4.0 A.M.

dep. 7.30 P.M. Mon. 7.0 P.M.

Laurion arr. „ II.O „
dep. „ 11-15 ,.

Chalkis arr. Thurs. 6.0 A.M. Tues. 6.0 A.M.

dep. ,, 7.30 A.M. „ 7-0 „

Stylida arr. ,, 1.30 P.M.

dep. 2.30 „

Volo arr. 5.30 P.M. ,, 8.0

16. VOLO to PEIR^US and SYRA

He -LENIC. ^ Yia.vesXr\vio'i.

Volo dep. Fri. 8.0 P.M. Wed. noon.

Stylida arr.

dep.
5. 30 P.M.

,, lO.O ,,

Chalkis arr. Sat. 6.0 A.M. Thurs. 4. 30 A.M.

dep. >> 7-30 ,, 5-30 „
Laurion arr.

dep.
,, 12.15 P.M.

12.30 ,,

Peiraeus arr. ,, 6.0 P.M. 4-30 „
dep. Sun. 8.0 „

Syra arr. Mon. 5.0 A.M.

1 The days vary.
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17. SYRA—LAURION

HELLENIC.

Syra dep. Wed. 7.0 A.M. Fri. 7.0 A.M.
Gaurion arr.

dep.
,, 10.30 „
,, II. ,,

Karystos arr.

dep.
,, 1.30 P.M.

,, 2.0 ,,

Ldurion arr. 5-30 „ Fri. 12.30 P.M.

dep. Thurs. 8.0 P.M. J, 1-30 ,,

Karystos arr.

dep.
"•30 „

,, noon.
Gaurion arr.

dep.
„ 2.30 P.M.

3-0 ,,

Syra arr.
. ) 6. 30 ,

,

Fri. 7.0 P.M.

HELLENIC COMPANTS STEAMERS

Arrivals at Laurion.

Sun. 9.30 P.M. from Peirasus.

Mon. 3.0 ,, ,, Syra,

Kythnos, Keos.
Mon. 9.30 P.M. from Euboea.

Wed. 9.30 ,, ,, Peirieus.

), 5- 30 ,, ,, Gaurion,

Karystos, and Syra.

Thurs. 11.30 A.M. from Peirseus.

Fri. 12.30 P.M. ,, Syra
(direct).

Sat. 2.30 P.M. from Volo,

Stylida,-and Chalkis.

Departures from Laurion,

Sun. 10. o P.M. for Euboea,
and Thessalonika.

Mon. 3. 15 P.M. for Peirseus.

9-45 >> ,,

Wed. 9.45 ,, ,, Chalkis,

Stylida, and Volo.

Thurs. 8.0 A. M. for Karystos,

Gaurion, and Syra.

Thurs. 11.45 A.M. for Keos,
Kythnos, and Syra.

Fri. 1.30 P.M. for Syra (direct).

Sat. 2.45 ,, ,, Peir^us.
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18. SYRA and PEIR^US to VOLO

H ELLENIC. Tlave\\r}VLOi. Goud^.

Syra dep. Sat. 7.0 P.M. Fri. 8.0 P.M.

Peirseus arr. Sun. 4. 30 A.M. Sat. 5. 30 A.M.
dep.

)) 8.0 P.M. Th. 7.0 P.M. Tu.&Sa. 7.0P.M.

Laiirion Calls.
^'' )> II. ,, „ „ 10.30 ,,

dep. ,, "•15 ,. >) .. II. ,,

Aliveri(on) arr. Mon. 5. 30 A.M. Fri. 3.45 A.M. \V.&Su.4.o A.M.

dep. ,, 5-45 ,. >> 4.0 „ ,. „ 4-30 „
Chalkis arr. 5) 8.45 „ 6.45 .. ,. „ 7.0 „

dep. )) lO.O ,, ,, 7.45 >, ., „ 8.0 „
Limne arr.

,, 12.45 P-M. >> 10.15 „ „ ,, 10.30 „
dep.

J J
I.O „ >! 10.30 ,, ,, „ ii.o „

Atalante arr.

dep.
}J

2.30 „
2.45 ..

noon.

12.15 P.M.

.(Edepsos Calls in summer.

Styli'da arr. ,, 7-0 „ ,, 4.15 P.M.
/Wed. 2.30 P.M.;

\ Sun. 2.0 ,,

/\

dep. Tues. 2. 30 A.M.
>

)

S-o „
j Wed. 3.30 P. M.

;

\ Sun. 3.0 ,,

Oreos arr.

dep.
" 5-45 ,.

6.0 ,, ))

8.0 „
8.15 „

Nea Mizele arr.

dep.
" 8.0 ,,

8.15 „
Halmyros

( = Armyr6) arr. ,, 8.45 ..

dep. ,, 9.0 ,,

Volo arr. 10.30 ,, J) II. ,, W. &Su. 8.0 P.M.
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19. VOLO to PEIR^US and SYRA

HELLENIC. Ilav€\\rivi.os. Goude.

Volo dep. Tues. 2.30 P.Ar. Sat. 12 noon.
fTu. ii.oA.M.

;

\ Th. II. ,,

Halmyros arr.
, J 4.0 ,, ,, 1.30 P.J[. Th. noon.

Nea Mizele
dep.

arr.

" 4-15 >-

4-45 ..

1-45 „ ,, 1.30 P.M.

Oreos
dep.

arr.

" 5-0 „

4-0 >> „ 3-30 ,,

dep. Wed. 2.0 A.M. 4-15 .> ,: 4-0 .,

Slylida arr. ,, 5-15 n 7-15 ,.

/Tu. 5.0 P.M.

;

t Th. 8.0 ,,

dep. ,, 6.30 ,, ,, midnight.
/ Tu. 8.0 ,,

( Th. midnight.

Atalante arr. ,, 10.45 >> .Sun. 4.0 A.M.

dep. J, II. 4-15 >.

Limne arr. ,, 12.30 ,, 5-45 ,.
Tues. midnight.

Chalkis

dep.

arr.

" 12.45 >>

3-30 ,.

6.0 ,,

8.30 „
/ Wed. 4.0 A.M.;

t Fri. 6.0 ,.

dep. ,, 4-30 ,, 9.0 „
/Wed. 6.0 ,

( Fri. 6.30
,

Aliveri(on) arr. ,, 7-30 ,, "•45 „
/ Wed. 8. 30 ,

(^
Fri. 9.0 ,

dep. ,, 7-45 >> noon.
( Wed. 9.0 ,

\ Fri. 9.30 ,

Laurion arr. ,, 4. 30 P.M. f
Wed. i.o P.

\ Fri. 2.0 ,

\i.

;

Peirseus arr. Tliurs

dep.

5. 14 A. M.

4 45 .>

8.45 „

fWed. 1.30 .

1 Fri. 2.30 ,

/Wed. 5.0 ,

\ Fri. 6.0 ,

dep. ,, 7.0 P.M. Tliurs. 8.0 P.M.

Syra arr. Fri. 4. 30 A.M. Fri. 5.30 A.M.

1 From February to November the steamer, after waiting 15 minutes at

Oreos, crosses over to Styjida, and stays there for the night. In the winter

months, it stays either at Oreos or Styhda, at the discretion of the Captain.

M
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20. SYRA—TBNOS—MYCONOS
Hellenic.

Syra dep. Sun. 8.0 A.M.

Tenos arr. 9-30 „
dep. ,, lO.O ,,

Myconos arr. II-I5 >>

dep. ,, 2.0 P.M.

Tenos arr. 315 ,,

dep. 4.0 ..

Syra arr. 5-3° ••

22. SYRA and MELOS

Hellenic.

Syra
Seriphos

Siphnos

Melos

dep.

arr.

dep.

arr.

dep.

arr.

Fri. 8.0 A.M.

"•30 ,>

11.45 ..

1.45 P.M.

2.0 ,,

5-15 »

24. SYRA—THERA (first week.)

Hellenic.

Syra dep. Mon. 7.0 A.M.
Naousa arr. ,, lo.o ,,

{in Faros) dep. )) 10.15 ,,

Naxos arr. 11-30 ,,

dep. ,, noon.
Amorgos arr. 4.30 P.M.

dep. Tues. 12.30 A.M.
Thera arr. 5-0 ,,

{Sailtorin) dep. 7-0 ,,

los arr. 9-30 ,,

dep. 9-45 »
Naxos arr. ,, 12.45 P-^'-

dep. I.I5 ..

Naousa arr. 2.30 „
dep. 2.45 ,,

Syra arr. 5-45 >-
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21. SYRA and ANDROS

Hellenic.

Syra
Hysternia

{in Teiios)

dep. Wed. 8.0 A.M.

j
calls.

Korthi(on)

(m Andros) 1
calls.

Andros aiT. Wed. 11.45 A.M.

Syra
dep.

air.

,, 12.30 P.M.

4-15 >.

23. SYRA and MELOS

Hellenic.

Melos
Siphnos

Seriphos

Syra

dep.

arr.

dep.

arr.

dep.

arr.

Sat. 6.0 A.M.

9-15 =.

9.30 „
,, 11.30 ,,

11-45 .'

3.15 P.M.

25. SYRA—THERA (second week)

Hellenic.

Syra dep. Mon. 7.0 A.M.

Paroikia arr. ,, lO.O ,,

{in Faros) dep. 10.15 '>

Naxos arr. ,, 12.30 P.M.

dep. i.o ,,

IOS arr. 4-0 „
dep. 4.15 .'

Thera arr. 6.45 ,,

(Sanforin) dep. Tues. 1.0 A.M.
Amorgos arr. 5-30 .,

dep. 6.0 ,,

Naxos arr. 10.30 ,,

dep. ,, II. ,,

Paroikia arr. ,, 1. 15 P.M.

dep. I-30 „
Syra arr. 4-30 ,,
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26. SYRA to SKYROS.

{Once a fortnight)

HELLENIC.

Syra dep. Wed. midnight.

Gaurion in Andros. Calls.

Karystos arr. Thurs. 5.30 A.M.

dep. 6.0 ,,

Kyme arr. ,, I.O P.M.

dep. 130 „
Skyros arr. 4-30 ,,

dep. 10.30 ,,

Karystos arr. Fri. 6.30 A.M.
dep. „ 7-0 „

Gaurion in Andros. Calls.

Syra arr. ,, 12.30 P.M.

27. PEEVESA-ANTIVAEIS. \ ANTIVAEIS-PEEVESA.

HELLENIC. HELLENIC.

Prevesa dep. Wed. 3.0 P.M. Antivaris dep. Sun. 5.30 A.M.
Leukas arr. ,, 4.0 ,, Medoua arr.

^J lO.O ,,

dep. Thurs. 1.30 A.M. dep.
/J "•30 ,,

Parga arr. ,, 5-30 „ Dyrrhachion arr.
J, 4.0 P.M.

dep. ,, 6.0 „ dep.
,, lO.O ,,

Sagiada arr. ,, 9-30 „ Aulon arr. Mon. 5.0 A.M.
dep. ,, lO.O ,, dep.

jj 6.30 ,,

Corfu arr. ,, "•30 ,, (H)ag. Saran ta arr.
jj 2.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 2.0 P.M. dep.
,, 30 „

(H)ag. Saran a arr. ,, 4.0 ,, Corfu arr.
J, 5-0 M

dep. ,, 5-0 ,, dep. Tues. 4.0 A.M.
Aulon arr. Fri. 1.0 A.M. Sagiada arr.

'' 5-30 „
dep. ,, 8.0 „ dep. 6.0 „

Dyrrhachion arr. ,, 3.0 P.M. Parga arr.
, J 9-30 ,,

dep. Sat. 1.0 A.M. dep.
J J

lO.O ,,

Medoua arr. ,, 5-30 ,, Leukas arr.
,, 2.0 P.M.

dep. ,, 7-30 ,, dep.
J

,

2.30 ,,

Antivaris arr. " noon. Prevesa arr. " 3-30 „
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29. TRIESTE—PATRAS—SALONICA

Every alternate

Trieste dep. iWed. 6.0 P.M.

Fiume arr. Thurs. 7.30 A.M.

dep. ,, 3.0 r.M.

Corfu arr. Sat. 4-30 .'

dep. ,, 9-30 ,,

S. Maura arr. Sun. 5.0 A.M.

dep. ,, 7-0 „
Patras arr. ,, 5.0 P.M.

dep. Mon. 4.0 A.M.

Katakolo arr. ,,
noon.

dep. ,, 5.0 P.M.

Kalamata arr. Tues. 4.30 A.M.

dep. ,, 3.0 P.M.

Peirseus arr. Wed. noon.

dep. Thurs. lO.O A.M.

Volo arr. Fri. 9-30 ,,

dep. ,, 3.0 P.M.

Salonica arr. 2 Sat. 8.30 A.M.

dep. Sun. lO.O ,,

Constantinople arr. Thurs. 10.30 „

Ever) alternate

Constantinople dep. -Sat. 2.0 P.M.

Salonica arr. Wed. 5.0 A.M.

dep. ))
6.0 P.M.

Volo arr. Thurs. 11.30 A.M.

dep. ,, 6.30 P.M.

Peirjeus arr. Fri. 6.0 ,,

dep. Sat. 8.0 A.M.

Kalamata arr. Sun. 5-0 „
dep. )

)

6.0 P.M.

Katakolo arr. Mon. 5.0 A.M.

dep. ,, 8.30 „
Patras arr. ,, 4.30 P.M.

dep. Tues. I.O A.M.

S. Maura arr.
,

,

II. ,,

dep. J, 9.0 P.M.

Corfu arr. Wed. 4.30 A.M.

dep. ,, 8.0 „
Fiume arr. Fri. 9.30 P.M.

dep. ,, 5.0 P.M.

Trieste arr. 2 Sat. 6.30 A.M.

1 March 2, 16, 30 ; April 13.

2 March 12, 26 ; April 9,

27 ; May 11, 25 : June S, 22 in

!3 ; May 7, 21
; June 4, 18 in 18
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30. TRIESTE and CONSTANTINOPLE

Trieste dep. Sat. 2.0 P.M.

Corfu arr. Mon. 4.0 J J

dep. ,, 7.0 ,,

Peirgeus arr. Wed. lO.O A.M.

dep. ,, 6.0 P.M.

Constantinople arr. Fri. 7.0 A. M.

31. PEIR.^US and SYRA

Peirceus

Syra
dep.

arr.

Wed. 9.0 P.M.

Thurs. 7.0 A.M.

32. PEIR^US and CRETE

Peiraeus dep. Sun. 2.0 P.M.

Canea arr. Mon. 8.0 A.M.
dep. ,, noon.

Rethymnos arr. ,, 4.0 P.M.

dep. .

,

7-0
Candia arr. •' midnight.

33. TRIESTE and SMYRNA
Trieste ^ dep. Tues. 4.0 p. M.

Brindisi dep. Fri. midnight. |

Corfu arr. Sat. 2.30 P.M.

dep. 9-30 ,,

Argostoli arr. Sun. 10.30 A.M.

dep. ,, I.O P. M.

Zante arr. 5- 30 ,,

dep. II. ,,

Cerigo arr. Mon. 7.0 ,,

dep. 8.0 ,,

Syra arr. Tues. 1 1.0 A.M.

dep. 8.0 P.M.

Peirseus arr. Wed. 6.0 A.M.

dep. 3-0 P.M.

Chios arr. Thurs. 8.0 A.M.
dep. 9-0 ,,

Smyrna arr. 4-0 P.M.

1 Stopping at either Fiume or Ancona in alternate weeks.
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CONSTANTINOPLE and TRIESTE.

Constantinople
Peirreus

dep.

arr.

Fri. 5.0

Sun. 6.0

p. M.

A.M.

Corfu

dep.

air.

4-0

Tues. 7.0

P.M.

A.M.

Trieste

dep.

arr.

,, II.

Thurs. I.o P.M.

SYRA and PEIRJEUS.

Syra
PeirKus

dep.

arr.

Sat. 8.0 P.M.

Sun. 6.0 A.M.

CRETE and PEIRiEUS.

Candia dep. Sun. midn ght.

Rethymnos arr. Mon. 5.0 A.M.

dep. ,, lO.O ,1

Canea arr. ,, 2.0 P.M.

dep. Tues. 8.0 A.M.

Peirseus arr. Wed. 2.0 "

SMYRNA and TRIESTE

Smyrna dep. Sat. II. A.M.

Chios arr.

dep.

6.0

7.0

P. M.

Peiroeus arr. Sun. noon
dep. ,, 9.0 P.M.

Syra arr. Mon. 7.0 A.M.

dep. ,, 4.0 P.M.

Cerigo arr.

dep.

Tues. 7.0

8.0

A.M.

Zante arr.

dep.

Wed. 4.0

8.30

A.M.

Argostoli arr.

dep.
" 1.0

4.0

P.M.

Corfu arr. Thurs • S-o A.M.

dep. )) 7.0 P.M.

Brindisi ^ arr. Fri. 9-30 A.M.

Trieste arr. Mon. 5-30 ,,

1 Stopping at either Fiume or Ancona in alternate weeks.
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GREEK RAILWAYS.

34. PEIR^US—CORINTH—NAUPLIA

Peireeus dcp. 7.0 A.M. 12.40^ r.M.

Athens 7-35 - 115 ..

Lleusis 8.45 ^, 2.30 „
Megara
Kalamaki
Corinth arr.

9-30 „
10.48
II 15 >-

3-15 „
4-32 ,,

5-0
Corinth dep. 12.0- ,,

Nemea arr. 1.52 P.M.

Phykhtia (Mycenae)
Argos^ arr.

2.14 ,,

2.50
dep.

Myli (Lerna)"* arr.

Nauplia-' arr.

3-15 -
3-35 „

315 -

35. CORINTH—KAMARI

Corinth dep. 11.40-* A.M. 5.2O"' P.M.

Kiato 12.33 P.M. 6.20 ,,

Xylokastro 115 ,, 7-5 .>

Kamari arr. 1-30 ,, 7.20 ,,

1 Stopping at Hag. loannes (Rhente), Myli (near Athens), Ano-I-idsia

Kato-Liosia, Kalyvia, Kin^ta, and Hag. Theodoros.
2 Stopping at Hexamili, Athekia, Chiliamodi, Hag. Vasileion, and Kout-

sopodi.
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34. NAUPLIA—CORINTH—PEIR^US

Nauplia^ dep. 12.10^ P.M.

Myli (Lerna)'' dep. 12.10 ,,

Argos" arr. 12.45 M
Phykhtia (Mycence) 115 „
Nemea 1-51 >>

Corinth arr. 3-30 ,,

Corinth dep. 10.15 A-M- 4. lO"* P.M.

Kalamaki arr. 10.46 ,, 4-35 >,

Megara 12.0 ,, 5-50 ,.

Eleusis 1 2. 48 P.M. 6.38 „
Athens 2.5 8.5 „
Peirseus arr. 2.40 ,, 8.25 „

35. KAMARI—CORINTH

Kamari dep. 7.30^ A.M. 1.45-^ P.M.
Xylokastro 7.55 „ 2.10 ,,

Kiato 8.35 „ 2.50 ,,

Corinth arr. 9-30 „ 3-40 ,,

3 Between Myli. Argos, and Nauplia there is a local train three times a day,
stopping at Dalamanara, Tiryns, and Kephalari.

4 Stopping at Perigiali, Vrachate, KokkOni, Velio, Derainio, Melissi, and
Sykia.
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36. ATHENS and KEPHISIA

Fares :—dr. 1.50, 1.05, and .75. Return, dr. 2.40, 1.80,

and 1.20.

Stations:— Athens, Patesia, Heracleion, Amarousion,

and Kephisid.

1st April to 1st June 1 ^Athens, dep., 6, S, 11 a.m.; 2, 3, 5,

) 7 P.M.

1st Sept. to 26th Oct.^ 1 Kephisia, dep., 7, 9 a.m.; noon ; 3, 4,

( 6, 9 P.M.

Extra Trains on Sundays and Holidays.

Athens, dep., 10 a.m.; 4, 5, 9 p.m.

Kephisia, dep., 11. 10 a.m.; 5.10, 8,

10 P.M. (instead of 9 p.m.)

1st June to 1st Sept.i Athens, dep., 5.30, 7.30, 10.30 a.m.;

3, 4, 5' 6, 8 p. m.

Kephisia, dep., 6.30, 8.30, ir.30 am.;
4.10, 5.10, 6.10, 8.10, 10 P.M.

Extra Trains on Sundays a?td Holidays.

Athens, dep., 9.30 a.m.; 7, 9, 10 p.m.
Kephisia, dep., 10.40, 11.40 (instead of

11.30) A.M.; 7.10, 9.10, 10.10
(instead of 10) p.m., and midnight.

26th Oct. to 1st April. ^ Athens, dep., 7, 11 a.m.; 1.30, 2.30,

5.30 P.M.

Kephisia, dep., 8. 15 a.m. ; noon ; 2.40,

4.40, 6.40 P.M.

Extra Trains on Sundays ajid Holidays.

Athens, dep., 9 a.m.; 3.30, 6.30 p.m.

Kephisia, dep., 10 .\.m.
; 5.40, 8 p.xf.

1 Old style.
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37. ATHENS and PEIR^US

Fares:—lept. 95 ; 60; and 50. Return, dr. 1.60; 1.05 ;

and lept. 85. All trains stop at Phalerum.

Peirseus, dep. 5.35; 5.5 ; 6.35 a.m., and every half-hour at 5

and 35 minutes past the hour, till 8.35 P.M.; also at 9.35 ; 10.35 5

11.35 P.M.

Athens, dep. 6.0 a.m., and every half-hour, until 8.0 P.M.; also

at 9.0; lo.o ; II. o P.M., and midnight.

38. ATHENS and LAURIUM

Fares:— dr. 7.35, 5.55, and 3.70. Return, dr. 12.70,

9.50, and 6.35.

Stations:— Athens, Patesia, Herakleion, Chalandri,

Geraka, Kantzas, Liopesi, Koropi, Markopiilo, Kalyvia,

Keratea, Daskaleion, Thorikos, and Laurium.

„oi \ -w ^^.,1. r\ t r Athens, dep., 7.45 a.m., and 4.30 p.m.
23d x\pril to 26th Oct. \ , . I r . ,, 1 , ^ T, ,,

iOH St 'J \
(. Laurium, dep., 6. 10 A.M. , and 5.0 P.M.

26th Ort to 2-d Anril
/Athens, dep., 8.35 a.m., and 3.40 p.m.

{OLisfyk.) I Laurium. dep., 7-5 a.m., and 4-5 I'-M-

On Fridays, express in connexion with steamer between Laurium
and Syra :

—

Athens, dep., 10.45 a.m.

Laurivun, dep., 1.30 p.m.
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39. KATAKOLO and PYRGOS (for Olympia)

Old Style.

New Style.

Pyrgos to Katakolo.

A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

0. Jan. I to March 3 1
]

N. ,, 13 to April 12 i

0. Apr. I to May 31
|

N. ,, 13 to June 12
i

0. June I to Sept. 30 /

JV. „ 13 to Oct. 12 i

0. Oct. I to Dec. 31

JV. ,, 13 to Jan. 12
\

7.0

6.30

5-30

6.30

9-30

9-30

7-3°

8.30

lO.O

10.30

1.30 i 4.0

2.0 4.30

2.0
j
4.0

2.0 4.30

6.30

Old Style.

New Style.

Katakolo to Pyrgos.

A. M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

0. Jan. I to March 31
\

JV. ,, 13 to April 12
\

0. April I to May 31 j

JV. ,, 13 to June 12 \'

0. June I to Sept. 30 jl

JV. ,, 13 to Oct. 12
\

0. Oct. I to Dec. 31
I

JV. ,, 13 to Jan. 12
\

8.0

8.0

6.30

7-30

11.30

11.30

9.0

9-3°

11.30

11.30

3-0

3-30

3-0

3-30

5-30

6.0

5-30

6.0

8.0

Time : Half an hour.

Fares (payable in paper):—First Class, dr. I.35 ; Second, (fr.

1. 15; Third, (/;-. .85. Return, First Class, iJr. 2.10; Second, cJr.

1.80 ; Third, (/;-. 1. 60.

Special Trains : either way, dr. 70 ; both ways, dr. 120.
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40. VOLO and LARISSA

iV.j5.—The Time-Table of this Line is to be found in

Hendschel's Telegraph.

Volo dep. 7.30 A.M. 8.42 A.M. 5-17 P.M.

Velestino arr. 8.17 „ 9-27 ,. b.4 J)

Velestino dep. 9-37 .>

Pheisala ,, 12.0 ,, 3.59 P.M.

Sophades ,, 1.2 P.M. 5.20 ,,

Karditza ,

,

7.0 A.M. 1-50 » 6.0 ,,

Trikkala ,

,

8.47 „ 3-15 >.

Kalambakka arr. 9-45 .. 4-5 ..

Velestino dep. 8.28 A.M. 6.14 P.M.

Schoular ,, 9.22 ,, 7.8 ,,

Larissa arr. 9-55 >> 7.41 "

Larissa dep. 7.50 A.M. 5.36 P.M.

Schoular ,, 8.24 „ 6.10 ,,

Velestino arr. 9-17 >, 7-3 ,.

Kalambakkadep. 11.35 A. M. 5.15 P.M.

Trikkala 12.38 „ 6.31 „
Karditza 6.15 A.M. 2.0 P.M. 8.0 ,,

Sophades >> 7.0 „ 2.35 :,

Phersala ,, 8.16 ,, 3-42 ,,

Velestino arr. 5-55 M
Velestino dep. 9.28 A.M. 6.5 ., 7.8 P.M.

Volo arr. 10.15 „ 6.50 ,, 7-55 >.
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